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FROM THE EDITOR 

New Orleans is now on my mind but already thoughts are turning to 
Anaheim. Many of you who read this newsletter do not attend each and every 
Symposium so part of my task is to try to supplement what is presented at 
Symposia as well as provide news of the SIG and of interest to the SIG. What 
would you like to see more of---less of---changed? 

I have missed connections with the 12-bit World for this issue for 
which I do apologize. We'll try again next time. 

Best wishes for a lazy, hazy (and yet productive) summer!! 

STEERING COMMITTEE. 

CHAIRMAN: 
thomas j. orlowski 
(703) 325-6161/2 

VICE CHAIRMAN 
ralph m. bradshaw 
(201) 524-2121 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: 
margaret drake 
(512) 691-6105 

SYMPOSIUM COORDINATOR: 
katherine 'kit' trimm 
(602) 721-7427 

mitch brown 
(617) 890-4900 

DEC COUNTERPART: 
cl a ire messier 
(603) 884-3803 
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CHAIRMAN'S CHAT . . . 

Interest in office automation continues to grow and so doee our speeial 
interest group membership.AS we get larger, those of us who currently are members 
of the OA Steering Committee have been taking a close look at how to best 
serve your needs. We feel that our strong symposia program, including a senior 
management day, management specific sessions, social events, and a neophyte 
to technical expert track, provide for the right kind of information exchange 
and personal interactions. We also feel that our newsletter is pretty good. 
'Ihe truth of the matter is that with 4,000 plus SIG members, we just don't 
know. We could use your phone, personal, and letter input. What should we 
be doing? If we are doing things well, please tell us that too. 

'Ihe DECUS organization itself continues to mature and there are some 
developmental problems that pop up from time-to-time. Your steering 
committee is trying to represent your interests in a variety of areas: long 
range planning, how SIG's are formed, should symposia continue in its present 
format, and should there be individual SIG newsletters or just one big monthly 
DECUS publication. If you have any questions, connnents, or feelings on these 
or any other topics, please let us know. 

The key members of the OA Steering Connnittee have attended three major 
DECUS meetings since January 1985 in an attempt to help this volunteer 
organization run better. Our employers have seen enough benefit from our 
participation in the DECUS to give us the time, all we need now is your 
feedback --- positive and negative. 

Last, but not least, we need your lessons learned, success stories, and 
problem areas. We'd like to see you give us your own story in writing for 
the newsletter or verbally as a session at the next symposia. 

More than anything else, we'd like to help you get your boss and your 
boss' boss involved to improve their support of your efforts. We are currently 
working on several projects aimed directly at middle and senior managers. 
Your OA SIG Steering Committee is also available to discuss these programs 
with you. 

Have a Great Summer, 

Tom 
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SYMPOSIUM COORDINATES .. 

It is time to plan for Symposium in Anaheim! 

Perhaps this is the Symposium that YOU will make a 
presentation, or participate in a pannel !! 

We have always received excellent support from DIGITAL, 
providing us with very professional presentations, but we need 
USER presentations too. Please feel free to call Mitch or me 
to chat about how an experience you have had in your 
organization could benefit other users. Sharing is what its 
all about!! I look forward to hearing from you! 

New Orleans DECUS marks several firsts for the OA SIG. DIGITAL 
co-sponsered a special management day with us entitled "OA Why 
Bother". This was a great opportunity for senior management to 
gain exposure to Office Automation. DIGITAL flew in 
outstanding speakers and provided lovely facilities for this 
event. We certainly appreciate DIGITAL's support and plan to 
make this a regular feature of Symposium. It provides a very 
professional environment for you to bring your senior, 
non-technical management to discuss organizational issues and 
opportunities with their peers. 

In addition to our popular OA Wish List we are starting a 
formal mechanism to provide information to DIGITAL on office 
automation products. Watch for more details on how you can 
participate! 

Ray Kaplan instigated the first OA SIG tape full of interesting 
and helpful tools. We encourage you to get the tape, at the 
very least you may get creative ideas for expanding the role of 
OA in your environment. Also, start collecting goodies you can 
contribute to the next tape. 

Keep in touch! See you in Anaheim!! 

Katherine "Kit" Trimm 
PIVOTAL, Inc. 
(602) 886-5563 
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THE FORUM .... 

LIFE ON THE EDGE Katherine Trimm 

In a moment of enthusiasm I volunteered to write a management 
column for our newsletter. The management challenges are some 
of the toughest we face in being on the cutting edge of major 
new technologies. My wish is that this will become a forum for 
discussing management and political issues surrounding Office 
Automation. I look forward to your comments and contributions 
to this effort. The opinions here are my own, and in no way 
reflect upon any innocent parties. 

In the last ALL-IN-1 class Ray and I taught, several managers 
were concerned about how to handle attempts by IBM to dislodge 
ALL-IN-1 sites in their companies. These were large mixed shop 
organizations with sucessfull ALL-IN-1 pilots. If you are in 
this situation the following is intended to give you ideas in 
working with your senior management. 

In my experience senior management is primarily concerned about 
two things when it comes to computers, "support" and 
"compatibility". IBM continues to beat the competition by 
doing an excellent job of addressing these two concerns. The 
reality of this was born out in a recent Yankee Group study 
which identified support as far and away the critical factor in 
managements eyes, and IBM the leading vendor for their 
perceived strength in this area. (Digital was #2) The 
underlying philosophy here is most senior managers perfer to 
minimize problems rather than optimize solutions, sad but 
apparently true. 

First we'll overcome the implied objections to Digital, the 
support issues and ''second vendor status" because you can't 
"sell" anyone anything until you have over come their 
objections. Next newsletter we'll discuss methods for getting 
your management to think about using OA technology to solve a 
broad range of business problems and load you up with 
ammunition on why the strengths of ALL-IN-1 justify the "risk" 
of straying from the security of the big blue blanket. 

Lets start with compatibility. There your management sits in 
the blissfull fairy tale belief in "compatibility". If they 
just buy IBM equipment all the employees all over the world 
will be happily logging on reading their mail. But how 
"compatible" are IBM systems with other IBM system-s? Start by 
innocently asking questions. "Which of your IBM systems run 
Profs?" "What about the ones that don't?" "Is it true that IBM 
is going to DISOSS? 11 "What funtionality does DISOSS have?" "Is 
Profs compatible with DISOSS?" "Will there be a bridge between 
Profs and DISOSS, what will it cost, what utilities will be 
required?" And so forth. How distressing!! 
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But there is hope! It has been said that Digital is more 
compatible with IBM right now than IBM is. (Digital has some 
good networks people who can help you get the solutions for 
your company. See Bob Bradley's article on the DECnet/SNA 
Gateway product in this issue for more ideas.) 

Shaking them up on that issue was fun wasn't it? That issue 
alone may justify maintaining ALL-IN-1 to hook various OA 
systems togather. The next issue is support. Yes we know 
VAXes are reliable, and Digital has beefed up field support, 
but, unless you are an unusual case, in OA support it is 
"what's up front that counts" in the support battle. There the 
polished IBM sales force goes calling on your senior 
management, having high level discussions of corporate 
strategy, making seamless presentations, flying management to 
exotic spots for multimedia demonstrations. And your poor DEC 
rep is demo-ing electronic mail at 1200 baud. 

Do not despair, ~igital has all sorts of resources to compete 
with IBM, but the knowledge of them out in the field is spotty. 
Your first weapon is your ALL-IN-1 specialist. They reside in 
regions or districts. There are . several around the country 
that not only are knowledgable on the product but are skilled 
in management speak and enflaming the imaginations of jaded . ..___,,, 
executives. (If you are having trouble finding yours, or they 
don't fit the above description, give us a call and we will try 
to point you to the right people in your area.) At least one 
region is bringing in internal and external consultants to make 
presentations and work with organizations. They also have 
special off site programs for senior executives called 
Executive Seminars which are high level and very professional. 
Right now you have to push, but Digital does have the resources 
to compete with IBM in the DA market place and make your 
management feel comfortable about a Digital solution. 
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INDEX OF ISSUES AND ARTICLES FOR OASIG NEWSLETTER (as of 5/13/85) 

#1--VOLUME 1, NUMBER 1--MARCH 1983 (CLYDE KELLEY) 

1. WHAT IS OFFICE AUTOMATION by Michael Hammer and Marvin Sibu 

#2--VOLUME l, NUMBER 2--MAY 1983 (CLYDE KELLEY) 

1. HOW TO MAKE GIGI SLIDES by Ron Webster 

2. SYSTEMS INTEGRATION by T.R. Cornell 

#3--VOLUME 1, NUMBER 3--AUGUST 1983 (MARGARET DRAKE) 

1. SELLING OFFICE AUTOMATION TO MANAGEMENT: OA--A PEOPLE OR A 
TECHNOLOGY ISSUE by James McClure 

2. A MANAGER'S VIEW OF OFFICE AUTOMATION: OA--A PANACEA OR A 
MANAGEMENT TOOL by James McClure 

3. OFFICE AUTOMATION COST FACTORS by Chip Wyser 

4. NEW FRONTIERS IN TRAINING TECHNOLOGY by Del Lippert 

5. LA12/LA100 FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES by John Davis and E. Jory 

#4--VOLUME 1, NUMBER 4--JANUARY 1984 (MARGARET DRAKE) 

1. PERSONAL COMPUTERS AS OFFICE NETWORK WORKSTATIONS 
by R. Rembert Aranda 

2. ELECTRONIC FILING AND OFFICE AUTOMATION by John Wright 

3, INTRODUCTION OF VDT'S by Digital's Human Factors Group 

#5--VOLUME 2, NUMBER 1--MARCH 1984 (MARGARET DRAKE) 
================~s================================= 

1. ALL-IN-1/USAA by Robert L. McDowell 

2. OFFICE AUTOMATION RESEARCH ON PRODUCTIVITY by Guy Talbott 
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#6--VOLUME 2, NUMBER 2--JUNE 1984 (MARGARET DRAKE) 

1. OVERCOMING COMPUTER SHOCK by Dennis Clark 

2. STUDENT FUNDED WORD PROCESSING by Shannon Savick and Dave Lashi 

3. OFFICE AUTOMATION FROM A STANDING START by W. F. Knightly 

4. MASS-11 FOR OFFICE AUTOMATION by Jacqui Stafudd 

5. ALL-IN-1/USAA by Robert McDowell 

#7--VOLUME 2, NUMBER 3--SEPTEMBER 1984 (MARGARET DRAKE) 

1. ALL-IN-ONE PERFORMANCE by Michael G. Jackson 

2. ALL-IN-1 AT GENRADby Mitch Brown 

3. OFFICE AUTOMATION SUPPORT IN A ONE-USER COMMUNITY by Rockey 
Salwinski 

4. EXPERIENCE NOT EXPECTATION by Ken Mayers 

5. LEARNING CENTERS by Laurence Wellington and Pamela Murray 

#8--VOLUME 2, NUMBER 4--DECEMBER 1984 (MARGARET DRAKE) 

1. INFORMATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN THE EIGHTIES by Albert Crawford 

2. INTERFACING RS-232-C by Wayne Kesling 

3. WRITING USERS MANUALS by Patti A. Petry 

4. FUTURE OF DATA DICTIONARIES by Pam Baradine 

#9--VOLUME 3, NUMBER 1--MARCH 1985 (MARGARET DRAKE) 

l. MANAGING THE INFORMATION SPECTRUM by Myron Hayashida 

2. ALL-IN-1 VERSION 2 ARCHITECTURE by John Churin 

3. WHAT IS OFFICE by Henry McCathern 

4. TRAINING TO ENSURE SUCCESSFUL OA IMPLMENTATION by Mitch Brown 

#10--VOLUME 3, NUMBER 2--JUNE 1985 (MARGARET DRAKE) 

1. DECNET/SNA GATEWAY PRODUCT SET OVERVIEW by Bob Bradley 
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■ DECUS Participation 
USERS is the most important word in our name, the Digital Equipment Com
puter Users Society. It is the interaction of the members that makes the Society 
the success it is. The most important fact about DECUS and its users is that any 
involvement at all, from simply becoming a member to serving on a committee 
or submitting a Library program is all done on a volunteer basis. No type of 
monetary reward is given to DECUS members for their DECUS activities. 

But most members will tell you that the more involved you get in DECUS 
and its activities, the more you will benefit. There are many ways that you can 
get more active in the Society. Remember, a users society is only as good as its 
users make it! 

Participation can range from a one-time activity to a multiple year commit
ment. Following is a brief list of the types of activities you can participate in as a 
DECUS member. 

• Submit to a Newsletter-All the Special Interest Groups publish newsletters, 
many in conjunction with other SIGs. DECUS newslette~ are unique because 
they are produced by volunteer members of the Society for others who have the 
same kinds of questions and concerns. You have the opportunity to supply 
articles and share "war stories;' pose questions, provide answers and make 
your opinion known to fellow readers and to Digital. Any submission is 
appreciated-you could ask that one question or supply that one answer that 
many fellow members wanted to know. 

• Present a Paper at Symposium-A submission may be on any aspect of the use 
of Digital Computers. Presentations come in all sores of flavors, from formal 
papers to panel sessions to poster papers. All play a part in the symposium and 
all are invited. Your ideas and perceptions are unique and the reason why so 
many people attend a symposium. 

• Act as a Symposium Session Chairman - Perhaps you have an interest in a topic 
but do not feel that you want to actually make a presentation. Volunteers are 
always sought to work with the speakers and serve as chairmen. Duties include 
checking the room and equipment, introducing the speaker(s), evaluating the 
sessions, etc. 
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• Submit to the Program Library-All the programs and packages in the DECUS 
Library have been written and voluntarily submitted by DECUS members. 
Maybe you have written a program for an application that you worked with
why not share it! It may just be the tool that a fellow user is looking for. Help 
keep the slogan "Don't Reinvent the Wheel" alive. Submit your program and 
save someone else the time and aggravation! 

• Serve on a Local Users Group Committee-Many activities take place on the 
local level and, just like activities occurring on the national level, volunteers are 
needed. Local Users Groups (LUGS) have meetings on a regular basis where 
other people from your area meet as a group and share ideas and concerns. Par
ticipation in activities on a local level are a good starting block for those inter
ested in getting involved on a national level. A LUG meeting is a great place to 
try out your presentation or help in the organizing chat is so important to 
assure a successful meeting. 

• Serve on a Special Interest Group Committee-Many of the Special Interest 
Groups (srGs) have working groups and task forces dealing with specific topics 
of interest to members of the particular SIG. Volunteers are needed to staff these 
working groups and share their knowledge with fellow users. Assistance is also 
appreciated by the Newsletter Editors-maybe you know the answer to a ques
tion posed in a Letter to the Editor-the Editor will appreciate your taking the 
time to respond. 

• Serve on a Functional Area Committee- The activities planned on a national 
level need much thought and planning. It is important for volunteers on the 
Functional Area Committees to have a good "feel'; for what is needed by their 
fellow users as far as activities are concerned. Many of the people serving on 
these committees have been involved in DECUS for a period of time and, there
fore, have a good overview of the working of the whole society. There is a 
greater time commitment involved for these committees. Functional Area Com
mittees are set up for Symposia, Library and Publications. 

As you can see, the types of activities and amount of time involved is very diver
sified. The one common thread is that all the people volunteering have a desire 
to share their knowledge with their fellow members of the computing field for 
mutual benefit and growth. 

You can contact the DECUS Office for more information on any of the above 
activities. 
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PAST SYMPOSIUM INFORMATION 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT COMPUTER USERS SOCIETY 
Valuable information 

Recorded "Live" [g] 
CECUS 

December 10-14, 1984 
Anaheim Convention Center 

1984 FALL DECUS U.S. SYMPOSIUM 

APL SIG 
_ A001 F84 WHY USE APL? ($7.50) 

_ B005F84 

_ B006F84 

_B007F84 
_B008F84 
_ B009F84 
_ B010F84 
_ B011F84 
_ B012F84 

_B014F84 

_C012F84 

_C013F84 
_C014F84 
_ C015F84 
_C016F84 
_C017F84 
_C018F84 
_C019F84 

__ C020F84 

_C021F84 

BASIC SIG 
A GENERALIZED BASIC ERROR PROCESSOR 
($7.50) 
COMMUNICATING BETWEEN 2 PC & BETWEEN 
APC & APDP 11170 ($7 .50) 
FUTURE DIRECTION OF BASIC-11/RT-11 ($7.50) 
VAX BASIC & MICROVMS ($7.50) 
MODULAR PROGRAMMING IN VAX BASIC ($7.50) 
BASIC-PLUS-2 RUN TIME OPTIMIZATION ($7.50) 
NEXT RELEASE OF BASIC-PLUS-2 ($7 .50) 
MEMORY RESIDENT OVERLAYS IN 
BASIC-PLUS-2 PROGRAMS ($7.50) 
CONVERTING BASIC FIELD STATEMENTS TO 
REMAP ($7.50) 

COBOL SIG 
COBOL APPLICATION QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
($7.50) 
BUSINESS APPLICATION ($15.00) 
WHY USE THE BUSINESS LANGUAGES? ($7.50) 
SCREEN HANDLING FROM VAX RPG 11 ($7.50) 
DEBUGGING VAX RPG 11 PROGRAMS ($7.50) 
THE VAX RPG 11 EDITOR ($7.50) 
V~ RPG 11 MIGRATION/COEXISTENCE ($7.50) 
CONVERTING PDP-11 COBOL PROGRAMS 
($7.50) 
USING SYSTEM SERVICES FROM COBOL-81 
PROGRAMS ($7 .50) 
CONVERTING COBOL-11 TO COBOL.-81 ($7.50) 

DAT A MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS SIG 
_ DM009F84 ADVANCED FMS PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES 
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_ DM014F84 DBMS-20V6.1 ($7.50) 
_ DM015F84 CRITERIA FOR SEtECTING YOUR RELATIONAL 

DATABASE ($7.50) 
_ DM:J16F84 SCIENTIFICDATABASESONAVAX11/780 

RUNNING VMS ($7.50) 
_ DM019F84 CONVERTING EXTERNAL DATA TO A VTX 

DATABASE ($7.50) 
_ DM020F84 DESIGNING EXTERNAL APPLICATIONS FOR VTX 

($7.50) 
_ DM021 F84 CONSTRUCTING A CORPORATE VIDEOTEX 

DATABASE ($7.50) 

_ DM022F84 VTX OVERVIEW AND UPDATE ($7.50) 
__ DM024F84 OPTIMIZATION OF VAX-11 RMS INDEXED FILE 

PERFORMANCE ($7.50) 
_ DM025F84 PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION UNDER ROB/ 

VMS AELA TIONAL DAT ABASE ($7.50) 
_ DM026F84 BUILDING LARGE SYSTEMS USING VAX-11 COD, 

TOMS AND COBOL ($7 .50) 
_ DM027F84 AVAX-11 DATATRIEVE/TDMSiFORTRANAPPLI

CATION ($7.50) 
_ DM029 ADVANCED PROGRAMMING WITH VAX FMS 

($7.50) 
_ DM030F84 EXPERIENCES OF A VAX INFORMATION 

ARCHITECT ($7.50) 
_ DM032F84 TDMS 1DTR IN VAX-11 DBMS APPLICATIONS 

($7.50) 
_ DM033F84 IMPLEMENTING MUL Tl-FORM SCREENS USING 

FMS($7.50) 
_ DM035F84 DATA MANAGEMENT FOR A NURSE'S STATION 

DATA BASE ($7.50) 
_ DM040F84 WHYUSEVAXCDD?($7.50) 
_ DM053F84 HOW TO SELECT A DBMS ($7 .50) 
_ DM056F84 VAX ROB-VMS AND BRITTON-LEE IDM 500 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS ($7.50) 
_ DM057F84 PROGRAMMING EFFICIENTLY IN VAX LISP 

($750) 
_ DM058F84 PROGRAMMING IN OPS5 FOR VAX ($7 50) 
_ DM059F84 GETTING STARTED IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLI

GENCE ($7.50) 
_·DM060F84 OVERVIEWOFSOMEA1 ADVANCED DEVELOP

MENT AT DEC ($7.50) . 
_ DM065F84 RELATIONAL DOCUMENT MANAGEJl.:NT FCR 



DM068F84 PANEL: DEC'S RELATIONAL DATABASE 
- MANAGEMENT($7.50) 

DM069F84 A NON-TECHNICAL USER INTERFACE TO ROB 
- ($7.50) . 

DM070F84 ELECTRONIC MEETINGS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL 
- EFFECTIVENESS THROUGH COMPUTER 

TELECONFERENCING ($7 .50) 
DM071 F84 INTRODUCTION TO THE VAX RDB PRODUCT SET 

($750) 
DM072F84 THE VAX INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE: AN 

- OVERVIEW ($7.50) 
_ DM074F84 VAX COD TECHNICAL TUTORIAL ($7.50) 
_ OM075F84 INTRODUCTION TO VAX ACMS APPLICATIONS 

($7.50) 
_ DM076F84 VAX ACMS INTERNALS ($7 .50) 
_ DMOnF84 VAX ACMS-PERFORMANCE AND APPLICATION 

DESIGN TRADE-OFFS ($7.50) 
_ DM078F84 VAX TOMS OVERVIEW ($7 .50) 
_ DM079F84 VAX TOMS TECHNICAL TUTORIAL & PERFOR

MANCE CONSIDERATIONS ($7.50) 
_ DM080F84 TO DB OR NOT TO DB: TRADE-OFFS OF FILE 

MANAGEMENT DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 
($750) 

_ DM081F34 VAX DBMS-LOADING ANO UNLOADING DATA
BASES ($7.50) 

_ DM082F84 VAX DBMS-TUNING FOR PERFORMANCE GAINS 
($7.50) 

_ DM083F84 VAX DBMS V2.0 INTERNALS ($7 .50) 
_ DM085F84 RDBNMS TECHNICAL TUTORIAL ($7.50) 
_ DM097F84 AN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE PROJECT CASE 

STUDY - THE FIRST SIX MONTHS ($7.50) 
_ DM099F84 GENERIC FMS SCREEN PROCESSOR ($7.50) 
_ DM100F84 MIS WORKSHOP Ill ($15.00) 

_DT005F84 

_DT006F84 

_DT007F84 
_DT008F84 

_0T009F84 

_ DT011F84 

_OT012F84 

_DT014F84 

_DT015F84 

_OT016F84 

_OT017F84 

_0T018F84 
_OT019F84 

_0T020F84 
_0T021F84 
-DT022F84 

-DT023F84 
-DT026F84 

-DT027F84 
-DT028F84 
-DT029F84 
-DT030F84 

-DT031F84 

DATATRIEVE SIG 
EXPLOITING DATATRIEVE TO ENHANCE 
DEVELOPMENT OF A MICROELECTRONICS 
RESEARCH COMMUNITY IN THE STATE OF 
NORTH CAROLINA ($7.50) 
DATATRIEVE RECORD DEFINITION WORKSHOP 
($7,50) 
SO WHY USE DATATRIEVE ANYWAY? ($7.50) 
COMPARISON OF DATATRIEVE TO OTHER DATA 
MANAGEMENT LANGUAGES ($7 .50) 
ON THE EDUCATIO~; OF NEW DATATRIEVE 
USERS ($7.50) 
HOW SYSTEM MANAGERS USE DATATRIEVE 
($7.50) 
USING DATATRIEVEANO FMS FOR SOPHIS• 
TICATEDONLINE DATA ENTRY ($7.50) 
VAX-11 DATATRIEVETORAINBOW 100COM
MUNICATIONS ($7.50) 
DATATRIEVE APPLICATION DESIGN WORKSHOP 
($7.50) 
A DATATRIEVE APPROACH TO LABORATORY 
TEST DATA MANAGEMENT AND PROCESSING 
($7.50) 
CAN YOU REALLY DO THAT IN DATATRIEVE? 
($7.50) 
DAT ATRIEVE-20 ($7.50) 
VMS ACCOUNTING USING VAX· 11 DAT ATRIEVE 
($7.50) 
DATATRIEVE-11 FAMILY SET ($7.50) 
DATATRIEVE AND THE POLICE ($7.50) 
DATATRIEVE AND A PERSONNEL DATABASE· 
A CASE STUDY ($7.50) 
DESIGNING USER FRIENDLY SYSTEMS ($7.50) 
INTEGRATING DATATRIEVE WITH THE VAX 
INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE ($7.50) 
SO, WHATISDATATRIEVEANYWAY? ($7.50) 
CUSTOMIZING VAX-11 OATATRIEVE ($7.50) 
USING VAX-11 DATATRIEVE GRAPHICS ($7.50) 
DATATRIEVE DISTRIBUTED MANIPULATION 
FACILITY ($7.50) 
V AX-11 OAT ATRIEVE-APPLICA TION DESIGN 
TRADE-OFFS ($7.50) 
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_0I003F8-4 

_0I006F84 

_0I007F84 

_0I008F84 
_DI009F84 

_0I010F84 
_0I012F84 
_0I013F84 
_DI014F84 

_Dl016F84 
_0I017F84 
_0I018F84 

_0I019F84 

_0I020F84 
_DI021F84 

_0I023F84 
DI024F84 

_DI025F84 
_0I026F84 

_DI027F84 
_0I028F84 
_DI029F84 
_0I030F84 
_0I033F84 

_DI034F84 

_DI036F84 

_DI037F84 

_0I040F84 

_ E005F84 

_E006F84 

_E007F84 
_E008F84 

_E009F84 

_E010F84 

_E011F84 

_E014F84 

_ E016F84 
_E017F84 
_E018F84 
_E019F84 

_E020F84 

DIBOL BUSINESS SIG 
LEGAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO COMPUTER 
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE WARRANTIES 
AND TRADE SECRETS VS. COPYRIGHT-PATENT 
RIGHTS ($7.50) 
MIGRATING APPLICATIONS TO A TO Z - A CASE 
HISTORY ($7.50) 
ACCOUNTING SOLUTIONS ON DIGIT AL COM
PUTERS ($7.50) 
DIGITAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (DAS) ($7.50) 
DECT AP, DIGIT AL TAILORED APPLICATION 
PACKAGES ($7 50) 
OECTAP ARCHITECTURE ($7.50) 
MIGRATING TO VAX DIBOL ($7.50) 
HANDWRITTEN DATA ENTRY ($7.50) 
NON-DEC OIBOL IMPLEMENTATIONS-USER 
PANEL ($7.50) 
PACKAGING TURNKEY SYSTEMS ($7.50) 
THE BEST OF DIBOL-A WORKSHOP ($7.50) 
OIBO COS-310 PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
AND TOPICS AND VERSION 9.3 USER FEEDBACK 
($7.50) 
OS/278 RELEASE TO DECUS LIBRARY-USER 
FEEDBACK PANEL DISCUSSION ($7.50) 
DECFORM FORUM ($7.50) 
OIBS-11 TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL INST AL· 
LATION ($7.50) 
INTRODUCTION TO A TO Z ($7.50) 
A TO Z PRODUCT PANEL ($7.50) 
A TO Z PROGRAM CERTIFICATION ($7.50) 
A TO Z LA YE RED PRODUCTS PROGRAMMER'S 
INTERFACE ($7.50) 
DIBOL ANO A TO 2 MENU FACILITY ($7.50) 
DIBOL-83 STATE OF THE LANGUAGE ($7 .50) 
BEYOND DIBOL-83 ($7.50) 
OIBOL FEEDBACK ($7.50) 
DIGIT AL'S STRATEGY FOR BUSINESS 
COMPUTING ($7.50) 
NE1WORKING FOR NOVICES USING A TO Z 
($7.50) 
AN ARCHITECTURE FOR USER INFORMATION: 
CONCEPTS ANO PHILOSOPHY ($7.50) 
IMPLEMENTING AN ON-LINE USER 
INFORMATION UTILITY ($7 .50) 
TSX-Plus MAGIC ($7.50) 

EDUSIG SIG 
IMPLEMENTING AN OPTICAL MARK SENSE 
GRADE REPORTING SYSTEM ($7.50) 
LAYOUT: A GRAPHICS LANGUAGE DESIGNED BY 
ARTISTS FOR ARTISTS ($7.50) 
REQUIEM FOR A FRIENOL Y EDITOR ($7 50) 
TEACHING AP COMPUTER SCIENCE USING A 
DEC MINI COMPUTER ($7.50) 
A UNIFIED, MENU-DRIVE HELP SYSTEM FOR 
TOPS-20 ($7.50) 
AN INSTRUCTIONAUAOMINISTRATIVE RAINBOW 
SYSTEM FOR A LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE ($7 .50) 
INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTER GRAPHICS FOR 
PROBABILITY STATISTICS ($7.50) 
ADMINSTRATIVE SOFTWARE FOR EDUCATION 
PART 2 ($7.50) 
VAX ING AT A SMALL COLLEGE ($7.50) 
ACADEMIC VAX MANAGEMENT PANEL ($7.50) 
ADA: TEACHING THE TEACHERS ($7.50) 
CAMPUS MADNESS-99 WAYS TO DEAL WITH 
THE MICRO EXPLOSION ($7.50) 
FACULTY ANO COMPUTERS - GETTING GOING 
AND SURVIVING ($7.50) 



_E021F84 SYSTEM MANAGEMENT AT A LARGE VAX EDU• _H043F84 UPGRADING YOUR 18 BIT LSl-11 SYSTEM TO 22 
CATIONAL SITE ($7.50) BIT($7.50Y 

_E023F84 THE POTENTIAL FOR APPL YING CBE TO REME· _H044F84 KXT-11 C 10P APPLICATION SHORTS ($7.50) 
DIAL EDUCATION ($7.50) _H046F84 LSl-11 PRODUCT INFORMATION FORUM (S7.50) 

_H047F84 LOWCOSTLSl-11 UPGRADESDECDOESNT 
TEU YOU ABOUT ($7.50) 

GRAPHIC APPLICATIONS SIG _H049F84 ELECTRONIC MEMORY OVERVIEW ($7.50) 

_G001F84 A VAX-BASED GRAPHICS MAIL SYSTEM ($7.50) 
_H051F84 LOW ENO STORAGE PRODUCT ADVANCES 

($7.50) 
_G002F84 INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS SCENARIO GENER· _H052F84 CURRENT TAPE PRODUCTS ($7.50) ATION(S7.50) __ H053F84 OPTICAL DISK TECHNOLOGY ($7.50) _G003F84 GRAPHICS FROM THE PERSONAL PRINTER TO _H056F84 VIDEO TERMINALS FEEDBACK AND NEW FEA· LASER TECHNOLOGY (S7 .50) 

TURES ($7 .50) _G004F84 LASER PRINTERS & TYPE DESIGN ($7.50) 
_H057F84 XXDP V2.0 TUTORIAL ($7.50) _G006F84 VAXSTATION DISPLAY SERVICES ($7.50) 

_G007F84 AN EFFICIENT INTERACTIVE MENU HANDLER 
FORVT•100/200DISPLAYS($7.50) 

_G011F84 ANSI GRAPHICS STANDARDS UPDATE ($7.50) 
_G012F84 GKS AND CORE-SIMILARITIES AND DIFFER· 

ENCES (S7 .50) 
_G013F84 INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS ON VAX (S7.50) 
_G014F84 REAL TIME APPLICATION OF VAX COLOR 

GRAPHICS ($7.50) IAS SIG 
_G015F84 VAX GKS/OB TECHNICAL OVERVIEW ($7.50) 

_I006F84 ANIGY0-21 M USERS' FORUM ($7.50) 
_I008F84 A STANDARD TASK DUMP SERVICE FOR IAS 

($7.50) 

HARDWARE MICRO SIG _I010F84 SAX, A NEW DIRECTORY MANAGEMENT TOOL 
($7.50) 

_H001F84 QBUS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ($7.50) _I012F84 HANDLER/LIM EXECUTIVE: A DEVICE HANDLER 
_H003F84 0-BUS/UNIBUS FOREIGN PERIPHERALS FORUM DEVELOPMENT TOOL ($7.50) 

($7.50) _I014F84 USING SUPERVISOR MODE LIBRARIES ($7.50) 
_H007F84 HARDCOPY 1/0 PRODUCT UPDATE ($7.50) _I015F84 IAS PRODUCT PANEL ($7.50) 
_H009F84 AN INTELLIGENT COMMUNICATIONS PROCES- _I016F84 UNDERSTANDING IAS CRASH DUMPS ($7.50) 

SOR FORVAXANDPDP-11 : AMICRO/T, MICRO/ _I020F84 MACR0-11 SUPER MAC ($7.50) 
11 DESIGN APPLICATION ($7.50) _I021F84 LOAD MANAGEMENT-AN IAS F-77 SYSTEM 

_H010F84 DEC BUS ARCHITECTURE FOR ASPIRING ($7.50) 
SYSTEM PROGRAMMERS ($7.50) _I022F84 BLOCK MODE TERMINALS WITH IAS ($7.50) 

_H013F84 COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACING ($7.50) 
_H014F84 0-BUS!UNIBUS HARDWARE HINTS & KINKS 

(S15.00) 

_H015F84 PDP-11 DIRECTIONS AND NEW PRODUCT 
REVIEW ($7.50) 

_H017F84 CONFIGURING RULES FOR MICRO/POP· 11 SYS-
TEMS AND OPTIONS ($7.50) 

_H018F84 WHAT DIGITAL WANTS TO KNOW ABOUT MICRO LABS/DAARC SIG SYSTEMS AND UNIBUS-11 'S BUT WAS AFRAID 
TO ASK ($7.50) _LA002F84 A SAMPLE TRACKING SYSTEM WITHIN A CHEM· 

_H019F84 SHORT TOPICS IN PDP-11 ARCHITECTURE ICAL R&D ENVIRONMENT ($7.50) 
($7.50) _LA003F84 REAL TIME FAST DATA ACQUISITION USING 

_H020F84 HARDWARE SUPPORT FOR MULTIPROCESSING AN MBD AND CAMAC ($7 .50) 
PDP-11 'S ($7 .50) _LA006F84 DIGITAL FIL TEAS ($7.50) 

_H021F84 PDP-11 SYSTEMS HARDWARE PANEL ($7.50) _LA007F84 A RESEARCH SYSTEM FOR EVOKED POTENTIAL 
_H026F64 A REAL• TIME PERSONAL INOENTITY VERIFICA· ANALYSIS ($7.50) 

TION SYSTEM ($7.50) _LA008F84 RS/1 RMSANDRS/1 DATATRIEVEINTERFACES 
_H027F84 EXCEPTION HANDLING IN MICROPOWER/ ($7.50) 

PASCAL ($7.50) _LA010F84 TS/1 USER PANEL ($7.50) 
_H028F84 MICROPOWER/PASCAL FUTURES AND PRO- _LA011F84 RS/1 AND AU-IN-ONE ($7.50) 

DUCT PANEL ($7 .50) _LA012F84 RS/1 ORACLE INTERFACE ($7.50) 
_H029F84 PROGRAMMING THE KXT•11CA WITH MICRO- _LA013F84 SPEAKEASY ON THE VAX ($7.50) 

POWER/PASCAL ($7.50) _LA014F84 A USER-FRIENDLY DATA ACQUISITION AND 
_H030F84 MIL-SPEC AND RUGGEDIZED SYSTEMS ($7.50) ANALYSIS PACKAGE ($7.50) 
_H031F84 MULTITASKING WITH MICROPOWER/PASCAL _LA015F84 COMPUTER INTERFACING, HOOKING UP TO THE 

($7.50) WORLD ($7.50) 
_H032F84 MICROPOWER/PASCAL PROGRAM BUILD PROC- _LA016F84 LIMS GRAPHICS USING REGIS AND DBMS ($7 .50) 

ESS(S7.50) _LA017F84 A DATABASE SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPING 
_H033F84 INTERFACING 1/0 DEVICES WITH MICROPOWER/ PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS ($7 .50) 

PASCAL ($7.50) _LA018F84 DIGIT AL'S STRUCTURED REAL-TIME DEVELOP· 
_H035F84 A PROM-BASED ENERGY MANAGEMENT MENT TOOLS: MICROPOWER/PASCAL AND VAX 

SYSTEM USING THE FALCON AS A STAND ELN($7.50) 
ALONE CONTROLLER ($7.50) _LA019F84 WHAT IS LIMS/SM, AND HOW DOES IT FIT INTO 

_H038F84 DESIGN OF AN SBC USING THE DCJ11 MICRO- OVERAU LABORATORY INTEGRATION? ($7 .50) 
PROCESSOR ($7.50) _LA020F84 VAX LIMS SAMPLE AND INSTRUMENT MANAGE· 

_H039F84 MICRO/PDP· 11 AND MICRON AX UPGRADE MENT ($7.50) 
OPTIONS ($7.50) _LA021F84 THE ARCHITECTURE OF VAX LABORATORY 

.. -., _H040F84 0-BUS MASS STORAGE ISSUES ANO CONSIDER· INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM/SAMPLE 
ATIONS ($7.50) MANAGEMENT ($7.50) 
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LANGUAGES AND TOOLS SIG 
_LA022F84 HOW TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR LIMS/SM SYSTEM _LT001F84 CONVERSION & COMPARISON OF STANDARD 

($7.50) FORTRAN, DEC FORTRAN'S & VAX· 11 FORTRAN 
_LA023F84 INTRODUCTION TO REAL• TIME DATA ACQUI• ($7.50) '-

SITION ANO PROCESSING ($7.50) _LT002F84 USING DCL AS A SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
_LA024F84 CONFIGURING A SYSTEM FOR REAL• TIME OTA TOOL ($7.50) 

ACQUISITION ($7.50) _LT003F84 THE USE OF DEC/CMS & DEC!MMS IN CON FIG· 
_LA026F84 REAL•TIME DATA ACQUISITION WITH THE PRO- URATION MANAGEMENT ($7.50) 

FESSIONAL PERSONAL COMPUTER ($7.50) _LT006F84 MUL Tl-LINGUAL APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT 
_LA028F84 REAL·TIME DATA ACQUISITION ON THE PC350 ($7.50) 

($7.50) _LT007F84 WRITING EFFICIENT ANO EASY· TO-READ CODE 
_LA029F84 COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY ($7.50) IN VAX C ($7 .50) 
_LA030F84 VAX LIMS/DATA MANAGEMENT ($7.50) _LT008F84 TEX: TYPESETTING FOR ALMOST EVERYBODY 

($7.50) 
_LT013F84 ADOOADASTATUSREPORT($7.50) 
_LT014F84 PASCAL PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT REQUIRING 

ACCESS TO RSX·LLM EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVES 
($7.50) 

_LT015F84 LANGUAGES & TOOLS QUESTION AND ANSWER 
($7.50) 

_LT016F84 LANGUAGES & TOOLS PRESENTS ADA KEY· 

LARGE SYSTEMS SIG NOTE($7.50) 
_LT017F84 PROMOTING THE ACQUISITION AND USE OF 

_LS004F84 TOPS 100&A($15.00) SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS ($7.50) 
_LS005F84 TOPS 20 O&A ($15.00) _LT018F84 REAL WORLD USE OF SOFT ARE DEVELOPMENT 
_LS007F84 DECSYSTEM•10 & DECSYSTEM-20 MANAGE· TOOLS ($7.50) 

MENT WORKSHOP ($7.50) _LT019F84 A LANGUAGE FOR PROCESSING TEXT ON VMS 
_LS009F84 LARGE SYSTMS TOWN MEETING ($7.50) ($7.50) 
_LS010F84 TOPS-20 VERSION USER PANEL ($7.50) _LT021F84 MAT, A STATIC ANAL VZER FOR SETS OF FOR· 
_LS011F84 ANF-10 (DEC·10) NETWORK PERFORMANCE TRAN MODULES ($7.50) 

ANALYSIS ($7.50) _LT022F84 A STANDARD FOR SOFTWARE VERIFICATION 
_LS013F84 TOPS·10/20 LAYERED PRODUCTS UPDATE Pt.ANS ($7.50) 

($7.50) _LT025F84 HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF OEC/MMS 
_LS014F84 FORTRAN-10/20 TECHNICAL SESSION (S7.50) ($7.50) 
_LS015F84 LARGE SYSTEMS PRODUCT PANEL ($7.50) _LT026F84 WHATS NEW WITH DEC/CMS? CAPABILITIES 
_LS016F84 SNA•20 PSl•20 UPDATE ($7.50) FEATURES ($7.50) 
_LS018F84 TOPS-10 MONITOR DIRECTIONS ($7.50) _LT027F84 DEC/CMS, OEC/MMS, DEC/TEST MANAGER-A 
_LS019F84 TOPS-10 CRASH ANALYSIS ($7.50) TUTORIAL ON VMS TOOLS ($7.50) 
_LS020F84 TOPS-10 UTILITY CLOSET ($7 .50) _LT028F84 FORTRAN IN THE VAX PROGRAMMING EN-
_LS023F84 TOPS·20 UTILITY CLOSET ($7.50) VIRONMENT ($7 .SO) 

.._ __ _,, 

_LS025F84 VMS V4 FEATURES FOR TOPS USERS ($7.50) _LT029F84 A NEW EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF FORTRAN 
_LS026F84 TOPS-10/20 TO VAX/VMS PERFORMANCE COM• PROGRAMS ($7.50) 

PARISON ($7.50) _LT030F84 VAX PL'I OVERVIEW ($7.50) 
_LS029F84 SNA-20 ANO PSI 10120 UPDATE ($7.50) _LT031F84 PROGRAM EDITING IN THE VMS ENVIRONMENT 
_LS030F84 TOP5-107.02/0ECNET·10 USERS PANEL ($7.50) ($7.50) 
_LS031F84 TOPs-10/TOPS-20 AND INTEGRATION DOC- _LT032F84 UNIX EMULATION USING TI-IE VAX C RUN TIME 

UMENTATION STATUS ($7.50) LIBRARY ($7.50) 
_LS032F84 TOPS-20 MONITOR DIRECTIONS ($7.50) _LT033F84 OVERVIEW OF DIGIT AL'S ADA (R) LANGUAGES 
_LS033F84 TOPS·20 NETWORK DIRECTIONS ($7.50) IMPLEMENTATION FOR VAX/VMS ($7 .SO) 
_LS034F84 HISTORY OF TOPS-1-0/20 (OR LIFE IN THE FACT _LT034F84 VAX CANO THE VMS PROGRAMMING ENVIRON· 

ACS) ($7.50) MENT ($7.50) 
_LS038F84 DECNET APPLICATION INTEGRATION ($7.50) _LT035F84 LANGUAGE SENSITIVE EDITORS ($7.50) 
_LS041F84 DECSYSTEM 2065 PERFORMANCE PANEL _LT036F84 VAX ADA (R) TECHNICAL SESSION ($7.50) 

($7.50) _LT037F84 ANALYZING PROGRAM PERFORMANCE IN THE 
_LS042F84 LASER PRINTERS FOR DECSYSTEM 10/20'S VMS ENVIRONMENT ($7.50) 

($7.50) _LT039F84 VAX PASCAL OPTIMIZATIONS ($7.50) 
_LS047F84 36-BIT MAGIC AND WAR STORIES ($7.50) _LT040F84 VAX PASCAL FUTURES ($7.50) 
_LS048F84 36-BIT TRIVIA BOWL ($7.50) _LT041F84 CAPABILITIES OF DEC/TEST MANAGER-RE· 
_LS049F84 36-BIT PIONEERS ROUND TABLE ($7.50) GRESSION TEST TOOL FOR SOFTWARE DE-
_LS050F84 DECSYSTEM 10/20-VAX INTEGRATION OUES- VELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE ($7.50) 

TION AND ANSWER ($15.00) _LT042F84 DEBUGGING POP•11 FORTRAN•77 APPLICA-
_LS051F84 VMS SYSTEM MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW FOR TIONS USING FORTRAN•77 DEBUG ($7.50) 

DECSYSTEM MANAGERS ($7.50) _LT043F84 PRACTICAL BENEFITS OF A STANDARD DE· 
_LS053F84 DECSYSTEM 10/20-VAX INTEGRATION PANEL VELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT ON DEC OPERA· 

($7.50) TING SYSTEMS ($7.50) 
_LS056F84 DECSYSTEM-10 ANO OECSYSTEM/20 TO VAX _LT044F84 CALLING POP·11 SORT/MERGE V3.0 FROM HIGH 

NETWORKING WORKSHOP ($7.50) LEVEL LANGUAGES ($7.50) 
_LS057F84 OIGITAL'S INTEGRATION STRATEGY FOR TOPS _LT045F84 POP-11 SORT/MERGE V3.0 ($7.50) 

CUSTOMERS ($7.50) _LT046F84 ADVANCED OBJECT LIBRARY CONTROL TECH-
_LS058F84 VMS FOR DECSYSTEM-10 ANO OECSYSTEM-20 NIOUES ($7.50) 

USERS ($7.50) _LT047F84 INFORMAL LIBRARY CONTROL SYSTEM ($7.50) 
_LS059F84 INTEGRATION TOOLS AVAILABLE FOR TOPS _LT048F84 LANGUAGES & TOOLS WRAPUP ($7.50) 

CUSTOMERS ($7.50) _LT049F84 LANGUAGES & TOOLS ROADMAP ($7 .50) 
_LS060F84 ALTERNATIVE MIGRATION STRATEGIES FOR _LTOSOF84 THE USES OF TOOLS TO MIGRATE ANO CON• 

LARGE SYSTEMS ($7.50) TROL CODE FROM CMS TO UNIX ($7.50) 
_LS064F84 PERSONAL COMPUTERS ANO OIGITAL'S LAAGl: _LT052F84 A COMPARISON OF SEVERAL POPULAR TEXT 

SYSTEMS ($7.50) EDITORS ($7.50) 
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_LT056F84 PRODUCTIVITY ON VMS: DEVELOPMENT AT _N039F84 REAL-TIME DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL 
DIGITAL USING SOFTWARE TOOLS ($7.50) USING ETHERNET ($7 .50) 

_LT057F84 TEAMS OF TOOLS - HOW TO USE DEC/CMS, _N040F84 ANALYSIS OF PACKET SWITCHED COMMUNICA-
OEC/MMS, DECtTEST MANAGER ($7.50) ATION NETWORKS ($7.50) 

_LT058F84 EMACS: AN EDITING ENVIRONMENT FOR VMS _N041F84 DEVELOPMENT OF A NETWORK FILE MANAGE-
($7.50) MENT SYSTEM ($7.50) 

_LT059F84 FORTRAN-TT AND RT-11 OR HOW TO IMPROVE _N042F84 DEVELOPMENT OF A NETWORK VIRTUAL TEA-
YOUR CHARACTER ($7 .50) MINAL SERVICE ($7.50) 

_LT060F84 FORTRAN-TT/RT-11 RUN-TIME INTERNALS _N043F84 OFFLOADING YOUR HOST USING PROGRAM-
($7.50) MABLE FRONT END PROCESSORS (S7.50) 

_N044F84 THE BOSTON UNIVERSITY CAMPUS NETWORK: 
PLANS AND IMPLEMENTATION ($7.50) 

_N045F84 UNIBUS COMMUNICATION CONTROLLER ($7.50) 
_N046F84 SiTE NODE IMPLEMENTATION ($7.50) 
_N047F84 VAX BASED FILE SERVERS ($7.50) 

MUMPS SIG _N050F84 PROGRAMMABLE FRONT-END PROCESSORS 

_M002F84 OSM-11 FILE STRUCTURE ($7.50) FORVAXANDPDP-11 SYSTEMS(S7.50) 

_M004F84 HIGH PERFORMANCE DATABASE SYSTEM FOR _N053F84 NETWORKS Q&A ($7.50) 

VAX OR POP-11 ($7 .50) _N054F84 THE NYC FIRE DEPARTMENrs STARFIRE DIS-
PATCHING SYSTEM ($7.50) 

_N055F84 MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION PROTOCOL 
($7.50) 

_N056F84 DECLUSTERS: USING N•E·TALK TO MAKE MUL· 

NETWORKS SIG 
TIPLE SYSTEMS APPEAR AS ONE (S7.50) 

_N001F84 NETWORKS ANO COMMUNICATIONS UPDATE 
($7.50) 

_N002F84 DIGIT AL'S DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER NETWORK 
OFFICE AUTOMATION SIG ($7.50) 

_N003F84 NETWORK COMMUNICATION HARDWARE _0001F84 OFFICE AUTOMATION SIG ROADMAP ($7.50) 
($7.50) _0003F84 ALL-IN-1 QUESTION ANO ANSWER PANEL 

_N004F84 TRANSPORT PROTOCOL COMPARISON (S7.50) ($15.00) 
_N005F84 DEC, IBM, OOP ... THE COMMITMENT CONTINUES _0005F84 MICROCOMPUTERS IN THE WORKPLACE ($7.50) 

($7.50) _0006F84 TRAINING TECHNIQUES TO INSURE SUCCESS· 
_N006F84 DECNET TUTORIAL ($7.50) FUL OFFICE AUTOMATION IMPLEMENTATION 
_N007F84 DIGITAL ANO PACKETSWITCHEO NETWORKS ($7.50) 

($7.50) _. _0010FB4 THE OECPAGE APPROACH TO INTEGRATING 
_NOOBFB4 DECNET/SNA APLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT AND PRINTING TEXT AND GRAPHICS IN THE 

($7.50) OFFICE ($7.50) 
_NOQ9F84 NETWORK PERFORMANCE ($7.50) _0011FB4 CUSTOMIZING PROiOFFiCE WORKSTATION-
_N012FB4 ACCESS METHODS FOR LAN'S ($7 .50) EXPERIENCES AND EXAMPLES ($7 .50) 
_N015FB4 USING BROADBAND WITH DIGIT AL'S NETWORK _0012F84 PRO/OFFICE WORKSTATION INTERNALS ($7.50) 

PRODUCTS ($7.50) _0013F84 VAX DECALC UPDATE AND OVERVIEW ($7.50) 
_N016FB4 TERMINAL SERVER FOR ETHERNET LAN'S _0015FB4 MANAGING THE INFORMATION SPECTRUM 

($7.50) ($7.50) 
_N017FB4 ENGINEERING TRADEOFFS FOR ETHERNET _0017F84 ALL-IN-1 UPDATE ($7.50) 

CONFIGURATIONS ($7.50) _0018F84 ALL•IN· 1 AND 3RD PARTY APPLICATIONS -
_ N018F84 TERMINAL COMMUNICATION ALTERNATIVES PLANNING FOR INTEGRATION ($7.50) 

($7.50) _O019F84 HOW TO INTEGRATE APPLICATIONS INTO ALL-
_N019F84 DECNET FOF.I THE PROFESSIONAL PERSONAL IN• 1 ·A TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE ($7 .50) 

COMPUTER ($7.50) _0020F84 ALL•IN-1 ARCHITECTURE: A TECHNICAL OVER· 
_N020F84 COMMUNICATION HARDWARE Q&A ($7.50) VIEW ($7.50) 
_N023F84 DECNET REMOTE FILE ACCESS FOR MACR0-11 _0021F84 ALL-IN-1 PERFORMANCE: PLANNING AND MAN• 

PROGRAMS ($7.50) AGING FOR SUCCESS ($7.50) 
_N024F84 ETHERNET IN THE MANUFACTURING ENVIRON• _0023F84 ALL-IN-1 WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION OF 

MENT, TWO ARCHITECTURES ($7.50) ALL-IN-1 SYSTEMS(S7.50) 
_N025F84 NETWORK MECHANICS: A NUTS ANO BOLTS _0024F84 WORD PROCESSING APPLICATION PERFOR-

PRIMER ($7.50) MANCE UNDER ALL-IN-1 ($7.50) 
_N027FB4 NETWORKING STRATEGIES AT SIERRA SEMI• _0026F84 OFFICE WORKSTATION PRODUCTS AND POSI• 

CONDUCTOR ($7.50) TIONING ($7.50) 
_N028FB4 DIGIT AL'S NETWORK MANAGEMENT SERVICES _0027F84 DOCUMENT PROCESSING PRODUCTS UPDATE 

($7.50) ($7.50) 
_N029F84 AN EXAMPLE OF A TOKEN PASS NETWORK _0028F84 WPS-8/0ECMATE SOFTWARt: UPDATE ($7.50) 

WITH BUS ARCHITECTURE ($7.50) _0030F84 DEC OFFICE SYSTEM STRATEGY ($7.50) 
_N030FB4 NETWORKS APPLICATION PANEL ($7.50) _0033F84 DECMATE SYSTEMS UPDATE ($7.50) 
_ N031F84 NETWORK EVENT LOGGING UNDER VAX/VMS _0034F84 WPS-PLUS TECHNICAL UPDATE ($7.50) 

($7.50) _0035F84 DECDX PRODUCTS AON DX FORMATS ($7.50) 
_N032FB4 VMS REMOTE SYSTEM ANO NETWORK _0036FB4 ELECTRONIC MAIL PRODUCTS UPDATE ($7 .50) 

MANAGEMENT ($7.50) _0040F84 IBM TO DEC CONNECTIONS FOR OFFICE-GEN-
_N033F84 NETWORKING STANDARDS ($7.50) ERAL OVERVIEW OF PRODUCTS FOR INTER· 
_N036F84 FACTORY AUTOMATION FOR SEMICONDUCTOR CONNECTION ($7.50) 

ASSEMBLY USING ROB AND EL.AN ($7.50) _0045F84 ALL-IN-1 IN A NETWORKED ENVIRONMENT 
_N037F84 DDCMP INTERNALS TUTORIAL ($15.00) ($750) 
_N038F84 WRITING AN APPLICATION FOR THE DECNET/ _0046F84 RAINBOW WORKSTATION TECHICAL UPDATE 

SNA GATEWAY ($7.50) ($7.50) 
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_0047F84 INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS - WHAT IS DIG- _P036F84 DIGITAL ClASSIFIEO SOFTWARE ANO VERTICAL 
IT AL DOING WITH Tl-tEM IN ITS OFFICE PRO- APPLICATIONS {S7.50) 
DUCT {S7.50) _P038FS4 INTEGRA TEO SOFTWARE PRODUCTS FROM 

_0048FS4 OA SIG KEYNOTE-OFFICE AUTOMATION, WHAT DCS(S7.50) 
WE'VE LEARNED (S7.50) _P041FS4 RAINBOW 100-AL TERNA TE OPERATING SYS· 

_0050FS4 SUCCESSFUL OFFICE SYSTEMS IMPLEMEN• TEMS, 'ENVIRONMENTS ($7 .SO) 
TATION - A PANEL ON SUPPORT REQUIRE- _P042FS4 CUTTING UNIX DOWN TO SIZE {S7 SO) 
MENTSIISSUES {S7.50) _P043FS4 INDUSTRY STANDARD SOFTWARE IN A MULTI-

_0052FS4 3M'S TRAC OFFICE SYSTEM - WHAT WE 010 USER ENVIRONMENT (S7 .SO) 
ANO WHAT WE LEARNED (S7.50) 

_0053F84 DIGIT AL'S COMPOUND DOCUMENT ARCHI• 
TECTURE {S7.50) RSTS SIG _OQSSFB-4 ANAL VZING OFFICE AUTOMATION REQUIRE-
MENTS - A MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE _RS005FS4 RSTS TECHNICAL TIPS I (SPA) {S7 50) 
(S7.50) _R$006FS4 RSTS TECHNICAL TIPS II (BITS ANO BYTES) 

_0061FS4 THE APPI.ICA TION OF COMPUTER-BASED TELE· (S7.50) 
CONFERENCING TO OFFICE AUTOMATION ANO _RS007F84 RSTS TECHNICAL TIPS Ill (APPLICATIONS) 
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE (S7.50) ($7.50) 

_0062F&C AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE PROJECT LIFE CYCLE _RS009F84 DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING - FROM 
{PLC) (S7.50) PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE (S7.50) 

_0063F84 DIGIT AL'S USE OF THE BUSINESS CONSULT· _RS010F84 DECWORO/OPPROOUCTENAHNCEMENTS 
ING APPROACH {S7.50) ($7.50) 

_0064F84 WORLDWIDE ELECTRONIC MAIL (S7.50) _RS011F84 CREA TING A WELL STRUCTURED RSTS ROS 1 
DISK ($7.50) 

_RS012FS4 RSTSIE MAGIC: ADVANCED TIPS ANO TECH· 
NIOUES ($15.00) 

_RS015F84 OFFICE APPLICATIONS FOR RSTS SYSTEMS 

PC SIG 
(i7.S0) 

_RS016F84 RSTS/E ANNOUNCEMENTS ANO FUTURES 
_P003F84 PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCT PANEL: ($7.50) 

RAINBOW, OECMA TE 11, ANO PROFESSIONAL _RS017F84 FUTURE RSTS HARDWARE SUPPORT ($7 50) 
SERIES ($7.50) _RS018F84 ASYNCHRONOUS 1/0 IN RSTS SYSTEMS ($7 50) 

_P004F84 RAINBOW TECHNICAL O&A ($7.50) _RS019F84 RSTS,'E LAYERED PRODUCT PANEL ($7 .50) 
_POOSF84 PROFESSIONAL300 SERIES TECHNICAL Q&A _RS020F84 RSTS 'E: AN OVERVIEW OF V9 0 ($15 00) 

($15.00) _ RS021F84 ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT FOR RSTS VERSIOI~ 
_P008F84 WILL PRO-IV REPLACE COBOL? ($7 .50) 9.0($750) 
_P009F84 INTEGRA TEO APPLICATIONS FOR THE PRO- _RS022F84 DCL ENHANCEMENTS FOR RSTS VERSION 9 0 

FESSIONAL 350 ($7.50) ($7.50) 

_P010F84 PRO 300 NEW PRODUCTS PANEL ($7.50) _RS023F84 MICROIRSTS V1 .1 ANO BEYOND ($7.50) 
'---.__.., 

_P012F84 PRO 300 CLUSTERS - SUPPORT FOR DISK· _RS026F84 CACHING WELL ON RSTS ($7.50) 

LESS WORKSTATIONS & RESOURCE SHARING _RS029F84 RMS-11 TUNING ($7 50) 
($7.50) _RS030F84 OECNET/E V2.1 OVERVIEW ($7.50) 

_ P013F84 DOCUMENT CREATION FOR THE PRO ($7.50) _RS031FS4 NEW FEATURES ANO DIRECTIVES INRSTS/E 
_P014F84 PRO APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT ANO TUNING V9.0($7S0) 

($7.50) _RS032F84 RSTS,'E DIRECTORY STRUCTURE ($7.50) 

_P015F84 PRO COMMUNICATIONS ($7.50) _RS033F84 RSTS,'E V9.0 INSTALLATION PROCESS ($7.50) 

_P016F84 THE PROFESSIONAL SERIES GRAPHICS APLI• _RS034F84 NEW BACK UP UTILITY FOR V9.0 OF RSTS:E 

CATIONS DEVELOPMENT ($7.50) ($7.50) 

_P017F84 COMPUTER GRAPHICS ON THE PROFESSIONAL _RS035F84 POP-11 HARDWARE PLANNING FOR BUSINESS 

($7.50) USERS ($7.50) 
_P018F84 PtOS INTERNALS ($7.50) _RS036F84 RS232 MAGIC-MODEMS ANO CABLES ($7.50) 
_ P019F84 RAINBOW TO VAX SUCCESS STORIES ($7.50) 
_P021F84 RAINBOW GRAPHICS SOLUTIONS ($7 50) 
_P022F84 RAINBOW COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS 

($7.50) 
_P023F84 RAINBOW COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICAL SES- RT-11 SIG SION ($7.50) 
_P024F84 RAINBOW GRAPHICS TECHNICAL SESSION _RT002F84 RT• 11 USER APPLICATION WORKSHOP ($7 50) 

($7.50) _RT005F84 RT-11 USERSPEAKOUT($15.00) 
_P025F84 INTRODUCTION TO RAINBOW CP,'M AND _RT006F84 OOTV09: RT-11 SYMBOLIC DEBUGGING TOOL 

MS-DOS ($7.50) ($7.50) 
_P027F84 RAINBOW MS-DOS ARCHITECTURE AND INTER• _AT007F84 RT-11 ZOOM DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 

NALS ($7.50) PROGRAM FOR A POP-11 ,'34 ($7.50) 
_P028F84 RAINBOW 100 THIRD PARTY HARDWARE/SOFT- _RT009F84 RT-11 USER COMMAND LINKAGE ($7.50) 

WARE(S7.50) _RT010F84 THE EQ HANDLER: DATA ACQUISITION; 
_P029F84 RAINBOW USE AT SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT CONTROL WITH A COPY COMMAND (S7 50) 

ST A TE UNIVERSITY ($7 50) _RT012F84 USING THE KXT11-C 1/0 PROCESSOR WITH 
_P030F84 OVERVIEW OF PROFESSIONAL•SERIES DOCU· RT-11 ($7.50) 

MENTATION ($7.50) _RT013F84 PRO-JSOGRAPHICSUNOERRT-11($750) 
_P031F84 GUIDE TO RAINBOW DOCUMENTATION ($7 50) _RT019F84 FREE RT-11 COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAMS 
_P033F84 MANAGING Will➔ MICROS: THE RAINBOW IN A ($7.50) 

GEOGRAPHICALJ. Y WIDESPREAD ORGANIZA• _RT020F84 THE RT-11/TSXOFFICE ($7.50) 
TION ($7.50) _RT021F84 RTTS/E RT-11 RUN-TIME SYSTEM ($7.50) 

_P035F84 LA TEST DCS PRODUCTS ($7.50) _RT022F84 RT-11 USER FEEDBACK ($7.50) 
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RSX-11 SIG 
_RX006F84 THE LORE OF RSX (S15.00) _S016F84 FIELD SERVICE ANSWERS YOUR QUESTIONS 
_RX008F84 RSX PRODUCT PANEL (S7.50) (S7.50) 
_RX014F84 TASK OVERLAY STRUCTURES (S7.50) _S018F84 POWER PROBLEMS, CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS 
_RX015F84 UNUSUAL RSX DEVICE DRIVERS ANO THEIR ($7.50) 

USES(S7.50) _S019F84 HUMAN FACTORS IN DESIGN (S7.50) 
_RX016F84 AHAMSTERTHEORYOFTHERSX-11 OPERAT• _S020F84 ADO-ON HANDS-ON: UNIBUS INSTALLATION 

ING SYSTEM (Si.SO) BASICS (S7.50) 
_RX017F84 DISASTER RECOVERY: AN UNUSAL DISASTER _S021F84 USER CONSULTANTS: KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER 

AND A CINDERELLA RECOVERY (S7.50) IN A MULTI-VAX COMMUNITY (S7.50) 
_RX018F84 JUST A RSX MODEST PROPOSAL (S7.50) _S022F84 FORECASTING SYSTEM UTILIZATION - A DIS-
_RX020F84 NIFTY THINGS TO DO WITH RSX INDIRECT COM- CUSSION OF ONE APPROACH ($7.50) 

MAND ALES (S7.50) _S023F84 RELOCATING A COMPUTER CENTER - PLAN-
_RX021F84 RSX NOVICE Q/A ($7.50) NING AND COMMUNICATION MAKE THE DIF-
_RX022F84 RSX ADVANCED Q/A ($7.50) FERENCE (S7.50) 
_RX024F84 WHAT DEC ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT _S024F84 WRITING USER FRIENOL Y DOCUMENTATION 

RSX BUT WAS AFRAID TO ASK (S7.50) ($7.50) 
_RX026F84 CONTRASTING FLAVORS OF RSX (S7.50) _S026F84 DEVELOPING THE CAD/CAM ORGANIZAITON 
_RX027F84 RSX/16 BIT LANGUAGES PRODUCT PANEL IN THE SO'S (S7.50) 

($7.50) _S031F84 DIGITAL: YOUR COMPLETE SERVICE VENDOR 
_RX029F84 BEST OF THE SIG TAPES ($7.50) ($7.50) 
_RX030F84 A SIMPLE DATA ACQUISITION AND COMMUN- _S032F84 CODING AND DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR OVER-

ICATION TASK USING RSX-11 M ($7.50) LA YEO TASKS ($7.50) 
_RX031F84 MIGRATION FROM RSX-11 M TO 11 MS (PANEL _S036F84 REAL WORLD CONSIDERATIONS IN SETTING 

DISCUSSION) ($7.50) UP A COMPUTER FACILITY ($7.50) 
_RX032F84 UTILITIES WALK-THROUGH FOR NOVICE RSX _S037F84 TECHNICAL PRESENTATION ON THE DEVELOP-

USERS ($7.50) MENT OF DIGITAL'S SOFTWARE INFORMATION 
_RX034F84 WHAT THE POP-11 LOOKS LIKE TO RSX ($7.50) NETWORK (S7.50) 
_RX035F84 AN INTRODUCTION TO WRITING AN RSX DEVICE _S038F84 IMPLEMENTING NEW TRAINING TECHNOLOGIES 

DRIVER ($7.50) IN YOUR ENVIRONMENT ($7 .50) 
_RX036F84 RSX-11 M PLUS MUL Tl-PROCESSING INTER- _$040F84 OPTIMIZING LEARNING THROUGH SELF-PACED 

NALS ($7.50) INSTRUCTION ($7.50) 
_RX037F84 SYSTEM MANAGER ACTIVITIES FOR 11 MIMS _S041F84 VAX PRODUCER, DIGITAL'S MOST ADVANCED 

($7.50) AUTHORING SYSTEM: FORM VT 100 TO IVIS 
_RX038F84 ADVANCED FEATURES OF RSX-11 M-PLUS ($7.50) 

($7.50) _S042F84 COURSEWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
_RX040F84 RSX SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING SHORT NOTES ($7.50) - , ($15.00) _S043F84 "CLEANING UP YOUR ELECTRICAL POWER" 
_RX041F84 NEW FEATURES OF RSX-11M$V2.2 MICRO/ ($7.50) 

RSX V2.0 ($7.50) _S044F84 THE IMPACT OF INFORMATION CENTERS ON 
_RX043F84 VAX-11 RSX INTERNALS ($7.50) END USER COMPUTING ($7.50) 
_RX044F84 USING PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TOOLS _S045F84 TEKTRONIX"$ APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL SELF-

WITH RSX ($7.50) MAINTENANCE: A CASE STUDY ($7.50) 
_RX045F84 COMPLEX SYSTEM DEBUGGING SINGLE TASK, _S046F84 SOFTWARE PRODUCT SERVICES PANEL ($7.50) 

MUL Tl-TASK. MUL Tl-PROCESSOR ($7.50) _S047F84 DIGITAL SOFTWARE LICENSING OVERVIEW 
_RX047F84 THE WELL-TEMPERED CLUSTER LIBRARY- ($7.50) 

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE AUTOLOAD OVERLAY 
ROUTINES ($7.50) 

_RXOSOF84 INTRODUCTION TO RUN-OFF ($7.50) 
_RX051F84 RSX AON MICRO RSX DOCUMENTATION 

OVERVIEW ($7.50) 
_RX058F84 IMPROVED RSX-11 DIRECTORY SYSTEM ($7.50) 
_RX059F84 CD: A RSX DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEM ($7.50) 

UNISIG SIG 
_U008F84 NEW 1/2 INCH TAPE OPTIONS AND TRADE OFFS 

FOR UNIX ON DEC VAX PROCESSORS ($7 .50) 
_U009F84 SUPPORTING BINARY UNIXES ON MANY 

DIVERSE H,W CONFIGURATIONS ($7.50) 

SITE MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING SIG 
_U010F84 UNIX PROGRAMS UNDER VMS ($7.50) 
_U012F84 EXECUTING RT-11 PROGRAMS UNDER UNIX 

_S005F84 DON'T GET BURNED! AN OVERVIEW OF COM- ($7.50) 
PUTER ROOM FIRE PROTECTION ($7.50) _U013F84 SYSTEM V vs. 4.2: A COMPARISON ($7.50) 

_S006F84 REAL WORLD DISK COMPARISONS ($7.50) _U014F84 SOFTWARE MIGRATION - UNIX TO VMS (A 
_S008F84 COMPUTER SECURITY-MAKING AND BREAKING CASE HISTORY) ($7.50) 

IT($7.50) _U015F84 A COMPARISON OF THE UNIX AND VMS OPER-
_S010F84 MICRO-BASED MONITOR FOR VMS SYSTEMS ATING SYSTEMS ($7 .50) 

($7.50) _U016F84 UNIX: OVERVIEW ANO PHILOSOPHY ($7.50) 
_S011F84 DEVELOPING A CONFIGURATION MANAGE- _U017F84 THE RCMP ALWAYS GETS ITS MAN ($7.50) 

MENT SYSTEM ($7.50) _U018F84 UNIX: WHERE DID IT COME FROM, WHERE IS IT 
_S012F84 A DISK SYSTEM UPGRADE CASE STUDY ($7.50) NOW, HOW DID IT GET HERE, WHERE IS IT 
_S013F84 RISK MANAGEMENT PLANNING - WHY AND GOING? AND SHOULD IT? ($7.50) 

HOW(S7.50) _U019F84 SHELL FOR UNIX USERS ($7.50) 
_S014F84 AN OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER SITE PLANNING _U020F84 SO WHAT'S SO GREAT ABOUT UNIX EDITORS? 

WITH Q&A ($7.50) ($7.50) 
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_U021F84 WHYS ANO WHEREFORES OF THE STREAM _V068F84 BETTER DCL PROGRAMMING UNDER VMS 
EDITOR ($7.50) ($7.50) 

_U022F84 UNIX PRODUCT PANEL ($7.50) _V070F84 FOREIGN TERMINAL SUPPORT IN THE V4.0 RUN 
_U023F84 INTRODUCTION TO ULTRIX COMMUNICATIONS TIME LIBRARY ($7.50) 

($7.50) _V071F84 SCREEN MANAGEMENT IN THE VMS RUN TIME 
_U024F84 UL TRIX Q AND A ($7.50) LIBRARY ($7.50) 
_U025F84 C PROGRAMMING ACROSS ARCHITECTURES _V072F84 OVERVIEW OF THE VMS RUN TIME LIBRARY FOR 

($7.50) V4.0 ($7.50) 
_U026F84 UL TfUX• 11 A TECHNICAL OVERVIEW ($7.50) _V073F84 A VMS DEVICE DRIVER IMPLEMENTING A NET• 
_U027F84 C SHELL TUTORIAL ($7.50) WORK PROTOCOL FOR THE DR·11·W ($7.50) 
_U028F84 UL TRIX FEEDBACK SESSION ($7.50) _V074F84 VAX PROFESSIONAL WORKSTATION GOES 
_U030F84 UNIX TEXT PROCESSING I-NROFF FOR THE GRAPHIC ($7.50) 

BEGINNER ($7.50) _V075F84 MORE FROM YOUR MONITOR UTILITY ($7.50) 
_U031F84 UNIX TEXT PROCESSING ll•TROFF FOR THE _V076F84 VMS SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

NROFFER ($7.50) FOR NOVICES ($7.50) 
_U032F84 UNIX TEXT PROCESSING Ill-NROFF ANO TROFF _V077F84 VAX REMOTE PRINT, PLOT, AND DOWNLOAD 

MACAO WRITING ($7.50) SOFTWARE ($7.50) 
_V078F84 GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH V AXNMS AND 

MICRO VMS DOCUMENTATION ($7.50) 
_V079F84 VAX ASSEMBLY CODE OPTIMIZATIONS AND 

INSTRUCTION TIMING COMPARISONS ($7.50) 
_V081F84 VAX DEBUG TUTORIAL: HOW 00 YOU FIND THAT 

BUG? ($7 .SO) 

VAX SYSTEMS SIG _V083F84 CREATING A WELL STRUCTURED VMS OOS2 
DISK ($7.50) 

_V004F84 VAXNMS NOVICE RMS ANO DISK TUNING ($7.50) _V084F84 DEC/SHELL FOR VMS USERS ($7.50) 
_VOQ5F84 VAX SYSTEMS SIG COMERCIAL WORKING _V085F84 A HIGH PERFORMANCE MULTIPROCESSOR 

GROUP MEETING ($7.50) DATABASE IMPLEMENTATION FOR V AXNMS 
_V007F84 VAX MAGIC, WAR STORIES, AND HORROR ($7.50) 

TALES ($15.00) _V086F84 WRITING VAXNMS DEVICE DRIVERS, ACPS, 
_V009F84 VAX SYSTEMS ADVANCED QUESTION ANO ANO OTHER EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE IN BLISS 

ANSWER ($15.00) ($7.50) 
_V012F84 SECURITY TIPS FOR THE NEW VMS SYSTEMS _V08784 MICROVMS-VMS SUPPORT FOR THE MICROVMS 

MANAGER ($7.50) PRODUCT SET ($7.50) 
_V013F84 VMS SYSGEN PARAMETERS ($7.50) _V088F84 VAXCLUSTER TECHNICAL CONCEPTS ($7 .50) 
_V014F84 VAX NOVICE QUESTIONS ANO ANSWERS ($7.50) _V089F84 VAXCLUSTERS - FROM THE CLUSTER MAN• 
_V016F84 VAX SYSTEMS SIG SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT AGEMENTVIEWPOINT ($7.50) 

REQUESTS ($7.50) _V090F84 VAXNMS VOLUME SHADOWING ($7.50) 
_V017F84 INTRODUCTION TO VMS COMMAND PROCE· _V091F84 VMS PERFORAMNCE IN A VAXCLUSTER ($7.50) ·--..__,, 

CURES ($7.50) _V092F84 VMS V4 PERFORMANCE ($7.50) 
_V018F84 NOVICE REAL· TIME PROCESSING USING _V093F84 DECNET-VAX PERFORMANCE ($7.50) 

VAXELN($7.S0) _V094F84 REGRESSION TESTING OF VMS ($7.50) 
_V020F84 NOVICE REAL•TIME PROCESSING USING VAX/ _V095F84 ENHANCEMENTS TO VAX• 11 RMS FOR VMS V4 

VMS($7.50) ($7.50) 
_V021F84 HOW I MANAGE MY VAX SYSTEM (PANEL) ($7.50) _V096F84 VAXNMS PACKAGING ANO DISTRIBUTION 
_V022F84 VAX SITE PREPARATION ($7.50) ($7.50) 
_V031F84 VAX HARDWARE PANEL ($7.50) _V097F84 VAXNMS UTILITIES ENHANCEMENTS IN VER-
_V032F84 SIGNIFICANT VAX SYSGEN PARAMETERS DEA• SION 4.0 ($7.50) 

NITIONS ANO FINE TUNING ($15.00) _V098F84 FILE NAMES. LOGICAL NAMES ANO SEARCH 
_V033F84 ANALYSIS ANO FINE TUNING OF VAX RMS FILES LISTS IN VMS V4 ($7.50) 

FOR USAGE BY HIGHER LEVEL LANGUAGES _V099F84 DCLAND THE COMMAND DEFINITION UTILITY 
($7.50) ($7.50) 

_V034F84 A FAST INTER-PROCESS COMMUNICATION FAC- _V100F84 SPSS GRAPHICS: AN OVERVIEW OF DATA REP· 
ILITY FOR VMS ($7.50) RESENT ATION GRAPHICS ($7.50) 

_V037F84 NIFTY THINGS TO 00 WITH VMS DCL COMMAND _V101F84 VMS SECURITY FEATURES ($7.50) 
PROCEDURES ($7.50) _V102F84 FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN VMS SECURITY ($7.50) 

_V039F84 TAPECOPY USER'S FORUM ($7.50) _V103F84 DECNET-VAX TUTORIAL ($7.50) 
_V041F84 AN EXAMPLE IMPLEMENTATION OF A DECNET _V105F84 VMS PROCESSOR SUPPORT ($7.50) 

REMOTETASK($7.50) _V106F84 VMS TERMINAL DRIVER ($7.50) 
_V045F84 VAXCLUSTER USER INSTALLATION PANEL _V107F84 TRAFFIC FLOW MANAGEMENT FOR AIRPORTS 

($7.50) ($7.50) 
_V047F84 CLUSTER MANAGEMENT PANEL ($7.50) _V108F84 VMS V4 BATCH ANO PRINT ($7.50) 
_V051F84 MEASURING ANO IMPROVING PROGRAM OUAL- _V109F84 VAX WORKSTATIONS - GKS INTERFACE ($7.50) 

ITV USING A SYSTEM SERVICE MONITOR IN _V110F84 VMS SOFTWARE IN A WORKSTATION ENVIRON-
VAX/VMS ($7 .50) MENT($7.50) 

_V056F84 THE VAX GENERATION: MANAGEMENT DEC- _V112F84 VAX WORKSTATIONS-HUMAN INTERFACE 
ISIONS ($7.50) ($7.50) 

_V057F84 NOVICE EXCEPTION HANDLING IN VMS ($7.50) _V113F84 VAX WORKSTATIONS-PHILOSOPHY AND CON-
_V058F84 USER FRIENOL YA PROGRAMMERS VIEW ($7.50) CEPTS ($7.50) 
_VQ61F84 HSC50 OPERATIONS IN A VAXCLUSTER ($7.50) _V115F84 VMS SYSTEM UPDATE ($7.50) 
_V062F84 VAX MIGRA TION/HOST-OEVELOPMENTWORK- _V117F84 NEW VMS V4.0 HINTS AND KINKS ($7.50) 

SHOP(S7.50) _V118F84 VAX COMPUTER FACILITY MANAGEMENT ($7.50) 
_V064F84 VAX TIMING CHALLENGES: UNIBUS 1010 "SYNC" _V119F84 VAX RESPONSE TIME MEASUREMENT ($7.50) 

RASIES ($7.50) _V120F84 VAX MEMORY PERFORMANCE ISSUES ($7.50) 
_V065F84 WINNING CAPACITY PLANNING STRATEGIES IN _V121F84 AT LAST: A HIGH PERFORMANCE TCP/IP IMPLE· 

A MULTIVAX FACILITY ($7.50) MENTATION FORVAX/VMS ($7.50) 
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_V122F84 
_V123F84 

_V124F84 
_V126F84 
_V127F84 
_V128F84 
_V129F84 
_ V130F84 

_V131F84 
_V132F84 

_V133F84 

_V134F84 

_V135F84 

_V136F84 
_V137F84 
_V138F84 

_V141F84 
_V142F84 

_V145F84 
_V146F84 
_V147F84 
_V148F84 
_ V149F84 

CONTROLLER BASED SHADOWING ($7 .50) 
DISK PERFORMANCE TESTING ON VAX ANO 
POP-1 1 no ($7 .50) 
TAPE SERVICES ON AN HSC50 ($7.50) 
VAXELN PERFORMANCE ($7.50) 
V AXELN UPDATE ANO PLANS ($7.50) 
VAXELN INTERNALS ($15.00) 
VAXELN Q&A ($7.50) 
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A DEC BASED HI 
TECHNOLOGY CAM SYSTEM IN THE SEMICON• 
OUCTOR ENVIRONMENT ($7.50) 
MICROVAX HARDWARE UPDATE ($7.50) 
A GENERIC OPERA TING SYSTEM INTERFACE 
FOR VMS ($7 .50) 
"VAX SPM-A SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE MONI• 
TOR FOR VMS (S7.50) 
"VAX SPM TUTORIAL-USING SPM FOR SYSTEM 
TUNING" ($7.50) 
"VAX SPM TUTORIAL-USING 5PM FOR CAPACITY 
PLANNING" ($7 .50) 
MIGRATION TO VAX CLUSTERS ($7.50) 
FRONT ENDING AV AX WITH LSl-11 i23'S ($7 .50) 
DIGIT AL'S ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE PRO
DUCTS ($7.50) 
OPTIMIZING LARGE VMS SYSTEMS ($7.50) 
INTERFACING FOREIGN ADAPTERS IN VMS 
($7.50) 
A 0-BUS REVIEW FOR THE VAX USER ($7.50) 
LARGE VAX PERFORMANCE ($7.50) 
LARGE VAX TECHNOLOGIES ($7.50) 
LOCAL AREA SYSTEM CONCEPTS ($7.50) 
SECURE OPERA TING SYSTEMS FOR VAX ($7.50) 

_V150F84 VAXUPOATE($7.50) 
_ V152F84 NON-DISCRETIONARY SECURITY FEATURES IN 

VMS($7.50) 
_ V153F84 VAX CLUSTER TROUBLESHOOTING ($7.50) 
_ V154F84 VAX LANGUAGES ANO PROGRAM SUPPORT EN

VIRONMENT OVERVIEW ($7.50) 
_V156F84 VAXDEBUGGERV4.0($7.50) 

_ 9999 Complete set 1984 DECUS Fall Cassettes -
ask for information on the special discounted price 
available! 

ACCESSORIES 
_ CUSTOM 12-CASSETTE STORAGE ALBUM ($6.00) 
_ ALLSOP CASSETTE DECK CLEANER ($7.50) 
_ R0-355 PANASONIC CASSETTE RECORDER/PLAYER 

($89.95) 

__ Total Individual Cassettes@,$7.50 each=$ __ 

__ Total 12-Cassette Specials@S82.50 each=$ __ 
(includes 1 FREE cassette & 1 FREE storage album!) 

__ Other: _____________ ::$ __ 

(qty.) (please specify item & price) 

Maryland residents add 5% state sales tax=$ __ 

Postage & Handling= S 2.50 

GRAND TOTAL=$ 

SPECIAL 
VALUE 

Your choice of any 12 
DECUS cassettes, 

handsomely p~ckaged in a 
custom shortage album 

Only $82.50! 

(offer includes 1 FREE cassette & 1 FREE storage album!) 

TO ORDER CASSETTE'-_________ _ 
Simply check the sessions you wish to purchase on this form. Cassettes are priced at $7.50 each - some sessions are ·presented on 
more than one cassette. Be sure to take advantage of the Cassette Special! Please include $2.50 to cover Postage & Handling. Fill 
in the GRAND TOTAL space and the information below. Send completed form, with payment, to: Eastern Audio Associates, Inc.; 
6330 Howard Lane; Elkridge, Maryland 21227; or, for credit card orders, phone (301) 796-0040. 

C ~•ID • 0 MONEY ORDER [j CHECK 0 CREDIT CARO - -

, 1 1 1 , ·r 1 1 VT 1 , MrErRr 1 1 1 , 
C~EOIT CARO NUMBER 

C•ROHOLOER'S "AME EXPIRATION CATE 

X 
SIGNATURE ,, _ _,.., au Cflal'O"I 

All~ ,...., ,,o.oo...., .. ,_.malt« ~Nd. 

18 

Make chectla oayable to £.Milan Aalllo - n a datne tac. 
0 PAYll,IENT $ _____ ENCLOSED 

Pl•••• till out the ,ntormat,on below before DIIClrtQI your orcter. Any o,cter 
no1 p.ckea up al the cor"4,e"1t0n will be automahcalty Nl'lt to the addreaa 
belOW. . 

PLEASE PAINT CLEARLY .... 
c,o 

S,1 , ... 

""' Is, •• 
z .. 1-





ALL-IN-1 IN ACTION • • • • 

ALL-IN-1 Hints and Kinks 

by 
Ray Kaplan 

P I IJOTAL, I NC • 

ALL-IN-1 Hints and Kinks? Hey, you bet. This is nuMber 
next in a series of indeterminate length. Yet another few 
months roll by without my hearing anything from YOU. YES, 
YOU. Since my bills keep comming in the mail, I am SURE 
that the my mailbox has not died! So, I am left to 
speculate that perhaps you haven't taken the time to drop me 
a line. What comes around - goes around, you know. 

Never have even gotten any feed bacK on the FDA ALL-IN-1 
manual that was offered. Since I was late in getting the 
tape off to folks, I thought that I would at least hear from 
someone about it. Ah well, maybe this month. 

I still think that this needs to be a collection of 
ALL-IN-1 NEWS THAT YOI! CAN USE. This implies that yo1J let 
Me Know what you have experienced, or ask some questions 
that I can try to address. If you have comments or 
questions about ALL-IN-1 related topics, please send them 
along to 1-ne. 

Ray Kaplan 
ALL-IN-1 Hints and Kinks 
DECUS Office Automation SIG 
6892 E. Dorado Ct. 
Tucson, Arizona 85915 

LAST TIME 

Well, good 'ol RUNOFF got me again. The names for the 
symbols that control the behavior of DCL in the subprocess 
were wrong in the last column. They are $0A_DCL_START and 
$0A_DCL_END, not the runoff modified versions that you saw 
in the last column. Rather than beat on the point, I 
sug~est (again) that you look in the V1.3 ALL-IN-1 release 
notes For the correct syntax. Remember that when you go to 
u s e a " _ " i n a run off d o c 1.1 rti en t , y o 1.1 n e e d t o pre c e e d i t w i t h 
the"_" Runoff "escape" se91.1ence <see I can really 1r1ake it 
i.,o·rK ! ) • 

SIG TAPE 

At this writing, a Few of us are Feverishly trying to 
promote the assembly of a SIG swap tape for the DA SIG here 
ir1 DECUS land. 
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DECUS SymposiuM SIG swap tapes are collections of user 
submitted "goodies" that are gathered up at each of the two 
DECUS Symposia held each year. In general, each DECUS SIG 
is responsi~le For having (or not having) one of these 
collections as a SIG "project". The collections are usually 
asseMbled at the SymposiuM, and then the complete tape is 
distributed through the National LUG Organization. This 
means that the SIG tapes are available to DECUS meMbers 
through their Local User Groups. 

By far the most successful DECUS SIG tape so far is the 
VAX SIG tape. This big collection takes two 2400 Foot mag 
tapes <at 1600 bpi) these days! A lot of nice goodies there 
that help all of us do a better job of VAXing. 

If we are successful in our efforts, you will be able to 
9et a copy of the OA SIG's first SIG swap tape right after 
you Finish reading this! Again. IF we were successful, you 
should be able to get a copy of the tape through your DECUS 
Local User Group <LUG). If you have no idea where to find 
the one closest to you, try calling the DECUS U.S. chapter 
in Marlboro (617) 480-3259. The idea is to get involved 
with the local group as a quid-pro-quo for getting a copy of 
the swap tape. They need your uolunteer energy. The OA SIG 
needs your energf. 

At this point it looks like we will have a GREAT 
collection of both version 1.4 and version z.o ALL-IN-1 
things on the tape. The More people that submit things to 
the tape. the better it will be. 

At this writing , the New Orleans Symposium is only two 
weeks awav. It looKs like I will suruiue it. Hope to haue 
seen you there. If not. perhaps we will see you next 
December in Anaheim. If you did get to New Orleans, perhaps 
you will take a moment to jot down your thoughts for the 
this newsletter so that we all can share your point of view. 

OUR MICRO VAX ARRIVES 

I'm happy to reoort that our MicroVAX is alive and well. 
Kit (my consultin9 partner) and I do two ALL-IN-1 seminars 
for DIGITAL's Seminar Programs Group. We recently added a 
MicroVAX based demonstration facility to the seminars, and I 
though that you might find the details of our trauelin9 
Microl,lAX based ALL-IN-1 "road shot-1 11 intere~ti ncL 
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Our MicroVAX I is equipped with 1 Meg of DIGITAL MeMory 
and 3 Megs of "3rd party" MeMory from Chrislin. We have a 4 
line DZG11, dual floppys, and an RD52 5 1/4" winchester disk 
<31 MB>. The full version 4.0 MicroVMS <actually VAX/VMS 
4.0) and a full blown version 1.4 of ALL-IN-1 fit on the 
disk leaving over 2SK blocks to play with. 

ALL-IN-1 runs just Fine on the MicroVAX. The probleM with 
version 1.4 of ALL-IN-1 on the MicroVAX is that you can't 
use the Form development sub systeM. In short, you can't 
custoMize ALL-IN-1 version 1.4 on the MicroVAX itself. This 
is due to two things. Number 1 is the old version of' FMS 
(version 1.1) that ALL-IN-1 version 1.x uses. NuMber 2 is 
the Fact that the MicroVAX has no compatibility Mode 
(PDP-11) instruction set as the larger VAXes do. Vesion 1.1 
of' FMS uses two utilities <FED and FUT) which are old PDP-11 
utilities that use the compatibility Mode instruction set 
that is available on large VAXes. As a result, the FED and 
the FUT can't run on the MicroVAX. Since you need the FED 
and the FUT to customize ALL-IN-1 version 1.3, we haue to do 
our work on a "big" VAX and download it to the "little" VAX. 
More on why version 1.1 of FMS is a saving grace For our 
VAX/VMS 3.x to 4.x conversion later. 

Aside From needing a "big" VAX to do Form development, the 
MicroVAX supports ALL-IN-1 version 1.4 in grand style. 
Sine~ version 2 of ALL-IN-1 uses version 2.X of' FMS <which 
is t.Jritten in "native" mode 1.IAX code), version 2 of' ALL-IN-1 
should worK just fine on the MicroVAX. More on that later. 

We have a LIMELITE MonochroMe video projector f'roM VIVID 
i n San t a C 1 a ·r a , Ca . ,., h i c h pr o 1.1 i d e s a " b i 9 s c re en " u i e w of 
ALL-IN-1 to our class as we deMonstrate it. In addition, we 
have an LA12 for a console and an LASO For a printer. All 
in al 1. t,1e ha1.1e found our MicroVAX I to be a nice "road" 
machine. All oQ the equipment is packaged in shipping cases 
that go on the airplane with us as checked baggage when we 
travel. All in all, we are quite happy with it all since it 
does our job ri~ht nicely. If you haue VAX based 
demonstrations to do, you will want to consider a MicroVAX 
base,j solution. 

While I have not run any bench marks with it yet, I am 
here to tell you that it makes a right dandy demonstration 
Ma6hine. My guess is that it would make a great machine For 
the "office". Icnas!ine your microt.JA>< t•.tcked a1.1ay in the 
Machine room, connect~d to your DECnet network via a DEOUNA 
(QBUS ethernet interface). Terminals on folks desks could 
be connected to a Local Area Terminal server <LAT) which in 
turn talks to the local either net, or connected directly 
connected by asynch lines. 
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My scheme would include a few asynch lines which could be 
connected to other local PC's in the office. We now can buy 
DECnet for our Rainbows and IBM PCs which uses an asynch 
line to talK to a host. The MicroVAX can support the new 
DECnet Por ~synch terminal lines which VAX/VMS version 4 now 
supports. So, in this senerio, you could easily have a 
MicroVAX I serving as an ALL-IN-1 host for several ALL-IN-1 
users as well as providing your local PCs with a way to 
"talK" to the or9anizational DECnet networ~. Neat, huh? I 
intend to play with it a bit as soon as I can gather 
together some resources. I'll let you Know how it all hangs 
together. 

ALL-IN-1 and FMS 

ThanK 9oodness that ALL-IN-1 version 1.X uses the old 
PDP-11 code based version of FMS (Vl.1)! Why do I say that? 
Well it turns out that you can run version 1.4 oF ALL-IN-1 
under version 4 of VAX/VMS. That means that you can move to 
version 4 of VAX/VMS even if you are not ready to convert to 
version 2 of ALL-IN-1. Version 2 of ALL-IN-1 will run under 
version 3.X or version 4.X of VAX/VMS. This is done by 
choosing the correct version of FHS version 2 with which to 
linK version 2 of ALL-IN-1. IF you are confused, you are 
not alone! This may help: 

ALL-IN-1 l,IAX/l)MS FHS 

1. 2 3. }{ 1.1 

1.3 3.X 1.1 

1.4 3.X 1.1 

1. 4 4.X 1. 1 

2. () 3. }{ 2. 1 

2.0 4.X 2.2 

Well, it has Finally arrived. By anyone's clock this new 
baby is at least two years late. Was it worth the wait? In 
my opinion. YOU BET IT WAS. If you think that implies that 
I am excited about the new toy, you are exactly RIGHT! I 
think that you will be quite happy with it. 
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First order, you have to find out about it. UnliKe the 
days of version 1 there are several ways to get a handle on 
a handle on the new version. Ouite a lot of help is also 
available For you in your conversion efforts. 

DIGITAL's Educational Services has two new offerings in 
their training centers these days. There is a 2 day 
"ALL-IN-1 Manager" co•.trse, and a 3 day "ALL-IN-1 Tayloring" 
course. These are lecture/lab courses, and are quite good. 
I aM preparing to teach them, and can assure you that they 
both contain quite a bit of good solid techincal detail 
about the manageMent and programming of version 2 of 
ALL-IN-1. The neat thing is that they are lecture/lab 
courses. At last. a chance to spend some time with ALL-IN-1 
under the watchful eye of a practiced ALL-IN-1 
instructor/programmer. You can find these courses and their 
schedules/locations in the latest issue of "The Digest", 
which is the schedule of the Educational Services offerings. 

DIGITAL's Educational Service's Seminar Programs group has 
the two seminars that my partner <KIT> and I teach. We have 
a 2 day offering titled Office Automation Using ALL-IN-1, in 
which we talK about what ALL-IN-1 is and how to use it to 
build an office automation solution within the frameworK of 
the organizational, managerial, and political problems that 
confront major projects such as office automation. Our 
three day offering is changing it's name. Depending on 
which Seminar Programs catalog you have it will be Known as 
either ''Managing ALL-IN-1 For Increased Office Productivity" 
or "ALL-IN-1 For System Managers". In that offering, we do 
2 1/2 days of technical tutorial on how to program ALL-IN-1 
and how to interface/integrate applications with/into 
ALL-IN-1. This offering also includes 1/2 day of project 
management oriented implementation presentation which is 
designed to help ALL-IN-1 support people successfully manage 
the ALL-IN-1 based office automation system within the 
organizational constraits that exist. You can find these 
courses and ~heir locations/schedules in the Seminar 
Programs catalog. 

DIGITAL's Software Services is offering a Migration 
Planning Service to help you in maKing your move from 
version 1.X to 2.0. Since version 2 is quite a departure 
From uersion 1. careful planning For your conversion effort 
is a must. The actual conversion effort that you will end 
up investing will be determined by how much you have 
customized your ALL-IN-1 system. Version 2 of ALL-IN-1 
comes with a "conversion subsysteM" which will handle most 
of the worK of converting a "vanilla" version 1.4 ALL-IN-1 
systeM (if there is such a thing!). The Software Services 
Migration Planning Service will come with a tape Full of 
tools that will help estimate what the conversion effort 
will entail. When you call your local office and let them 
know that you want the service, they will bring out the tape 
and spend some time with you building a conversion plan. 
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ALL-IN-1 version 2 is a complicated beast, and you should 
carefully plan your conversion FroM version 1. Software 
Services has a lot of trained people out in the Field to 
assist you in your work. Your local DIGITAL office can 
9uote you on the Migration Planning Service. In addition, 
they have many 9ualified people to coMe out and work with 
you on your conversion efforts as residents. 

I am sure that both Educational Services and Seminar 
Programs will be happy to customize any of the available 
training to your specific needs. 

The OECUS Symposia that are held twice a year are a uery 
good place to gather information and meet people. 
Information like performance details and people like your 
fellow ALL-IN-1 practioners. If you can't make it to any of 
them, you will find audio cassette tapes of many ALL-IN-1 
sessions advertised for sale in the DECUSCOPE issue that 
follows each Symposium. Of special interest are the tapes 
of the performance and application integration sessions that 
were given at the New Orleans Symposium. 

Another resource that will get you a long way is free. 
The version 2 documentation! Guite a NICE set of manuals. 
We finally haue COMPLETE documentation on ALL-IN-1! In 
version 1 we had one little skinny Application Programmer 
Reference (APR). Now, we have 3 VOLUMES of it, as well as a 
collection of other useful things such as a two uolume user 
guide• There are details in the manual set that will 
convince you that you have purchased a real office 
automation system. In uersion 1, it was hard to see 
ALL-IN-l's rich underlying architecture. The lack of 
documentation was a big stumling block to understanding it 
all. Hidden beneath the 11 exan1ple office a1Jton1ation · systetrtu 
that you get when you buy ALL-IN-1 is a very complete 
"applications integration tool Kit". It has a11.1ays been 
there. Now .days it is not only much improved, but 
documented to boot. Even though version 2 of ALL-IN-1 has 
been completely rewritten, it still embodies the richest 
basic application integration architecture in the office 
automation industry. This bias is important in office 
automation, since we are usually integrating a lot of things 
into what becomes our office automation solution. 

A parting point on all of this. Once you convert to 
version 2, your work is not done. You will need to spend 
i;orrte time "tunin<=l" ALL-IN-1 so that your applications take 
full advantage of the power available in version 2 in the 
Most efficient Manner. You will need to commit some 
resources to not only studying how ALL-IN-1 works, but to 
working with it as well. 
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As with everything else in life, there is no free lunch 
here. The more time you spend with it, the better it will 
worK for you, and the more productive your organization will 
become as a result. Since version 2 embodies so many 
changes and · additions to the version 1 offering, it is not 
easy to treat it all fairly in this short space. I promise 
to do some detailed technical things in this column as time 
goes on, but for now I thought that it was important to tell 
you about the resources that exist to help you understand 
the new ALL-IN-1 world. 

SO, WHAT IS NEW WITH VZ? 

As an indication of what all is in VZ, here is an 
interesting glimpse of some of the new ALL-IN-1 version 2 
po1.,er: 

The expression: 

FOR OASDIR:"*.LIS;" DO PROMPT .%WHOLE" press RETURN" 

will collect all files names in the current directory with 
the extention of ".LIS", and prompt the •Jser with the Full 
name of each. "FOR" is a new ALL-IN-1 function As with 
version 1.3, functions can be used from the named data on a 
Form, from inside a script which ALL-IN-1 is executing on 
behalf of the user, or (if you must) From within the context 
of a command procedure in the subprocess. In version 2, you 
don't have to have the subprocess if you don't want it. 

This was Just a quick look at just one of' the many ways to 
use the FOR function, which is just ONE of MANY new version 
2 Functions. There are new Field processing 9ualifisrs, new 
script Formats, new standard subsyste~s, and a host of new 
operational philosophies. 

UNTIL NE>{T TIME 

If you haue thoughts, questions, or comments - Just drop 
me a line. Until next time, Happy ALL-IN-ling! 
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HELP WANTED • 
Memo: 
D.;,te: 
From: 
Dept: 
Tel: 

TO: (@OASIG) 

[46180.5377370.WELBORNE 
Thu 25-APR-1985 15:02 
,Jim ~-lelborne 
HM PH:(219) 879-3584 
219-232-3992 

Subject: DECmate concerns 

Hello folks, 

Thought I would send you a copy of a memo I recieved from a supervisor 
in my Administrative Suport group which outlines their view of 
DECspell. Also we have another concern reg.;,rding version 2.0 of WPS. 

It seems that the CPTR or CHST routines which allow printing through 
the communications p o rt has a problem at speeds less that 1200 baud. 
This effectively eliminates our using the "Upgraded" software since we 
print all our draft copies through the communications port. 

I am not sure how to get these concerns in front of the developers but 
thought I could start here, Let me know what to do next. 

,Jim 

TO: Jim Nelborne 
.J1.1 dy Her i t z 

FRDM: 

DATE: April 24, 1985 

RE: DECSPELL EVALUATION 

MEMO 

On March 6 and 7, 1985 I tested DECspell with several documents, Foll owing are 
some observations on its performance. 

DECspell works through CP/M, consequently requiring that a DECspell 
diskette be loaded onto the system diskette each time DECspell is 
t o be used. I fo u nd this to be time consuming, along with 
maximizing the risk of damage with so much disk handling. If all 
operators should use · DECspell, we would either need to purchase a 
DECspell diskette and a dictionary diskette for each operator, or 
'pass around' these two diskettes to those operators who needed 
them. An operator does need both diskettes in order to operate 
DEC:-pell. 

DECspell contai~s no buffer to facilitate giving it a chain of 
documents to check. Therefore, an operator must check one entire 
document, then ret ~r n to the main menu, choose DECspell, and 
repeat the procedure. 

When DECspell encounters a mis~pelled word, tne operator may choose 
t C1 : 
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i:id it, 
change to a choice the computer gives, 
continue w1thout changing, or 
i,3n;:ire. 

The 'ignore' choice 1s ;urported to allow the operator to tell the 
cornputer t1J · 13:-;c~·e = i.-. .:.:i~·;j once, so tt-1-~t 1_ ... .:hen the l,• •. iord i·:. 
subsequently encountered, DECsoell will not stop again. This 
never functioned properly at all. DECspell would stop every time 
1t encountered somet~ing it had previously been 1nstructed to 
i sni:,re. 

Although I loaded e3ch letter of the alphabet in the personal 
dicti,:,n.,;n·•:.J in -=n':--' m3nner it co:.Jld ,:11::cur, ;.1.Jch ==· a_::, =·, or ·=• 
DECspell would sto~ each time it encountered the letter b or t 
alone. When told to ignore, it would continue to stop on these 
letter-: .. 

When 'ed~t' is chosen from DECspell, the operator may edit onlv 
within the line of text containing the misspelled word. Should 
the op':'-:-·-:ito,.· :.pot -:i •;1·rarr1rriatic..al err,:,r ;:;r -:.orriet~,i:i3 E.:·:e ·:=.he 1_.-.1i·:.he·=:. 
to change, she cannot reach it from this 'ecit' moce. W~en she 
ha·:. firii·:.hed 1_.• • .1ith the ·:.pelling e:hec~.~ ·:::ie L-.1ill r:::;t ~:ri 1-:ii.-.i 1.-• .1here the 
error she wanted to correct occurred, as DECspell 91,es no status 
regarding your location within the document. 

telep~oned Digital Support regarding these problems. Th~y said 
that this often happened in larger documents, and ~hey suggested 
breaking the document up into smaller portions. 

1. :-i rti 1._.1 o p i n i o i: ~ D i •:t i t al do e ·:. n o t h .3 , . .., e DEC·=- p el l .::1 ,j , .. ! .:J n c e d t o t he p o i ri t 
where it would be a reliable tool. 

THE OA TELL-A-GRAM _ 
IIIIDSs 

✓l II01JU) 1.m 10111 DIPOIMTIO. 0. () £"-~ 7 ~ ) 

- Vrf '4 w,;;: h .-, ~t ,.. ,._ Q..,e ,...z:..JZ;:., ~;!~M 
;,c,a,.,u,I --------~~------~------------~---

IWtE / TI TJ.! "])J( 0'7u/aj"der .f:ee,,-v,so, /4i./;,,-,-,c1/ IJ.t/4. Sy.s-. 
; j , i:>J 

AIIIIUS/WJ. STOP S'e/11 lo;;e- r1.s-., lo6S/ '5-;rd:zuc' /'-cf 

CITY 56:-oqsv,J/e SWI Of/ ZIP L/q'/J~ 
PL.WI llTIIU TO IIAIGAIIT DUD 

DIIICTOI OP IJIITifflIOIW. JWIAGIKIIIT SUPPOIT 
UT DAI.Tl SCIIIICI Cllffll 
7703 PJ.OTD CUii. DIIYI 
SAIi MITOIIIO, TIIAS 71214 
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DECnet/SNA PROGRAM BACKGROUND 

Program Background 
Pagel 

For almost fifteen years, Digital has successfully sold products and services 
that accommodate the "complementary computing·" concept for customers that 
require Digital/IBM networking capabilities. Products that allowed batch access 
from Digital systems to IBM mainframes using the BSC or "bisync" protocols were 
first implemented for PDP-Bs. These first "distributed processors" were used 
either a standalone fashion or as front end processors to the early members of 
the DECSystem mainframe product line. Follow on products for PDP-11 and VAX 
systems were released so that by the end of the 70's, Digital offered IBM 
access "across the boards" as well as releasing it's third generation of peer 
to peer networking products known as DECnet Phase III. 

Since 1980, Digital has made public commitments and delivered products that 
support communications between the IBM environment based on Systems Network 
Architecture (SNA) and the Digital environment based on Digital Network 
Architecture (DNA). During that time period, the most significant market entry 
was the DECnet/SNA Gateway program which was launched in 1982. Since then, 
there have been enhancements for both VAX/VMS, MicroVAX/MicroVMS, and PDPll 
systems in accessing the IBM environment via the DECnet/SNA Gateway. 

DECnet/SNA PRODUCT SET BACKGROUND 

Many existing and future OECnet/SNA Gateway customers have realized the 
potential and power that can be had by linking two networking environments 
versus simply providing "protocol emulation" of specific IBM products. One 
profile of typical Gateway usage was that it was a Digital terminal user that 
needed access to applications and files on the IBM host system. Such access 
could be provided by the use of the 3270 Terminal Emulator (3270 TE) and Remote 
Job Entry (RJE) access software. Certain custom applications required program 
development on both the Digital and IBM systems and.hence, the Application 
Program Int~rface (AI) could be used. 

Since the DECnet/SNA Gateway's introduction~ the need for more sophisticated 
functions and more "reverse gateway" turnkey function quickly became apparent. 
In ever increasing numbers, IBM terminal users developed a need and desire to 
access applications and information at remote VAX systems. Additionally, 
functions such as document exchange or electronic mail between dissimilar 
systems became a necessity between the two networking environments. 

For years, the focus for the ultimate source and destination of central data 
bases, large computing resources, etc. has been in an IBM host based computing 
facility. Today, this situation still exists, however there is an increased 
need for accommodating access for the rBM users into the Digital environment'. 
Until now, to achieve this access would have been impractical due to the fact 
that the IBM user would either have to have "two terminals on his/her desk" or 
simple do without! New products announced by Digital in October 1984 solve this 
problem for the IBM 3270 user! 
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DECnet/SNA Gateway Product Set Summary 
Page 2 

OECnet/SNA GATEWAY PRODUCT SET SUMMARY 

The DECnet/SNA Gateway product set allows users to share information between 
suitably configured VAX/VMS, MicroVAX/MicroVMS, RSX-llM and RSX-llM-PLUS (RSX) 
systems in a DECnet environment and IBM systems in a Systems Network 
Architecture (SNA) environment. Users on one or more DIGITAL systems can 
simultaneously access IBM application programs or other system resources, act 
as a 3270 display station, transfer data between VAX/VMS or RSX file subsystems 
and IBM batch subsystems acting as an RJE workstation, allow IBM 3270 display 
users within an SNA network to remotely log into suitably configured VAX/VMS 
systems, receive print data destined for 3287 class printers, and implement 
distributed application programs that run between DIGITAL and IBM systems. 

The DECnet/SNA Gateway family includes two 
itself and a variety of Access Routine layered 
operating system. 

THE DECnet/SNA GATEWAY ITSELF 

variants of the Gateway system 
software for each supported 

The DECnet/SNA Gateway (also referred to as "Gateway") is part of both the 
DECnet and the SNA networks. Architecturally, it is a DECnet Phase IV node to 
DECnet and a Physical Unit Type 2 node to SNA. Each Gateway is a node on a 
DECnet network and the DECnet network. can include multiple DECnet/SNA Gateways. 
The non-Ethernet based DECnet/SNA Gateway (DX24} is a combination freestanding 
software/hardware package which may be configured as a part of a wide area 
DECnet network (WAN), and may be geographically co-located with DIGITAL or IBM 
systems. 

The Ethernet based DECnet/SNA Gateway (DECSA} connects directly to a DECnet 
based Ethernet Local Area Network (E-LAN), providing SNA connectivity to any 
Phase IV DECnet system physically connected to the E-LAN or DECnet systems that 
are logically connected to the E-LAN thru either the DECnet Router 
communications server or those DECnet systems that support the host routing 
facility onto and from the E-LAN. The software that is used within the 
Ethernet-based DECnet/SNA Gateway must be ordered in addition to the 
appropriate Ethernet Communications Server (DECSA) hardware configuration. 

In either case, Digital systems wi~hing access to the SNA environment must be 
configured with the appropriate Gateway Access Routine software. 

Both Gateway variants will support up to two SNA communications lines at speeds 
of 9.6K bps. Alternatively, the Ethernet based Gateway will support t~o 56K bps 
line to the SNA network. Both local and remote connections are supported from 
either Gateway variation into the IBM/SNA network. 

Loading the Gateway Software 

Both Gateways require software to be loaded into memory prior to operation. for 
the DX24 Gateway, the software provided is loaded directly into the system via 
floppy diskettes from disk drives that are part of the standard DX24 
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DECnet/SNA Gateway Product Set Summary 
Page J 

configuration. Additionally, at least one 
adjacent to the DX24 Gateway to provide host 
Software for the E-LAN based Gateway is loaded 
on the E-LAN. 
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DECnet/SNA GATEWAY ACCESS ROUTINES 

DECnet/SNA Gateway Access Routine Summary 
Page 4 

Once the DECnet/SNA Gateway hardware and software is properly installed, there 
is another component required before actually performing any actual functions 
or "real work". Each Digital system requiring communication with an SNA network 
m• -· have some number of layered software products installed on that system 
that provides the end-user, turnkey function. This layered. software group is 
collectively referred to as "Access Routines". These Access Routines run as VMS 
processes or RSX task images that work in conjunction with the DECnet/SNA 
Gateway to do 3270 Terminal Emulation, Remote Job Entry, and the like. DECnet 
is used as the reliable, error free transport mechanism between the various 
Digital systems in the DECnet network and the Gateway itself. 

Access routines are available for VAX/VMS, MicroVAX/MicroVMS, or RSX systems 
today. At Fall DECUS in December 1984, Digital made a statement of direction 
that it would provide Access Routines for the TOPS-20 operating system 
environment for its DECSystem-20 user community. 

Access Routines differ in their "end user" function. In all, there are 
currently 19 different Access Routines available now for the above mentioned 
operating system enviornments and consist of the following types of uses: 

o 3270 Terminal Emulation (VMS, MicroVMS, RSX) 
o Remote Job Entry . (VMS, MicroVMS, RSX) 
o Application Program Interface (VMS, MicroVMS, RSX) 
o DISOSS Document Exchange Facility (VMS, MicroVMS only) 
o Distributed Host Command Facility (VMS only) 
o 3287 Printer Emulation (VMS, MicroVMS only) 

The DECnet/SNA Gateway Management Access Routine software is required on the 
VAX/VMS, MicroVAX/MicroVMS, or RSX host node adjacent to the DX24 Gateway that 
is used to manage the DX24 Gateway as well as on any DECnet nodes desiring to 
run any of the optional Access Routines in either the DECSA or DX24 
configuration. 
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DECnet/SNA GATEWAY MANAGEMENT 

DECnet/SNA Gateway Access Routine Summary 
Page 5 

Gateway managem7nt includes normal DECnet network management tools for 
controlling, monitoring, and troubleshooting the Gateway itself. These 
activities may be performed by the VAX/VMS or RSX system manager of one of the 
nodes attached to the DX24 Gateway or, for the DECSA version, at a designated 
host node on the E-LAN. All management functions are performed from a node on 
the Digital network, rather than at or on the Gateway itself. 

The Gateway Management Routines allow a VAX/VMS or RSX operator to bootstrap or 
restart a Gateway and provide configuration and initialization facilities for 
the Gateway. 

In addition to event logging and error counters, a wide range of fault 
isolation tools are included such as an SDLC frame level loopback is available 
to verify communication facilities as well as the connection to the IBM line 
adapter, a trace capability for the SNA lines is provided to help debug 
application programs, as well as identify system problems at the Physical Unit 
(PU) level, SDLC level, or session level. 

A "snapshot" monitoring utility is provided to display on a Digital 
host-controlled VTlOO terminal the status of the Gateway's buffer availability, 
the number of SNA sessions currently in progress, and other information that 
pertains to both the DECnet and SNA network. 

If an unrecoverable error should occur 
Gateway system, a memory image may 
system (DX24 configuration} or to 
configuration). 

during operation of either type of 
be dumped to the adjacent VAX/VMS or RSX 

a designated E-LAN host (DECSA 
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DECnet/SNA 3270 TERMINAL EMULATION 

DECnet/SNA Gateway Access Routine Summary 
Page 6 

The 3270 Terminal Emulator (TE) allows the user of a VTlOO (or other DIGITAL 
terminal or personal computer in VTlOO emulation mode) on a suitably configured 
VAX/VMS, MicroVAX/MicroVMS, or RSX system to interact with programs on an IBM 
system which were written for 3270 display stations. 

Translation tables on the respective systems convert RSX or VAX/VMS ASCII 
terminal input to a subset of IBM multinational EBCDIC code for transfer thru 
the Gateway. These may be modified to fit non-standard character sets. 

The 3270 Terminal Emulator supports emulation of the following 
features of an IB~ 3270 Display Station: 

o IBM 3274 model lC controller with the following features: 

* Category A terminal adapter (for 32 terminals) 
* Configuration support B (excluding inbound pacing) 
* Common cornunications adapter 
* External modem interface 

o IBM 3278 model l or 2 display station with the following features: 

* 75-key keyboard with 24 program function (PF) keys and 
3 program assist (PA) keys 

* Numeric lock 
* Audible alarm 
* 480-, 960-, 1920- and 3168- (24xl32 on VTlOO screen) 

character screens 
* Protected and unprotected fields 
* Local and host copy and printer order FF (formfeed) 
* Alphanumeric and numeric data 
* Intensified display, display, and non-display characters 
* Auto-repeat keys (as available as a VTlOO keyboard SET-UP 

feature) 
* Click and ALT CURSR (as available through the VTlOO 

SET-UP feature) 

This product has been designed such that it can be used with most 
IBM applications, however, those applications written using 
features not supported by the emulator (e.g. 3279 Color Features) 
must be modified. The following are among the features of the 
conventional [SM 3270 product that are not currently supported: 

o Selector pen, security lock, magnetic strip card reader and 
operator identification card reader 

o ->! (tab) and<-! (new line) .:is auto-repeat keys 
o <!<! (fast left) .:ind !>!> (fast right) keys 
O TEST REQ or TEST, SYS REQ, IDENT, DEV CNCL, CURSR BLINK and 

CURSR SEL key functions 
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o Structured fields 
o Programmed fields 

oecnet/SNA Gateway Access Routine Summary 
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o 2560-, 3440-, and 3564-character screens 
o 3278 Display Station numeric lock override 
o 3279 Display Station color support 

A readily callable HELP facility provides information on keys with 
altered 3270-oriented functions. The status line as implemented 
on an actual 3270 display is not supported, however much of the 
same information is reported on a special status line which may be 
overlayed on the VTlOO's 24th line. 
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The Remote Job Entry (RJE) Access Routine allows a VAX/VMS, MicroVAX/MicroVMS, 
or RSX sys t em within a DECnet network to function as an SNA/RJE workstation or 
group of workstations that can transmit batch jobs to an IBM host and receive 
job output. The user can prepare batch jobs in files, submit the jobs, and 
obtain the job output. By using batch interaction with the IBM host system, 
this capability can be used for periodic update of databases and other 
applications . Easily modified translation tables resident in the Gateway 
convert ASCII code to a subset of IBM multinational EBCDIC for transmission to 
the IBM host , and from EBCDIC to ASCII on reception of job output . 

Workstation users submit jobs to VAX/VMS or RSX system batch queues. The 
workstation transmits the queued jobs to the IBM host over the input streams 
associated with a queue. 

The IBM host returns job output to a workstation over various output streams. 
Each IBM output stream will have a VMS or RSX directory assigned to it . Job 
output may be directed to some system on the DECnet network other than the 
initiating system. 

VMS or RSX users with the required privilege can issue a set of restricted 
commands to manage the workstation. These commands allow the user to initialize 
and control the workstation, and to communicate interactively with the IBM 
batch subsystem. 
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The Application rnterface (AI) enables a user-written application in a 
DECnet-VAX or DECnet-RSX node to exchange messages with a cooperating 
application in an IBM host. It exists in the VAX/VMS system as a shareable 
image, and in the RSX system as a device driver. 

Functionally, the interface is similar to the DECnet task-to-task capability. 
The interface is very general and allows most features of the SNA Session Layer 
to be accessed by the cooperating applications. It provides VMS and RSX users 
with mechanisms for accessing £BM systems from applications programs. This 
facility is particularly useful for applications that require facilities other 
than RJE and 3270 Terminal Emulation such as support for Logical Unit Type O 
for communicating with £MS/VS or CICS/VS host based applcations. 

The Application Interface appears to the Digital app~ication as a set of 
functions that the application calls to request the following operations: 

o Establish an SNA session with an application running on an IBM 
host 

o Listen for a session initiation request from an IBM 
application 

o Accept an SNA BIND request from an IBM application 
o Reject a BIND request from an IBM application 
o Abort an active session 
o Transmit messages to an IBM system on the SNA normal or 

expedited flow 
o Receive messages from an IBM system on the normal or expedited 

flow 

Subroutine calls to the Application Interface are supported from VAX/VMS 
programming languages that conform to the VAX/VMS Calling Standard. Calls from 
RSX programming languages are a part of the QIO system structure~ 

Certain events can occur asynchronously during a session between two 
cooperating applications. For example, the IBM system may send a message on the 
Expedited Flow, the IBM host or the Gateway may abort the session, or the 
DECnet logical link to the Gateway may fail. When such events occur, the 
Application Interface notifies the application by calling a user-specified 
notification mechanism. 

The Application rnterface provides applications with access to the SNA 
functions performed by the Gateway. These include SNA Path Control functions, 
Data Link Control functions, and upper-level functions. 

The application must provide the remaining SNA functions it requires. These 
include Logical Unit (LU) Presentation Services, Date Flow Control functions, 
and Transmission Control functions. 
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DECnet/SNA orsoss DOCUMENT EXCHANGE FACILITY 

The DISOSS Document Exchange Facility {DDXF) is a VMS or MicroVMS layered 
software product which allows its users within a DECnet network the 
bidirectional ability to participate in an IBM office systems network. The IBM 
office network is the vehicle for document library and distribution services in 
an IBM Systems Network Architecture {SNA) networking environment. 

DDXF users can access both document distribution and library services as 
provided by the IBM host supported Distributed Office Support System/370 
(DISOSS/370) program product. DISOSS/370 provides centralized document library 
and distribution services on behalf of various IBM office systems such as: 

* 
* 
* 

* 

IBM Displaywriter 
5520 Administrative System 
IBM 8100 Information System running the Distributed 
Office Support System/8100/Distributed Office Support 
Facility (DISOSS/8100/DOSF) 
Scanmaster I image printer 

DDXF communicates with the DISOSS/370 host system using the SNA Advanced 
Program to Program Communication {APPC) facility {also referred to as Logical 
Unit (LU) Type 6.2) and the Document Interchange Architecture/ Document Content 
Architecture (DIA/DCA) protocols. 

DDXF accepts both final-form-text and revisable-form-text documents. DDXF will 
accept either document type for transmission or reception but transform 
routines are provided for final-form-text documents only. Final-form-text 
documents are translated by DDXF to/from ASCII text after reception of/ prior 
to transmission of a document. This allows a VAX/VMS user to perform minor 
revision on a received document via a text editor such as EDT. 

The following list summarizes the functions provided by DDXF. A DDXF user can: 

0 FILE A DOCUMENT created on the VAX/VMS system 
with associated profile information in a DISOSS/370 
host document library. 

o FILE PROFILE information for an external (non-system) 
document in the DISOSS/370 host document library. 

o SEARCH a DISOSS/370 host document library 
for documents previously filed by themselves or by 
other DISOSS/370 users including users of IBM office 
systems such as the Display~riter, 5520, or 8100/DOSF. 

o RETRIEVE DOCUMENTS and associated profile information 
to the VAX/VMS system from the DISOSS/370 host document 
library. 

o DELETE OWNERSHIP of documents filed in the DISOSS/370 
host document library. 
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o ADD search terms and MODIFY access codes for documents 
filed in the DISOSS/370 host document library. 

o PRINT a document, filed in the DISOSS/370 host document 
library, on a DISOSS/370 host controlled printer. 

o SEND, via the DECnet/SNA Gateway and the DISOSS/370 host, 
documents and/or messages to either individuals or groups 
that are DISOSS/370 users. 

o RECEIVE DOCUMENTS and/or MESSAGES distributed by other 
DISOSS/370 users via the DISOSS/370 host system. 

o DISPLAY STATUS information regarding distribution requests 
made by DDXF to the DISOSS/370 host system. 
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DECnet/SNA DlSTRlBUTED HOST COMMAND FACILITY 

DECnet/SNA VMS Distributed Host Command Facility (DHCF) is a VMS layered ~-
software product which is used in conjunction with the DECnet/SNA Gateway. It 
allows a suitably configured VAX/VMS system ~ithin a DECnet network to be 
accessed from rBM host-controlled 327x terminals in a Systems Network 
Architecture (SNA) networking environment. The IBM system gains access to 
VAX/VMS systems through the DECnet/SNA Gateway. 

The vehicle for supporting this or "reverse terminal" access from IBM to 
Digital systems is the IBM host based program product called the Host Command 
Facility (HCF). This ability now opens up the world of VAX/VMS and the Digital 
style of computing to the IBM 3270 display user in the IBM/SNA network. From 
this 3270 display, the IBM user may log into remote VAX/VMS systems, read or 
send VMS mail, perform some file editing, allocate VMS systems resources, and 
execute VMS commands like any other VMS user on a hard copy terminal. 
Additionally, DHCF allows the 3270 terminal operator at the central site, the 
Network Control Center, to access the maintenance, service, and control 
functions of the remote system for problem determination, problem isolation, 
and remote system control. DHCF extends to the IBM 3270 user some of the 
bi-directional capabilities that Digital VTl00 users have had for some number 
of years. 

As mentioned earlier, DHCF is another VAX/VMS Access 
Gateway product set. It is a layered application for 
allows IBM's Host Command Facility (HCF V2) Program 
mainframe to communicate with VAX/VMS systems. 

Routine in the DECnet/SNA 
a VAX/VMS system that 

Product running on an I3M 

In summary, DHCF allows a single IBM 3270 terminal to access both networks! The 
difference between 32 J Terminal Emulation and DHCF is a matter of direction: 
DEC-to-IBM vs IBM-to-DEC. These two products gives the DECnet/SNA Gateway 
turnkey bidirectional capabilities. 

The following is a summary of features available in the DHCF software: 

o The DHCF user may run any VAX/VMS application which can run in 
command mode or line mode. 

0 The DHCF user may also run any VAX/VMS 
designed to use a 3270 data stream in a 
(Such VAX/VMS applications may provide full 
DHCF user at the IBM host.) 

application ~hich is 
3270 pass-through mode. 
screen access for the 

o A DECnet/SNA Gateway manager may perform the following tasks using 
the DHCF management application: 

* 
* 
* 

Modify the EBCDIC-to-ASCII translation table 
Modify the keyboard mapping 
Create the configuration file required for DHCF 

This application program also displays the keyboard mapping and 
creates help text which is output at the initiating J27x terminal. 
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o The initial connect screen may be modified by the DECnet/SNA 
Gateway manager. 

o The documentation set specifies the IBM parameter values which are 
required to initialize the IBM application software in order for 
communication with DHCF to occur. 

o The documentation set includes an introduction to VAX/VMS for DHCF 
users, written with IBM users in mind. 

o Error messages are reported to the 
understandable language. 

User Interface 

DHCF user in easily 

The IBM 327x terminal user logs on to HCF running in the IBM host and enters 
the conventional HCF ACQUIRE command to connect to the DECnet/SNA Gateway. 
Then, DHCF sends an initial connect screen to the IBM 327x terminal user which 
is similar to comparable panels displayed by VTAM. The DHCF user t hen entecs 
the name of the DECnet node he wishes to access. When the DHCF user's request 
has been routed to the desired node, he must logon to the VAX/VMS system in the 
usual manner. 

When connected to a VAX/VMS system, the DHCF user may interact with the system 
in command mode (line mode) as if the 327x terminal were a hard copy terminal. 
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The DECnet/SNA Printer Emulator (PrE) is a layered software product that allows 
suitably configured VMS or MicroVMS systems within a DECnet network to receive 
printable data from IBM host-based applications. These applications will 
orininally have been developed to produce output for an IBM 3287 printer •~hen 
operating in system mode while connected to an IBM 3274 cluster control unit in 
a Systems Network Architecture (SNA) environment. 

Data transfer is one ~ay in nature from IBM host to the emulated printer. The 
PrE Access Routine software will allow VAX/VMS users to direct the received 
output to any valid VMS device, be printed via the VMS print symbiont, or 
spooled to a disk file. 

Product Features 

The following is a summary of functions provided by PrE: 

o For ease of use, PrE is configured and controlled via a DIGITAL Command 
Language (DCL) style interface. 

o PrE can accept data in SNA Character String (SCS) format (LU Type 1) and 3270 
Data Stream format (LU Type 3) 

o PrE recognizes the following 3270 Data Stream orders: 

CR - Carriage Return 
DUP - Duplicate (converted to a semicolon) 
EM - End Message 
EUA - Erase Unprotected to Address 
FF - Formfeed 
FM - Field Mark (converted to an asterisk) 
GE - Graphics Escape _(converted to a hyphen) 
NL - Newline 
PT - Program Tao 
RA - Repeat to Address 
SBA - Set Buffer Address 
SF - Start Field 

o PrE supports the following 3270 Data Streom commands: 

WRITE 
ERASE/WRITE 
ERASE/WRITE ALTERNATE 
ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED 

o PrE will recognize the following SNA Character String orders: 

BS - Backspace 
CR - Carriage Return 
FF - Formfeed 
GE - Graphics Escape (converted to a hyphen) 
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tRS - Inter Record Separator 
LF - Linefeed 
NL - Newline 
SHF - Set Horizontal Format 
SVF - Set Vertical Format 
TRN - Transparency 
vcs - Vertical Channel Select 
VT - Vertical Tab 

o PrE accepts but ignores the following SNA Character String orders: 

BEL - Bell 
ENP - Enable Presentation 
INP - Inhibit Presentation 
SLD - Set Line Density 

o PrE supports the 3287 printer Program Attention (PAl and PA2) keys and the 
CANCEL PRINT key using commands entered at the user interface. 

o PrE does not support the Printer Authorization Matrix feature, and it does 
not emulate the 3287's REPRINT key function. 
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MINIMUM HARDWARE REQUIRED TO SUPPORT THE DECnet/SNA GATEWAY 

In Wide Area Networks: 

o A properly configured DX24 DECnet/SNA Gateway which includes 
at lc~st one DMRll and a hardcopy console terminal. The DMRll 
and the hardcopy console terminal are not part of the standard 
DX24 base configuration and must be ordered seperately. 

o A valid VAX/VMS, RSX-llM, or RSX-llM-PLUS Operating System 
configuration with a valid DECnet connection to the DECnet/SNA 
Gateway (R80/RL02 r.onfiguration required for VAX-11/730 
systems). 

In Ethernet Local Area Networks: 

o DECSA-FA 1-line DECnet/SNA Gateway with one DCSAX-LA EIA 
RS-232C/V.24 synchronous line card 

o Any valid VAX/VMS, RSX-llM, or RSX-llM-PLUS Operating System 
configuration with valid DECnet implementation, also connected 
to the Ethernet Local Area Network (R80/RL02 configuration 
required for VAX-11/730 systems). This host system configuration 
must include a hardcopy terminal for Gateway Management routine 
report generation. Additionally, the RSX-llM and RSX-llM-PLUS 
system configuration must include support for RL02s or 
1600 bpi magnetic tape. 

OPTIONAL HARDWARE TO SUPPORT THE DECnet/SNA GATEWAY 

For Wide Area Networks: 

o One additional DMRll (local or remote) for additional 
connection to the DECnet system 

o One additional DUPll synchronous line unit for additional 
connection to the SNA network 

For Ethernet Local Area Networks: 

o One additional DCSAX-LA one-line EIA RS232C/V.24 synchronous 
line card operating at speeds up to 9.6K bps. 

OR 
o One additional DCSAX-LB one-line V.35 synchronous line card 

operating at speeds up to 56K bps. 
OR 

o Two DCSAX-LB one-line V.35 synchronous line cards operating 
at speeds up to 56K bps. This configuration is achieved by 
replacing the DCSAX-LA . that is part of the base DECSA system 
with one of the DCSAX-LB Une cards. 
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M[NIMUM HARDWARE REQUIRED TO SUPPORT ACCESS ROUTINES 

o Any valid VAX/VMS, RSX-llM-PLUS or RSX-llM Operating 
System configuration with valid DECnet connection to the 
OECnet/SNA Gateway. RSX-llM and RSX-llM-PLUS system configurations 
must be configured to support RL02s, RK07s, or 1600 bpi mag 
tape. 

o To support 3270 Terminal Emulation Access Routine: Digital 
terminal capable of VTl00 compatibility (e.g. VT102, Rainbow 100) 

o The Advanced Video Option is required ·on the VTl00 and the 
equivalent on other terminals for some 3270 Terminal Emulation 
features. 

PREREQUISITE SOFTWARE: 

o VAX/VMS, MicroVAX/MicroVMS, RSX-llM or RSX-llM-PLUS 
Operating System(**) 

o DECNET-VAX, DECnet-llM, or DECnet-llM-PLUS 

For the Ethernet-based DECnet/SNA Gateway, the following software 
must be ordered: 

o DECnet/SNA Gateway software that is down line 
loaded over the E-LAN into the Gateway from 
an E-LAN based VAX/VMS or RSX host system. 

For both wide area network and E-LAN based DECnet/SNA Gateways: 

o DECnet/SNA Gateway Management Access Routines. 
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THE OA TELL-A-GRAM . . . . 
NEEDS: 

I WOULD LIKE SOME INFORMATION ON ------------------

I WOULD LIKE AN ARTICLE IN THE NEWSLETTER ON ____________ _ 

I WOULD LIKE A SYMPOSIUM SESSION ON -----------------

OTHER ------------------------------
NEWSLETTER: 

I WILL WRITE AN ARTICLE ON ---------------------
OTHER _____________________________ _ 

SYMPOSIUM: 

I WILL MAKE A PRESENTATION 

I WILL CHAIR A SESSION 

I WILL "MC" AN OA MAGIC SESSION 

I WILL OPERATE A CAMERA/TAPE RECORDER FOR A SESSION 

I WILL "MAN" THE OA SUITE FOR A TWO-HOUR BLOCK OF TIME 

OTHER ------------------------------
COMMENTS: 

NAME/TITLE. ___________________________ _ 

ADDRESS/MAIL STOP ________________________ _ 

CITY _______________ STATE ______ ZIP ______ _ 

PLEASE RETURN TO MARGARET DRAKE 
DIRECTOR OF INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT SUPPORT 
UT HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER 
7703 FLOYD CURL DRIVE 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78284 
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FRctl THE EDITOR 
Two major thoughts were on my mind as I put this newsletter 

together. First is tnat there is no definitive place that Rainbow, 
PRO and DECmate owners can go for information on their machines. 
Sec~nd is that there are souices of information, and a lot of 
dedicated people who make them available--for free. In this issue 
of the newsletter, I have tried to ~ull together lists of all the 
major sources of information for DEC PC users. 

None of the commercial slick magazines even pretend to cater 
to that market, even though DEC* Professional has 10,000 paid 
subscribers specifically for their DEC* Professional PLUS Personal 
version, and over 18 000 (26¾ of the 70,000) Digital Review sub
scribers "have• Rain6ows (14¾ have PROs, and 17¾ have OEDnates). I 
have no figures on HardCopy ✓ s circulation, but undoubtedly they 
think there must be personal computer users because they feature at 
least one Rainbow related article in each issue, and have recently 
instituted a Personal Computer Question and Answer column. No one 
seems to know what the total number of Rainbows sold is, but my 
guess is in the neighborhood of 200,000. Despite the fact that DEC 
nas eulled out of tne "home 0 computer market, many of these owners 
are home" or "small office• users. (I base this conclusion on my 
experience with our 400+ member Washington Area Rainbow User's 
Group and on conversations with other user groups and users around 
the country.) 

So where do DEC personal computer users (particularly Rainbow 
users) 90 to get information? User groups, newsletters and bul
letin boards. There is a growing informal network which includes 
user groups and the Rainbow-oriented FIDO bulletin boards. Unfor
tunately there are still a lot of Rainbow owners who don ✓ t have 
access to a local user group and don ✓ t own modems. Even those who 
have access to either FIDO or a user group, or both, find that 
these sources do not fill all of their needs. The Atlanta Hotline 
is helpful, but is now available only for three months after pur
chase, and gives information only on DEC P-roducts. 

So there is still a desparate need for a single comprehensive 
monthly source which covers the DEC PC arena. In its absence, 
volunteer newsletters will have to do the best they can to provide 
what none of the magazines will. This newsletter, which is quar
terly, won ✓ t necessarily have the most up-to-the-minute information 
(it takes 6 weeks to publish and mail out once it is assembled), 
but it can have good coverage. 

The •good coverage• is up to you. When I want an article for 
the Washington Area User's Group Newsletter, I can ask a member (in 
person) to write an article or review. Occasionally people actual
ly volunteer to write things! Because this newsletter serves a 
much wider constituency--all over the US--1 can't be there in 
person to ask each of you to write a specific article, then put a 
little gentle pressure on you until Y-OU get around to doing it. 
Nearly everyone has one or more areas of expertise, or one or more 
pro gr ams they really know. As you read this, you' 11 see the sort 
of things other users wrote. Please take the time write about 
something for the newsletter--or call me with information. I ✓ m not 
fussy about how ~ou submit it to me, as you'll see below. 

The idea of participation brings to mind the other thing I 
have been thinking about--the people who make the 0 network" work. 
A newsletter is an obvious and visible product. But there are a 
lot of other people, both in Local User Groups (LUGs) and Special 
Intere~.t Groups (SIGs), who invest a lot of time to further commu
nications. Consider: 

o Public Domain Librarians, who at personal expense, obtain, 
sorti maintain. copy, and mail public domain programs for 
litt e or no charge to other users 

o SysoQs or system operators, who run bulletin boards such 
as the FIDO boards mentioned later in the newsletter. Again, 
at their own expense. 
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o LUG and Program Chairmen, who have to find and persuade 
(monthly or quarterly), interesting and relevant speakers for 
LUG meetings 

o The brave souls who not only run a LUG, but also run a 
bulletin board or write the LUG newsletter (and perhaps 
administer the LUG's public: domain library, too) 

Whether at the LUG or the SIG level, please join in to help 
not only others, but yourself, as well. 

For this issue, thanks are due to a lot of people: all of the 
newsletter editors and sysops, from whom I have borrowed liberally 
(so much so, in fact that I almost think this ought to be renamed 
a 'Review") and the C:o-Chairman of the Washingtor, Area Rainbow 
User's Group: 

Tom Deahl--Delaware Valley DEC PC User Group News 
Rick Eliopoulous--Sysop of FIDO 350 of The San Diego Rainbow Local 

Us£>r"s Group 
Madelyn Flynn--Perspec:tive 
Anthony Garbera--Meriden, CT Digital Business Center Update 
Ken Gordon--Co-Chairman, Washington Area Rainbow User's Group 
Dc,nald Goss--Mi d-Tennessee DECUS PC LUG Newsletter 
Bill Horton--Silicon Valley DEC PC User's Group News 
Ken Kaplan--Sysop of FIDO's 22 and 51, and Chairman of the 

St. Louis DEC PC Local User's Group 
Dale Miller--San Francisco Bay Area DEC PC User Group News 
Annabelle Quick--Interchange, The University of Texas Health 

Sciences Center Computing Resources Interdepartmental News
letter 

Kurt Reisler--Sysop of FIDOs 74 and 483 
Wilber Widmer-~ECRUG Notes--Newsletter of the Northeast Connec

ticut Rainbow User's Group 

Thanks also to everyone who wrote articles, either for the PC 
SIG newsletter, or for their own user group. And finally, last 
but definitely not least, thanks to the Washington Area Rainbow 
User's Group techies without whose input I could not edit the 
DECUS PC SIG Newsletter Q.!. the WARUG Newsletter: 

Tom Tu~an 
Dennis Fitzgerald 
Jay Bassin 
Art McCli n ton 
Steve Stewart 
Jack Ference 

Caroline Mack 
Editor 

June, 1985 

================================================================== 
HOW TO SUBMIT ARTICLES TO THE PC SIG NEWSLETTER: 

Please send me your articles in one of the following formats: 

o WordPerfect on an MS-DOS formatted flopp~ disk 
o 1,JordStar on an HS-DOS or CP/M formatted floppy disk 
o Sarnna on an HS-DOS formatted floppy disk 
o ASCII on an MS-DOS formatted floppy di sk--remove all 

formatting commands first, please, or I'll have to strip 
them out one by one 

o Hard copy (typed or printed out) 
o Via modem using DECMINI (call first) 
o Upload to the 1-JASH-A-RUG FIDO Bulletin Board (703) 

359-6179 
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GUEST EDITORIAL 

WILL FIDONET REPLACE THIS NEWSLETTER? 
by Tom Deahl 

News.letter editors worry about such things as electrc,n i c 
bulletin board systems. FidoNet is particularly troubling because 
it looks so good. 

Fi doNe t au t c,mat i call y forwards. me'.:-<.:-ages and cc,mp u t er pro qr am 
files across the countri to the bulletin boards of your choice-~for 
pennies. Developed by Tom Jennings, FidoNet has been up and run
ning since late 1983. 

The way it works is simple. You call up your nearest FidoNet 
node (see the list at the end of this Newsletter), access the 
FidoNet message area, then when prompted, you designate the FidoNet 
system(s) that you want to send your message to. You then enter 
your message and terminate your call [Editor's note: or use Fido's 
other extensive capabilities, including downloading or uploading 
public domain software]. Later that night, the FIDO BBS shuts down 
according to a pre-arranged schedule and begins processing mail. 
Processing mail consists of assernblinq packets, dialing the phone 
numbers of targeted nodes in the neti,JorR, and transmitting the data 
at 1200 baud. At the same time, the local Fido "listen'.:." for 
incoming mail messages. At the end of the mail exchange 
period--usually in the wee hours of the morning--FidoNet returns 
control to the Fido BBS and allows users to log on again. 

I-Ji th this system you can broadcast messa9es to over 200 other 
FidoNet systems worldwide. The cost of sending a FidoNet message 
is controlled by the SYSOP (system operator) and ranges from 10-25 
cents a message in the USA--far cheaper than a single phone call to 
an out of state BBS. With telecommunications costs going up every 
time we turn around, we users on a budget have no choice but to 90 
the most cost-effective route if we're qoing to keep in touch with 
the PC Community. Keeping in touch with other DEC-PC user groups 
is taking on increasing importance. If we are to unite into effec
tive consumer groups, we could use a s~stem like FidoNet to solicit 
interest and even commi trnents from DEC-PC owners/users arc,und the 
world. 

To use FidoNet's long distance message capabilities, you ne•d 
to establish an account with the local sysop and have a positive 
cash balance from which he cain draw to pay phone connect charges 
incurred in sending your messages along either to individual usirs 
on the network or 9lobal messa9es to everyone at desi9nated tar9et 
nodes. 

(Torn Deahl is the edi tc,r of the Delaware Valley DEC PC User Group 
News, where this editorial first appeared.) 
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SOFTWARE INFORMATION AND REVIEWS 
PRODUCT REVIEW: DECISION AIDE 

by N. Jay Bassin 

Kepner-Tre9oe is a well-known consulting firm in the area of 
managerial decision making, so I was rather intrigued by their re
lease of a Rainbow program that could 9uide me through an objective 
decision analysis patterned after their series of executive and 
managerial workshops. 

First, thouqh, what does this program do.1 and whc, might u~.e 
it? Decision Aide, [Kepner-Tregoe, Inc., 11 Research- Road, 
P.O. Box 704, Princeton, NJ 095q2; $ ; re~uires MS-DOS, 128k, 
any printer] unlike any other software you may be familiar with, is 
neither intended for the horizontal market (word processor pro
grams, for example) nor the vertical (specialized) market. It-'s 
really somewhere in-between ("diagonal"?) because it is intended 
for those users, in any endeavor, who seek (or require) balanced, 
rational decision making. 

If your decisions are pretty black-and-white, like buyir,q a 
ne1,J computer based on lowest price or features for which there can 
be no trade-offs, Decision Aide is not for you. On the other hand, 
if you are seeking a choice among a number of alternatives, each 
within acceptable limits but with different trade-offs, arid you 
want to be able to support your decision objectively (perhaps 
to your boss?), Decision Aide can be a very useful advisor. Deci
sion Aide does not make Y-OUr decision for you, of course-;7)ut 
rather leads you (or forces you, depending on your prejudices) 
through a fairly thorough process that helps ensure that you have 
consiaered all the alternatives and have reasons for your deci
sion. It almost takes the place of a small review committee! 
Specifically, Decision Aide helps you set up your real objectives, 
it helps you generate legitimate alternatives and evaluate the 
risks of eacfl, and it finally prints a report summarizing, in 
"briefing" format, your decision process. 

Decision Aide is organized around seven modules: planning 
your dec1s1on; explicitly stating your purpose; establishing ob
jectives; generating alternatives, assessin9 adverse consequences 
(risks)• and making a balanced choice. A final area allows ~ou to 
print the report. If this process sounds anything like the format 
requirement for an Environmental Impact Statement, you're right! 
Decision Aide's opening menu (which may be suppressed on start-up) 
depicts these modules as a cycle. You may, however, jump to any 
module without going through the earlier ones. Obviously, though, 
you'll need to complete most of them in order to get any realistic 
results. 

Throughout Decision Aide, you may revise and edit your input 
quite easily. This feature, together with extensive on-line help 
facilities, make Decision Aide a pretty sophisticated piece of 
software. A particular word 1s appro~riate about the "Help" faci-
1 it i es. These are con text-specific smart• aides. Unlike rnos t 
help routines, which just tell you what button to push if you ' re 
stuck, Decision Aide really offers on-line tutorial assistance. 
For example, if you ✓ re prompted to respond to a question, "Help" 
will explain what the question is after, with examples to let you 
understand the need. That ✓ s a real benefit. In fact, there is 
more substantive information contained in the on-line Help menus 
than exists in the manual itself! I found myself asking for help 
at every question just to find out what additional suggestions 
Decision Aide might offer. 

If your need for a decisio-n is clear, and the situation is. 
"routine" you can bypass the Planning section. Otherwise, Decision 
Aide prompts you to state the current and then the lc,ng-terrn im
p~cts on the situation, people, productivity, clients, -organiza
tion, revenue, and costs. You are then asked whether you want 
"Problem Analysis" or not and whether your particular problem 
requires single or multiple decisions. Problern Analysis is valu
able for situations where something has gone wrong and ~ou don't 
know why. Once you've figured out the cause, you can effectively 
make a choice for correcting the situation. If there are multiple, 
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interconnected decisions (for instance, if you are relocating an 
office, you will have to choose a city, select a site acquire 
staff, etc.), Decision Aide will set up separate decision files for 
each subdecision, and then help you link them later. Finally, the 
Planning section prompts you to specify what your decision must be, 
when, wfiy the urgency, where the necessary data lie, and who makes 
the decision. 

The one necessary starting point in Decision Aide is the 
second menu area: formulating a concise decision statement leg, "To 
select a method to improve market share"). This step defines your 
scope, and must be simultaneously broad enough to encompass the 
problem but narrow enough to eliminate unnecessary distractions. 
Decision Aide serves as a prompter to suggest appropriate phrasing 
and makes you respond to a series of questions intended to make you 
conscious of the realism of your decision statement. 

In my opinion, the most critical aspect of decision analysis 
lies in the careful formulation of objectives. Decision Aide takes 
~ou through a series of steps to list the objective:.; check them 
for completeness; separating them into •must haves" and "wants"; 
check the •must nave" objectives against certain standard criterial· 
assign relative weights to the "wants"; and finally to review al 
the objectives to ensure that they accurately reflect the decision 
goals. Even for an experienced planner, this step is crucial to 
the successful outcome of the decision, and Decision Aide riqhtly 
spends a fair amount of time in this module. In Dec1s1on Aide's 
tutorial an example of a "must• is "cost les:- than tS0,000.· It ' s 
measurable and it's fixed. A •want" objective is also included, 
•minimize cost,• which is desirable but not definable. Decision 
Aide makes it clear that "musts• and •wants" may be overlapping and 
iFTfully chosen. Since •wants• are not all going to happen, it's 
usually best to weight them according to their importance. You are 
prompted to select a weighting scale of 1-10 or 1-50 (or no weights 
at all). The purpose of the weighting is to later assign numerical 
scores to alternatives, but this is not always necessary. If you 
do assign weights, Decision Aide automatically sorts the objectives 
in descending order--another nice touch. The final choice in this 
Objectives section is to "audit" the objectives, by using Decision 
Aide to prompt you with questions confirming the applicab1l1ty or 
each objective and its phrasing. 

[The next section (as well as the rest of Decision Aide) is 
on the second distribution disk, so you are prompted to chan~e 
disks before continuing. If you run from a hard disk, you wont 
have this problem.] 

"Generating Alternatives• is the fourth module, and is inten
d9d to lead you throu9h the formulation of a broad ran9e of possi
ble decision choices. This is the weakest part of Decision Aide 
simply because there is no way to generalize what amounts to very 
case-~.pecific issues. The program just advises you to a:-k around, 
see what's been done elsewnere and to consider doing nothing. 
This is all good advice, but doesn 1 t eliminate any of the leg work 
you'll have to do on your own. Even in their own example, K-T 
ooesn't tell you how they arrived at their alternatives. Perhaps 
they came by mail. Sorry about that. 

Decision Aide's section on Evaluating Alternatives is largely 
conmon-sensel although the ease of simplv following the prompts is 
deceptive. uecision Aide displays each ~must" objective across the 
top of the screen, with each alternative listed down the left 
side. You are prompted to enter specific data for each alternative 
under each •must" objective. Once again, unfortunately, the pro
gram glosses over how yc,u get the quant1 tative data necessary for 
input. K-T's tutorial just tells you what numbers to put down. In 
fairness, though, there is no way an algorithm can "know" industry 
specific data--you'll have to provide your own subject matter 
expertise and let Decision Aide serve as your management consul
tant. After you enter the data, you screen each "must• objective 
to ensure that it passes. For example, if a minimum requirement 
for an option is to cost less than $50,000 and one alternative 
budgets out at $60,000, there is no point in further consi9ering 
it. Of course you may want to chan9e the data, but let's not 
cheat t~o muchr Assuming all alternatives pass each "must" objec-
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tive, the decision will rest entirely on the •want" objectives. 
Again, you are prompted to enter descriptive data for each alterna
tive. If you assigned weights to the "wants" in the Objective
Formulation section, you may also assign relative scores (on a 
scale of 10 to 0) for all of the alternatives against each of the 
objectives. The weight assigned to each "wanta is multiplied by 
the jud91!1ental score you as~.igned to each alternative fc,r a numeri
cal total. Kepner-Tregoe claims that these numbers offer "a clear 
comparison of the relative performance of alternatives against 
objectives.• 

I say, "garbage-i n, garbage-out.• Be very cautious about 
placing greater faith in numbers based on data that you have pulled 
out of the air. It's surprisingly easy to forget that such num
bers1 disQlayed to two significant decimals on a computer printout, 
resu ted from multiplying two flips of the coin. Decision Aide is 
surprisingly reticent on this point, even in the Help screens, and 
I think tfiat's unfortunate. It does, however, suggest that closely 
ranked alternatives demand the most careful comparison, and that 
may be a valid use for the numbers. If you ' ve omitted or skipped 
any data, or if any of the alternatives failed one or more "must" 
objectives, Decision Aide will let ~ou know. If you want to change 
any data, you may have to backup to ' an earlier module. 

To assess the "adverse consequences·• of each remaining alter
native, Decision Aide cycles you through a series of listing risks, 
making sure they are complete, and then assessing both the probabi
lity (high, medium, low) and seriousness (also relative) of each 
consequence. Identification of risk, li ke generation of alterna
tives, is left to the subject-matter specialist: you. Decision 
Aide again suggests drawing upon your own experience and that of 
others. However, if you're new to this game, Decision Aide pro
vides its usual good advice in how to proceed. While the assess
ment of risk is clearly very important in real-life, this section 
in Decision Aide serves strictly as a notepad for your own assess
ments. the program makes no analytical use of the information, and 
does not quantify risk a~ainst benefits. The only real use for this 
section is to provide risk information in the briefing report that 
will be printed. 

The last substantive module is where it all should come 
together: . "Making a , Balanced Choice.• Here at last, you have 
analyzed all the alternatives, risks, and objectives, and THE 
DECISION will leap out at you, right? Decision Aidei like any 
consultant, will not make your decision for you. You w1l have to 
make your choice •based on your analysis of the available informa
tion, along with an understanding of your eersonal approach and the 
posture of your organization

1 
toward risk. Decision Aide lets you 

review the alternatives easi y, and serves again as a notepad to 
summarize your conclusions and reasons for selecting a choice. 
These notes will be incorporated into the printed briefing report. 

One of the real benefits of Decision Aide , certainly for 
users who must report their results to top managementJ is the 
professionally formatted briefing paper it generates. rhe full 
report consists of at least 10 pages (including a title page), 
although none of them are crowded. In fact, most look like they're 
intended as briefing notes or for reduction to overhead transparen
cies, The full report consists of: Decision Planning (listing the 
short and long term impacts, the specific decision(s) to be made 
and the current decision)• List of Objectives ("musts• and •wants~ 
with weights); Summary of Alternatives (indicating any that failed 
a "must" objective and listing the total scores of those that 
pas:.ed all the 1 musts 0

); Adverse Consequences Summary (~.hc,win•:i the 
probability and seriousness of each alternative); Details of Alter
natives (listing your data and composite scoring, with each alter
native on a separate page)i details of the adverse consequences; 
and finally your reasons ror the "best balanced choice.• If you 
omitted any data or sections, Decision Aide will also print a page 
of "remir1ders• identifying them. Fortunately, you can choose at 
the opening printer menu to print only portions of the full re
port. When you send the results to the printer, Decision Aide 
simultaneous!~ creates an ASCII text · file, so you can edit or 
change it before final printing. As far as I can tell, you cannot 
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generate only the disk file: you must 9et a printed report also. 
Another drawback is that Decision Aide gives you no choice in 
naming the disk file: it's always called 6 REPORT .TXT". If you want 
to keep it, you must remember to rename it (and you can't from 
within Decision Aide) before printing another report. 

'fhere are two types of users wno would significantly benefit 
from Deci:-ion Aide. Fir:.t are those who are new to decision makinq 
or who want to develop their confidence in structured planning. A 
few :-e:.sion:. t-Ji th Decision Aide on different prc,blems will :-erve a:, 
a pretty good tatorial at a lot less cost that one of K-T's work
shops! If this kind of user is the decision maker, and there is no 
need to justify a decision to anyone else, there is probably little 
continuing need for the program once the cor,cepts are learned. The 
second type of user, proba6ly the one that K-T had in mind when 
they desiqned the program, is one who needs to "scope• out a prob
lem and structure the alternatives and risks for someone else-
essentially a staff person. This.class of user will significantly 
benefit from frequent and repeated use of Decision Aide even if 
s/he is very proficient in the process. The reason lies partly in 
the fine report that's generated, suitable for distribution as a 
briefing document to senior management; partly for the ease and 
flexibility in modifying data (likely as a result of comments by 
others); and partly for the faroiliari ty offered by structured 
analytical decision making. 

There are relatively few buqs in Decision Aide and the 
manual is refreshingly good. It's written in compiled eASIC (the 
run-time module is incluaed), and screen response is therefore very 
slow. Because screens are neatly formatted with borders and vari
ous intensities, the slowness car, become somewhat tedious. 
Kepner-Tregoe would be well advised to rewrite the program in a 
faster language, such as C or Pascal. There is one serious bug, 
though, that users should be wary of: when running Decision Aide 1 do not turn off your printer (or even reset your print buffer, 1r 
you have one). If you do the system. will crash and you'll get 
that old friend, "MAIN BOARD INTERRUPTS OFF." If you plan to use 
your printer that session, turn it on prior to booting Decision 
Aide and leave it on throughout . Kepner-Tregoe was not aware of 
thTs problem, but promised-to look into it. -on the positive side, 
the manual is specifically designed for the Rainbow, and the first 
half of the book is devoted to the Rainbow keyboard and the func
tion keys. At a time when many third party software vendors are 
shying away from Rainbow specific implementations, K-T is to be 
commended for this small but significant touch. The manual claim:. 
that Decision Aide's program disk is "copy protected," meaning you 
cannot install the operatinq system or, the distribution disks and 
you must boot from another arive. This would prove a real inconve
nience to anyone were it true, but I found that there is no copy 
protection at all. I copied the distribution disks to bootable 
floppies. Perhaps K-T is following the recent trend by several of 
the more responsive software houses to stop punishing the inno
cent. Kudoes to Kepner-Tregoe for that. 

Kepner-Tregoe sells Decision Aide with a 30-day, no-ques
tions-money-back-guarantee, an otter that is unique in the software 
industry. K-T also supports a toll-free help line on Decision 
Aide! where I was speedily connected not to just anybody, but di
rect y to K-T's Decision Aide manager herself! 

KeQner-Tregoe has two other programs in their Pro-Counsel 
line: Trouble Shooter, a problem analysis package, and a yet
unnamed program to identify and defuse potential prc,blems. For 
$ •· , you can buy "The New Rational Manager," by C.H. Kepner and 
B.B. Tregoe to get an c,verview of the K-T methods embodied int o 
Decision Ai de. 

Decision Aide is a good product that is easy to learn, easy 
to use, and well-supported. If you use structured decision making, 
and especially if you need to develop and justify alternatives for 
upper management, I recommend Decision Aide. 

(c) 1985 by N. Jay Bassin 
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PRODUCT INFORMATION: WORDPERFECT 4.0 
by Caroline M. Mack 

Satellite Software International has recently released Word
Perfect v. 4.0 for the DEC Rainbow. WordPerfect is a menu-driven 
word processing program which allc,ws the us.er to see what the 
document will look like when it is printed (with the exception of 
right justification, which does not appear onscreen). Although WP 
uses control characters to determine the document's format; the 
user does not have to memorize them. Instead 1 it utilizes the 
Rainbow / s function keys, including the 20 function keys across the 
top, the keys above the cursor paa, and the PF keys, to simplify 
use of the program. The large number of function keys available on 
the Rainbow minimizes the number of keystrokes necessary to access 
common functions such as bolding, underlining, centering saving, 
exiting. All functions and first-level menus can be called by~ 
single keystroke or by using the shift and a single keystroke. 

WordPerfect v. 3.0 was already my favorite word processinq 
program. I originally chose it because of a few features: auto~ 
matic footnoting, automatic paragraph reformation, the ability to 
see onscreen wnat would be printed, and free hotline. At the time 
I bought it, I knew little about word process.ors, but had al ready 
tried-WordStar and found it extremely annoying. WP v. 3.0 had a 
few faults. [see ~Tay Bassi n's article, below), but I really liked it 
anyway. In WordPerfect, SSI already offered a very sophisticated 
and cc,mplete word processing program, ir,cluding: 

•multiQle column formatting 
•math functions 
•spelling checker 
•merge capability 
•file encryption 
•ability to have two documents open at a time, and to trans-

fer information between them 
•special character support 
•widow/orphan protection 
•superscript subscript 
•proportional spacing (depending upon the printer used in 

conjunction with it) 
•automatic footnoting and renumbering of footnotes 
•multiple headers ana footers 
•macro and macro chaining 
•ability to access files from within the program 
•ability to make boxes 
•800 hotline number with no service charge--ever 

Version 4.0 extends the capabilities of WordPerfect and 
provides new documentation. The new manual provides a tutorial. 
It is qeneric (not IBM PC specific), but provides a striQ for the 
Rainbow). A "Quick Reference" booklet tells where the functions 
are located. The manual, the strip, and the Quick Reference use a 
2-color scheme to help differentiate ke~s on the Rainbow. There is 
also a booklet entitled, 0 Installation. Unlike version 3.0, where 
the manual and the on-screen help often appeared to be totally 
unrelated, in 4.0 most of the onscreen menus are printed in the 
manual. 

The char,ges in the program include the following: 

•Enhanced Dictionary: The new dictionary is approximately 
100,000 words, more than three times the size of the old. It 
provides pattern and phonetic look-up, checks for double 
occurrence of a word, allows addition and deletion of words 
from the dictionary, and gives the word count. Use of the 
speller with a hard disk is simple, but with floppies, it 
involves switching disks and changing the default drive. 
This procedure is not adequately documented in the new man
ual. When you press the SPELL key (Dictionary was located on 
the MODE key in v. 3.0)A the menu gives you six choices: 
Word, Page, Document, ~han9e Dictionary, Look Up, Phone
tic. If tne word is not found, the new menu gives six 
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choices: Skip once, Skig, Add Word, Correct, Look Up, Pho
netic. There is also a ouble Word Menu which allows you to 
choose between Skip, Edit, and Disable Double Word Checking. 

•Paragraph and Outline Numbering: When you press MARK (a new 
key), a menu ciffers: Outline, Para *, Redline, Remove-, 
Index, Define, Generate. Outline allows you to make an 
outline, and Paragraph tallows you to number paragraphs in a 
document. Using tab stops, it is possible to number up to 
seven levels. WordPerfect renumbers automatically when 
entries are added or removed. I t does not change the levels 
of related entries if the level of an entry is changed. 
Three styles of entry are ~efined: Paragraph (1.a.~.(1) 
(a)l)), Outline (I.A.l.a.(l)(a)1)), and Legal (1.11.2.1). 
You can also make your own style. 

•Table of Contents and List Generation: After marking the 
text you want to include (using BLOCK, the old RANGE Key), 
you press the MARK key, which here gives a menu with two 
choices, Table of Contents and Lists. After choosing 1, 
Table or Contents (TOC), you choose the level of the TOC (up 
to 5). Each time you want to mark a section for the TOC, you 
must follow the :,ame procedure. Lists are marked :-imi lar ly. 
Codes in the block, such as bold or underline, also appear in 
the TOC. For short documents it may not be worth markinq the 
text, but for any document which is likely to be revised; the 
time saving (over continually redoing the TOC by hand) will 
be well worth the extra time to mark the text in the first 
place. Once the text is marked, go to the place you want the 
TOC to appear, press MARK again, and use Define to choose the 
style for the TOC. Then press MARK again, and use Generate. 
While the TOC is being generated, an onscreen counter allows 
you to keep track of the progress. When generation is com
plete, the Table of Contents appears. 

•Index Generation: Index generation is very similar to Table 
of Contents. To mark text, press MARK, then choose Index. 
If the index entry is longer than one word, you will need to 
use BLOCK to mark the text to be included. After you have 
marked the text, you will be qiven an opportunity to type in 
a subheading. If you decide-to generate both an index · and a 
TDC, be sure to remove the DefMarK (using Shift Help (Reveal 
Code)) needed for generation of Table of Contents before 
9enerating the Index, or the second of the two generated will 
include both. 

• Redl i ne./Str i keou t: This allows you to 
or deleted, without actually adding 
Before running a final copy, you will 
actually remove the text. 

mark text to be added 
it or deleting it. 

need to use delete to 

•Increased Footnote Size: footnotes can now run onto 2 
or more pages. Supposedly they can be as long as 300 pages, 
but I did not test this. 

•Endnotes: You can now choose whether you want to have notes 
aQpear at the end of the document within the text at the end 
of the page, or both. Press the footnote key, then choose 1 
for Footnote, or 5 for Endnote. You can also start the 
footnote numbering at an artificial spot, and determine the 
~pacing you w,nt within and between footnotes and endnotes, 
1nclud1ng 1 (single), 1.5 (one and a half), or 2 (double 
spacing). The manual also gives a macro which allows you to 
change footnotes to endnotes. 

•Automatic Date Insertion: this is a nifty feature. After 
the cursor is positioned, press the Date key and choose the 
date format, and the current date appears (assuming that you 
entered it when you turned the machine on), There are five 
different date formats. 
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•Binding Width: allows you to shift the text to the right on 
odd-num5ered pages and to the left on even-numbered pages to 
allow room for holes on two sided copies. 

•Convert Utility: CONVERT.EXE, which must be run when you 
are outside of WordPerfect converts files from other media 
to WordPerfect format, including WordStar, DCA (Reuisable
form-text), Seven bit transfer format, Mail Merge, WordPer
fect Secondary Merqe, and DIF files. I tried it on WordStar 
documents and it worked beautifully. The only glitch was a 
document which had very short margins. As soon as I reset 
the WordPerfect margins it was fine. Once the document is 
moved, it can be edited. The documents can be converted back 
when you are finished. The documentation on Convert.exe is 
found in the Installation manual. 

Other Changes: Until you have installed a printer, you will 
receive a two-screen 'Welcome to WordPerfect' message with basic 
instructions. For old time WordPerfect users, these screens are un
necessary and may be annoying, but they alleviate the "Omigod, what 
do I do now?" feeling that tfle new user gets when turning on ~"p and 
being confronted by a virtually empty screen. SyHem Commands, 
which currently brings up a screen which allows you to choose file 
management and printer options, has disappeared. Instead, yc,u 
press LIST FILES, which shows the default drive at the bottom of 
the screen in the notation, 

Dir E:\*·* (Use= to change default directory) 

If that is the drive you want, you press enter and the directory 
for the drive appears. The menu at the bottom o# the directory has 
added a fifth choice, 'text in' which allows you to bring an ASCII 
file into WP. If you want to know the document size or amount of 
space 1 ef t in a document, you must look in the di rectory. It is. 
not available on a separate screen. The Printer section of the 
s.creen is now found under PRINT, It also allows you to install up 
to six different printers. 

RANGE is now called BLOCK ( as it was in ear 1 i er versions of 
WP). Blocks are marked in reverse video. Hath On Math Definition 
Column On/Off, and Column Definition, formerly lound on the MODf 
key 1 ar.e now found on the MATH ke•,1. The MODE key has disappeared 
entirely. In its place is the SPELL key (formerly an option under 
MODE. Widow/Orphan suppression is now on the menu brought up by 
the PAGE Format key. It was formerly on the SET ke1,1. Most of the 
chan9es seem to make sense and are not too hard to· find. 

The Installation manual mentions that the disks are copy 
protected, but none of the disks I received were. Despite the 
improved documentation, there are a few glitches. I was unable to 
follow the directions for installing version 4.0 on a hard disk 
using paths, and managed to lose the installed version after using 
it just once. Instead- I installed it using good old COPY*·*• 
directly. The direclions for installing a printer were not a~ 
clear as I would have liked. I ended up havin9 to call SSI. ! 
am sorry to report that SSI did not set up any sort of window 
arran9ement, althou9h it continues to allow two documents to be 
open at the same time. 

Version 4.0 is available from SSI for s~r . If you already 
have version 3. 0, SSI does not demand a for tune to replace it 1,Ji th 
Version 4.0. I believe that the enhancements are well worth the 
minimal cost to replace v. 3.0. To get the ne1,J version, send a 
check for$ , and your reference card. They would like proof of 
purchase but do not require it. Mail everything to: SSI Update 
Dept., 323 North State Street, Orem, UT 84057. For more informa
tion, call (800) 321-5906. 

(This article originally appeared in the Washington Area Rainbow 
User's Group [~RUG] Newsletter.) 
(c) 1985 by Caroline M. Mack 
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WORDPERFECT OR WORDSTAR: A CLEAR CHOICE? 
by N. Jay Bassin 

At a recent meeting of the Washington Area Rainbow User's 
Group, there was a lively discussion over the relative merits of 
alternative word processing programs. As an environmental 
management consultant and writer, professional word processing is 
very important to me. I started with WordStar (version 3.30, 
MicroPro International· S ' 1w) a year and a half ago, but acquired 
WordPerfect version 3.6 (Satellite Software International;$ - ) in 
July of this year and have been using it daily since. In this 
article I will discuss some of the basic differences between the 
two programs, and compare and contrast the relative merits of fea
tures common to both. 

WordStar is a command-oriented program. Its functions (un
derlining, margins, pagination, etc.) aie made by directly typin~ 
in embedded commands usually including a "control character. 
f,.JordStar di splays a imai n menu• which identifies the most commonly 
used commands (cursor movement, exit, save, print, etc.) and 
single-stroke commands to generate subsidiary help menus. Version 
3.30 supports user-definable keys, cursor-motion, and special keys 
(Find, Select, Insert). The user can suppress the main menu to 
gain more usable screen space and speed. WordStar can be intimi
dating to the new or casual user because it has over 130 possible 
commands, many of which are seldom used. Frequently used commands 
can be programmed as function keys, and necessary commands are me
morized after a month or two. 

WordPerfect, on the other hand, is a "menu"-oriented pro-
; ram. Functions and command menus are activated by ~ressing the 
unction keys at the top of the Rainbow keyboard. To change a 

margin the user presses 0 Set Format,• which displays a menu with 
several formatting choices. The user specifies "Margins" and is 
offered a chance to change first left and right margins. The user 
need not memorize the embedded commands, although it takes experi
ence to know which functions are supported by which keys. Word
Perfect uses embedded control commands which are invisible to the 
user unless the "reveal functions" [Shift Help] key is pressed. To 
delete a control character from either program, the user must 
delete the embedded command. (In a lengthy document, the most 
efficient way to locate these buried commands is through the 
"search" functi~n.) Because WordPerfect is menu driven, the screen 
is completely blank except for the document itself, and the page 
and line positions of the cursor. -

Screen Display. WordStar's on-screen text display ir,cludes. 
@mbedded printer commands (although they can be suppressed) as well 
as page-layout (dot) commands. WordStar displays right ju~.tified 
text right on the screen, exactly as the printed aocument will 
appear. WordPerfect does not justify on-screen, although the 
printed copy can be ri9ht justified when printed. With WordStar 1 right and left margins and tab stops are displayed along the top or 
the screen i n a ruler. WordPerfect does not show margin settings, 
which is a minor inconvenience. However, in WP, text is otherwise 
the same on screen as it will be on a printed pa9e, includin·3 
bolding and underlining. WordStar highlights emphasized words by 
surrounding them with control characters (for example, the display 
would show: ABthis is boldfacedAB, although the printed copies of 
both programs are identical). Their relative screen refresh rate 
is significantly different. WordStar, running c,n CP/M-86, is ex
tremely quick. [I would be very interested if anyone has had 
experience running WordStar on the Rainbow with MS-DOS]. 
Scrolling, reformatting, and cursor positioning are performed 
instantaneously. WordPerfect ' s screen, however, must be manually 
refreshed whenever line changes are made, either by pressing the 
"rewrite• key or scrolling through the altered text. The unre
freshed page display is rather disconcerting and prompts the user 
to stop typing for the pause that refreshes. 

Hyphenation. Automatic word-wrap and hyphenation are ex
trernely important in professional word processing. The major 
differences between in the capabilities of the two programs should 
be considered when selecting a primary package. WordStar's hy-
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phenation is fairly straightforward. At the end of a line, if the 
entire word will not fit, 1t wraps to the next line. There is no 
automatic hyphenation when entering text, which speeds ue 
text-entr~. In WordStar, the text can "reformed" by typing "AB' 
[Control BJ above the section to be changed. WordStar then re
writes from the cursor position to the next hard carriage return, 
wrapping words from the successive lines to fill gaps left by edi
ting. Added or deleted words and phrases are not reformatted by 
WoraStar until the •AB" key is pressed. This allows rapid and seq
uential editing of the same paragraph without waiting each time for 
the program to refresh the page. (Edi tor's note: that was one c,f 
the things about WordStar which drove me crazy! I had to constant
ly stop to reformat paragraph after paragraph.] When WordStar 
reaches the end of a line with a word which could be hyphenated, it 
stops at a suggested place (always between two consonants, or in 
some other logical place). The typist can accept, alter, or choose 
not to hyphenate at all. WordPerfect's major drawback a!:, a text 
editor is its hyphenation routine; it insists on hyphenating any 
word that falls within the "hotzone,• even in the middle of en
tering text. The user is forced either to hyphenate within the 
range of the hot-zone (sometimes at an inappropriate break), or not 
hypnenate at all. WordPerfect does not distinguish between charac
ters or even punctuation marks. If a sentence ends on a line, and 
the period is directly on the right margin column WordPerfect's 
automatic "required space• (following every sentenceJ together with 
the period, are interpreted as characters, leading to a suggested 
hyphenation between the word and the ger1od or, worse yet, 6etween 
the period and the required space! nee WordPerfect decides to 
hyphenate, the typist must stop dead and decide where to break the 
word, possibly interrupting a chain of thought. WordPerfect will 
not allow you to resume until you hyphenate or cancel the 
hyphenation. This single-minded approach to hyphenation is exacer
bated by WordPerfect's automatic and continuous paraqraph refor
ming. As the user cuts text, the paragraph reforms as (s)he 
scrolls. If an instance of hyphenation occurs, everything stops 
until that word is edited. Frequently there are a number of pauses 
after cutting text, then several more when inserting the ne\,J 
text--1 have to hypenate the same paragraph twice' The same thing 
occurs when changing margins and scrolling down. 

WordStar recognizes the•-• key as~ required hyphen and will 
automatically break-the word there if necessary. WordPerfect only 
recognizes the "minus" key on the numeric keypad as a required hy
phen, and treats the•-• key on the main keyboard as just another 
character. Thus WordPerfect frequently attempts to insert a "soft" 
hyphen in an already-hyphenated word pair. 

Cutting and Pasting. WordPerfect offers two modes of movin~ 
and re1nsert1n9 text: by sentence, paragraph or page; or by "ran~e 
between two cursor positions. To cut a Qhrase, the user must: ll) 
move cursor to beginning of Rhrase; (2) turn "range• key on; (3) 
move cursor to end of phiase; (4) press "move" key; (5) select "cut 
block" OQtion (at this point, the cut block disappears and the 
screen reformats--see problem above); (6) move cursor to beginnin~ 
of new location; (7) press •move key•; (8) select "retrieve text 
option. To read the newly edited text the user must scroll 
through it to refresh the screen and reform the paragraph (while 
hoping not to hit too many hyphenation stops). Because the program 
requires so many steps, it wastes time, especially on small blocks 
of text. 

In WordStar, everything is treated as a block. These are the 
steps: (1) move cursor to beginning of phrase; (2) type AKB (on the 
Rainbow, you may instead press the PFl key to "begin block"; (3) 
move cursor to end of phrase; (4) type AKK or PF2 key to mark the 
uend of block". (At this point the marked block is highlighted in 
reverse video); (S) move cursor to new position; (6) type AKV. The 
block is repositioned, still highliqhted in reverse video. Type AB 
above the edited text to reform. ~ordStar/s cut-and-paste routine 
Ts"cJefinitely faster. 

Printing and Printed Page Layout. WordStar requires text to 
be saved 1n order to print 1t. AordPerfect allows direct printing 
from the screen, which is a real convenience, With either the user 
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can chan9e the default pa9e-laY.out desi9ns. In WordStar, pa9e 
desi9n is accomplished throu9h 'dot" commands which appear on 
screen but do not "occupy• a line or appear verbatim on the paper. 
To override defaults and chan9e the top margin to 3 lines, the 
bottom mar9in to 8 lines, the pa9e len9th to 16 lines, and to turn 
off automatic page numbering, the followin9 must be - typed at the 
beginning of the page (do not type the bracketed explanations]: 

.mt 3 

.mb 8 

.pl 16 

.op 

(top margin= 3] 
[bottom margin= 8] 
[page length= 16 lines] 
[off pa9e numbers] 

To accomplish the same thing in WordPerfect, the user 
must: (1) •set Page Attributes" key; (2) "Top Margin" option; (3) 
type "6 1 half lines; (4) »Pa9e Length" option1 (5) type "3"; (6) 
type "16"; (7) type 0 Enter 11

; (8) type "5" (ror the number of 
single-spaced text lines on the pa9e)i' (9) type 0 Enter"j (10) type 
0 1• for Page Number Position menu; (1) type uon for no pagina
tion•; (12) type •o• or "Enter• to escape from the "Set Page 
Attributes" Menu. To change other parameters such as justification 
or printer-pause to allow single sheet paper feed, similar proce
dures must be followed. 

A significant difference between the two in simple paqe
layout is that WordPerfect does not allow the user to define the 
bottom mar9in explicitly. WordPerfect calculates the bottom margin 
based on top margin and page length, which may result in awkward 
placement of pa9e numbers within the bottom margin with respect to 
the bottom line of text, and/or c1n unusually-wide bottom margin. 
This is due to WordPerfect's placement of the page number (if you 
choose to put it in the bottom margin) in the bottom text line as 
defined by the page length function keyf with one bla~line be
tween it and the last line of text. called the SSI Hotline to 
find out how to get a 1-inch top margin, a 1-inch bottom margin, 
and the page number 1/2 to 1/4 inch above the bottom of the 
page: SSI said it couldn't be done. 
[Eaitor's note: the author created a macro which achieves this.] 

Other Capabilities. Both programs offer a number cif other 
features. Described above are the most commonly used word proces
sinq capabilities which should give you an idea of how the two 
programs behave. In addition, WordPerfect supports some which are 
not available at all in WordStar: dual automatic page headers and 
footers (WordStar allows only one); automatic footnotes; dual-text 
editing throu9h the "Extended Features• key; automatic row-and
column arithmeticJ automatic multiple column printing with justi
fication (it canoe done manually on WordStar throu9h on-screen 
column setting and reforming, but it's too complicated to be worth
while). Both programs support multiple-file merging (form letters, 
for example). but WordStar's "MailMerge" program is a separate 
c,ption at $ 

MicroPro's documentation is slick, clear, and very well
organized. Included in the book is a complete nTrainin9 Guide" 
which is useful to the beginner and intermediate user alike. Word
Perfect's documentation 1s adequate, but generic in the sense that 
it has not been altered to support specific computers. The docu
mentation was written for the IBM-PC, and has not been purged of 
machine-specific terms (it took me almost a full day to even find 
the "search" key, and I dare you to find the "Home" key on the 
Rainbow [Editor ' s note: it is the Select key)). The organization 
of the chapters leaves a lot to be desired. Satellite Software is 
in the process of revising their documentation. 

Conclusions. Is there a clear choice between WordPerfect and 
WordStar? the answer is yes. Howeveri the choice depends on the 
user. Both programs offer powerful, ful -function editing and for
matting. Either will accomplish most of the word processing chores 
of any business. WordStar accomplishes most of the common func
tions faster and more directly than WordPerfect, but WordPerfect 
has more features. 

If footnotes or other special features are important to ·you, 
WordPerfect is the only choice. WordPerfect is quicker to learn. 
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Routine proficiency on WordStar could take two months of steady 
use, as opposed to two weeks for WordPerfect. Casual users forget 
WordStar commands and are forced to look them up again at each 
session, nullifying the speed that keyboard c.ommands offer in 
continuous typing and editing. If your, word processing needs fit 
this profile, WordPerfect is probably better for you. If you type, 
write or edit professionally (or you are shoQping for a profes
sional typist), and do not need the special features of WordPer
fect, WordStar offers much greater speed and flexibility, after you 
have learned the command structure. If you can afford the time to 
become proficient in WordStar, you may find that working with 
WordStar is faster. 

(Dr. N. Jay Bas.sin is an environment al manage-men t cor,sul tan t and 
writer. This article originally appeared in the WARUG Newslet
ter, Comments in the article are based on WordStar 3.3 and WordPer
fect 3,0,) (c) 1984 N. Jay Bassin 

=================================================================== 
THE STANDALONE FORMATTER--AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE WORD PROCESSOR 

by Dennis K. Fitzgerald 

Most Rainbow users have been exposed to one or more word 
processing packages such as WordStar, Select, or WordPerfect. 
These pacRages integrate editing, on-screen formatting, and print 
formatting into one large program. Word processors have many 
advantages, but often force you to use a large and inappropriate 
program to edit a simple text or program source file. They also 
are limited in the types of document formatting they can do and in 
the ease with which format changes throughout a document may be 
performed. An alternative approach based on separate editors and 
formatters can alleviate these problems while providing additional 
flexibility. 

Most formatters are based upon a model established by the IBM 
Script pro9ram and the UNIX ROFF program. These programs process 
an input file called a "script" and produce a formatted text file, 
suitable for printing. A separate editor must be used to prepare 
the scrii:,_t. The script is composed of intermixed commands and 
text. The commands tell the formatter how to format the text. 
Typically, formatters include commands to set margins, define 
spacing, start and stop bolding and underlining, set headers and 
footers, cause pa9e breaks, ana start and stop automatic text 
filling and justification. More advanced formatters allow you to 
define new commands, include super- and sub-scripts, and/or include 
footnotes or other specially placed text. 

The advantages of the separate formatter approach include: 

•Less disk and memory space needed since word processing and 
editing functions can be stored on separate disks and are 
executed at different times. 

•Editor and formatting package can be chosen separately to 
fit your style and budget. Tnus, it is possible to get the 
best possible editor for your money and not be locked into a 
built-in formatter that doesn't do what you want. 

•Formatters can support automatic paragraph numbering and 
formatting. Many can automatically produce a table of con
tents for a document. 

•Style changes affecting an entire document can be made 
easily. For example, you can define a macro called •.para" 
to be used at the beginning of each paragraph. A simple 
definition for such a macro would include a command to indent 
5 spaces, 
If you later decided that you would prefer to double space, 
but not indent between paragraphs, all that would be required 
would be to redefine the .para macro. It would not be neces
sary to go through the entire document, looking for the 
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beginning of each paragraph and manually changing the inden
tations to double spaces. 

•Scripts are usually stored in standard ASCII files. There 
are no hidden codes, "soft" carriage returns, etc. 

•Transfer of files from one system to another is facilitated 
since it is not necessary to have the same word processing 
packages on each machine. 

Disadvantages of this approach include: 

•The necessity to run two programs to do even simple format
ting tasks. (Some editors, however, include simple format
ting features s~ch ~sword wrap, pa~agraph fill and justifi
cation, and pag1nat1on.) 

•The inability to see what the formatted document will look 
like while you are editing. This can be particularly trou
blesome at page breaks unless the formatter has automatic 
prevention of widow and orphan lines. 

•With a standalone editor, you may have to giv~ up advanced 
features such as column-oriented operations, decimal tabs, or 
special print modes. 

•While simple things can be done simply with a formatter, 
some of the more complicated formatting tasks may require 
difficult-to-program macro definitions. 

Although word processors are the most common tools used for 
preparation of documents, separate formatters can be very powerful, 
especially in an environment where preparation of long or complex 
documents is frequent. The following section describes a "free" 
editor/formatter combination. Reviews of commercially available 
editors and formatters are forthcoming. 

Free Document Processing 

To use the formatter aRproach to text processing, all that is 
required is an editor and a formatting program. Each of the Rain
bow oi:>er at i ng sys terns comes with a • free• editor. CP/M comes with 
the RED full-screen editor and MS-DOS comes with the EDLIN line 
editor. (I personally would not use EDLIN for document prepara
tion, but several inexpensive full screen editors are available. 
These include the Wordstar-like editor that comes witfiturboPascal 
priced at$ _ (for both Pascal and the editor), the PTP100 editor 
at $_ _. and the EDIX editor at $:-. • These are list prices .. 
Discounts are available.) 

The Was.hinqton Area Rainbow User's Group program library 
includes a formatting program called NRO that is available in both 
CP/M and MS-DOS versions (Qolumes 28 and 29). NRO is based on the 
FORMAT program described in Software Tools by Kernighan and Plauger 
(Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA. 1 1976).~ program is similar to 
the ROFF programs of UNIX. NKO has 35 commands as follows: 

Control of Page Layout 

.po 

. rm 

.ml 

. m2 

.m3 
• m4 
• pl 

Set page offset (number of characters to left of text on 
output page). 
Set right margin • 
Specify header margin size (number of lines above header 
at toQ of page). 
Specify number of lines between header and text . 
Specify number of lines between text and footer. 
Specify number of lines below footer at bottom of page . 
Set page length • 
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Fill, Space, and Justification 

• f i 

. nf 

.ju 

• rij 
.br 

• ls. 
.sp 

Start filling text (moving text from one line to another 
in order to till each line). On by default. 
Stop filling text • 
Start right justification of text (eliminate ragged 
right edges). On by default . 
Stop justifying text. 
Break. (Start new line.) This is functionally equivalent 
to the "hard" carriage return of Wordstar, i.e., it 
star ts a new "par agr ap h . " 
Set line spacinq (single-, double-, triple-, etc.) . 
Insert blank line(s).-

Presentation 

.bo Boldface next line(s) • 

. cu Continuous underline next line(s) • 

. ul Underline alphanumeric characters on next line(s). 
Contrast with .cu (continuous underline) which causes 
all characters including blanks to be underlined . 

. ce Center next line(s). -

.in Indent selected number of spaces . 

. ti Set temporary indent (as for paragraph indentation). 
Can be used with negative value to format "hanqinq 
paragraphs" such as this list. - -

Control Pagination 

.bp 

.ne 
Break page. (Start new page.) 
Specify number of lines needed on current page. (This 
can be used to eliminate widow lines at bottom of page 
or to reserve space for a figure.) 

Control Headers and Footers 

.fo Specify footer (odd and even pages) . 

. he Specify header (odd and even pages) . 
• of Specify footer for odd pages • 
. oh Specify header for odd pages • 
• ef Specify footer for even pages . 
. eh Specify header for even pages. 

Macro and System Commands 

. de 
• en 
.nr 

.bs 

.cc 

.pc 

• SC• 

Define a macro (new corrtnand) . 
End macro definition • 
Set number register. (Used within macros to save para
graph numbers, column numbers, etc.) 

Er,able/disable use of backspace characters to implement 
underlining and boldfacing. 
Change command character (the dot before each command) 
to new character. 
Specify page number character. (Normally, the pound 
sign character (*), when used in a header or footer, is 
replaced with the current page number during Qroces-
sing. This command allows you to select a different 
char act er.) 

Take input from selected file. This is one way to 
implement standard formats. Each document starts with a 
• .so formfile" corrtnand to read in the commands and macro 
definitions that define the format. 

More detailed explanation:, of these commands are included in 
the on-line documentation. The authors have not spent as much 
effort on documentation as would a commercial software vendor. 
While adequate to describe the program, it does not provide any 
examples of how to use the program for specific tasks. The docu-
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mentation is distributed in script form; some examples are avail
able in the script of the documentation. The only example of a 
macro definition is very simple and not very useful as a blueprint 
for more complicated macros. 

Very sophisticated document formats can be prepared usinq 
these simple commands. Macros can be defined to establish standara 
formats for certain types of documents. It is then possible to 
make major changes in a standard format by making minor changes to 
the appropriate macros. 

For example, I have put together a set of macro~. and a short 
document that uses them. I discovered a few problems while pre-
paring this document, but could c,vercome most of them. 

NRO does not know about the special printer features common 
on today's printers. It implements underlinir,g and bolding by 
backspacing or by sending multiple lines with a carriage return-but 
nco line feed between them. It dc,es not support multiple fonts, 
proportional spacing, microjustificationJ or variable horizontal or 
vertical pitch. If you wish to use 12 cnaracters per inch horizon
tally and 8 lines per inch vertically, you must set the page off
set, right m~rgin, and page length acsordingly and th~n either edit 
the appropriate escape sequences 1n after formatting or set the 
printer up using a program such as SETPORT. 

The source code of NRO is available along with the execut
ables so we can probably expect additional features to become 
available in the future. 

NRO is not the best formatting proqrarn available. But for 
someone on a restricted budget, it provides the most useful fea
tures of much more expensive word processors at a price that can't 
be beat. 

Formatting an Actual Document: What You See Onscreen 

This is an example which shows how the document looks as it 
is formatted: 

.de sl 

.br 

.in +s 

.en 

.de le 

.sp 

. ti -3 
c, 
.en 
.de al 
.sp 
. in -5 
.en 
.de se 
.nr s +l 
.nr t 0 
.nr u 0 
.nr v 0 
.bp 1 
.fo //@ns-t// 
.ce 2 
SECTICN @ns 
.en 
.nr s 0 
.de h2 
.nr t +1 
.nr u 0 
.nr v 0 
.ne 7 
.sp 2 
@ns.@nt 
.en 
.nr t 0 
.de h3 
.nr u +1 
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.nr v 0 

.ne 4 

.sp 
@ns.@nt.@nu 
.en 
.nr u 0 
.de h4 
.nr v +1 
.ne 4 
.sp 
@ns.@nt .@nu .@nv 
.en 
.nr v 0 
.de pa 
.br 
.ne 3 
.sp 
.en 
.po 3 
.rm 40 
.pl 38 
.se 
Text Formatting Example 
.sp 2 
This is an example of the power of text formatting. 
Note that the text is automatically filled and justified even 
thoug~ the input text is set up so that each sentence begins on a 
new line .• pa 
Definition of paragraph format is easy when you use a macro at the 
start of each paragraph. 
If I wanted a different format, I could just change the macro and 
the entire document would reflect the new format! 
.h2 
Automatic Section Numbering 
.sp 2 
As you can see, the formatter 
automaticall~ numbers sections and paragraphs. 
The macro definitions specify the format for each level. 
If you want a different format, you can change the macro defini
tions and qet a different format . 
• h2 • 
Bulletted lists 
.sp 2 
Another set of macros allows us to generate bulletted lists . 
. sl 
.le 
This is my first bullet. 
I t i s st i 11 f i 11 ed and j us t if i ed • .1 e 
A second bullet. 
Let ✓ s try a second level of bullets .. sl 
,le 
Second level, item 1. 
,le 
Second level, item 2 . 
. gl 
.le 
More 
lets 
II O IQ 

elaborate macros would allow automatic numbering of these bul
and/or specification of an different character instead of the 

.ql 
This is the end of 
my demonstration. 

The Aooearance of the Formatted Document: 
Document Is Printed 

What You See When The 

This is how the paragraph looks when it is printed: 
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SECTION 1 
Text Formatting Example 

This is an example of the power of text formattinq. Note that the 
text is automatically filled and justified even though the input 
text is set up :-o that each sentence begins on a new line. 

Definition of paragraph format is easy when ~ou use a macro at the 
start of each paraqraph. If I wanted a different format, I could 
just change the macro and the entire document would reflect the new 
format! 

1.1 Automatic Section Numbering 

As you can see, the formatter automatically numbers sections and 
paragraphs. The macro definitions specify the format for each 
level. If you want a different format, you can change the macro 
definitions and get a different format. 

1-1 

1.2 Bulletted lists 

Another set of macros allows us to generate bulletted lists. 

0 This is my first bullet. 
It is still filled and justi 
fied. 

o A second bullet. Let's 
try a second level of bullets. 

o Second level, item 1. 

o Second level, item 2. 

o More elaborate macros would 
allow automatic numbering 
of these bullets and/or speci
fication of a different char
acter instead of the no," 

This is the end of my demonstration. 

(Dennis Fit2qerald 
Corporation.- This 
letter.) 
(c) 1985 by Dennis 

is a software engineer with Computer Science 
article originally appeared in the WARUG News-

Fitzgerald 

================================================================== 
PRODUCT RElJI EW: KNOWLEDGEMAN 

by Steven Stewart 

KnowledgeMan is a powerful and flexible database management 
system which, unlike most other popular microcomputer DBMS, places 
few constraints on the user other than those impo:.ed by the hard
ware. The maximum number of records per table, characters per 
field, and characters per record is 65,535. Each record may con
tain a maximum of 255 fields. The number of tables which may be 
open at a given time is unlimited, as is the number of index keys 
for each table. 

The system allows users to develop their own c:u:-tomi zed 
applications by using a procedural language to create menus, 
prompts, forms, data error checking routines, and complex data 
retrieval routines. In addition to performin9 sequential search 
and retrieval of records from a table and sorting tables by one or 
more fields, KnowledgeMan can produce statistical reports (min, 
max 1 average, standard deviation, variance, mean 7 etc.) on any set 
of rields for any group of records. The user 1s able to define 
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unlimited indices for each table, built in the form of B+ trees, to 
randomly access any record or set of records rapidly. Unlike most 
database programs, KnowledgeMan also includes a built-in spread 
sheet. Although not as sopnisticated as popular spreadsheets, it 
allows the user to view and manipulate databases in spreadsheet 
form without time-consuming transfer of data to other proqrams. 
Using color graphics, KnowledgeMan provides pie charts, bar graphs 
and area curves. 

Data entry and retrieval may be done through st~ndard 
KnowledgeMan commands anrl prompts or through user-designed torms. 
Data may be input and output to disk files in a variety of standard 
formats, including ASCII, DIF, and Basic-compatible files. Data 
can be protected by assigning passwords to users and by ~•assword 
protecting entire tables or individual fields in various combina
tions. 

Des.pi te its power and flexibili tyi KnowledgeMan is nc,t for 
everyone. The command language is comp icated and may require a 
considerable amount of time to master. The documentation is not 
entirely successful in its goal to teach the system gradually to 
inexperienced computer users. Experienced users might prefer more 
extensive . examples of ways in which the different commands work 
together. Sample application procedures included on the distri
bution disks may help novices learn to create their own applica
tions. KnowledgeMan is well-suited to users with large c,r complex 
databases or report requirements. The typical home or small busi
ness user may be put off by the lack of user-friendly features. 

KnowledgeMan requires 192K RAM; because it resides on three 
separate disksf a hard disk is recommended to avoid constantli jug
gling disks. he svstem can run under either CP/M 86 or M~-oos. 
It retails for$ : ·'.1, An optional screen-painter, K-Paint, costs 
$ . ·. ; K-Run a run-time version of KnowledgeMan is available for 
professional applications developers. KnowiedgeMan is produced by 
Micro Data Base S~stems, Inc,, P.O. Box 248, Lafayette, Indiana, 
47902; (317) 463-2581. 

(Steven Stewart is a computer scientist with Computer Science 
Corporation. This article originally appeared in the ~~ARUG News
letter.) 
(c) 1984 by Steven Stewart 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SATISFIED USER REPORT: R-BASE 4000 

By Roland Spressart 

Having read all those glowing ads, each touting its product 
as the ultimate in "information processing," I knew"that one of 
them was THE ONE for me. Being disenchanted with file managers 
because of their limited flexibility and scope, a Data Base Manage
mer,t System (DBMS) appeared to be the answer. The major deterrent 
was that most use a complex coded command structure that is a bear 
to learn. My need is to keep tract of various forensic engineerinq 
consulting projects. This calls for a lot of cross-referencing or 
subjects, events.I and methodologies. Enter R-BASE 4000. 

Us1n9 Eng ish-like syntax, the R-Base 4000 commands are 
uncomplicated. Should you forget, there is a "prompt" mode that 
can be toggled on or off. Further, on-line HELP is available. 
Key in "HE[P•, and the appropriate text appears. Data can be 
retrieved, manipulated, rearranged, sorted) formatted, queried, 
etc, rather quickly on my Rainbow 100A witn 256K (MS-DOS). The 
l im1 ts appear to be in the amount of capacity on m•,1 disks. This 
DBMS us.es a relational (tabular) structure, rather than a hierarch
ical or tree-like structure. It is easy to define the elements of 
a database, customize data input and report forms, enter and store 
data, create passwords for read and or write protection, create 
rules for the validation of data and other elements. It will 
translate its files into ASCII files which can be read into SYLK or 
DJF files. Files can be exchanged with MultiPlan, VisiCalc, Lotus 
1-2-3, dBase II, and word processing programs. 
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I found it extremely helpful to read through the 
documentation first. It is first rate. Only a small percentage 
rubbed off at first. I then ran the disk-based tutorial with the 
~rinted tutorial in hand. This brought the major elements into 
focus. All of this took about eight hours. Rereading the 
documentation for the second time, I was able to place all the 
elements into their proper relationships. The pleasant surprise 
was that the proqram could be put into full operation with less 
than 16 hours of learning time. R-BASE 4000 suits me just fine. 
By the way, I was able t6 buy R-Base 4000 for$ · from a mail 
order firm. (It is also available from Digital Classified 
Software.) 

(Roland Spressart is chairman of the Delaware Valley DEC PC U-:.er 
Group. This article originally appeared in the Del Val DEC PC User 
Group Newsletter). 

================================================================== 
SOFTWARE REVIEW: MEDIA MASTER 

by N. Jay Bassin 

Media Master, which translates "foreignu formatted disks to 
and from the Rainbow operating systems, may be one of the most 
useful utilities for a Rainbow user's library. You can,_ fc,r exam
ple, take a half-finished report generated on your ofrice IBM-PC 
with WordStar, polish it at home on your Rainbow, and review it 
with your client the next day on an Osborne. 

The current version for the Rainbow (2.1) supports file 
translation between 24 different disk formats~ including Rainbow 
CP/H, Rainbow MS-DOS, DEC VT180, and IBM PC-DuS versions 1 and 2. 
Unfortunately it does not read disks from any of the common stand
alone word processors: their operating systems are too different 
from PC operatin9 systems. 

Included with Media Master is a formatting utility which 
enables the user to format a blank disc for any of the 24 supported 
operating systems. Because the Rainbow uses a 96-track drive, it 
may be difficult to reformat a previous1y formatted Rainbow disk to 
a foreiqn 48-track drive (such as the IBM). The narrower track on 
the Rainbow may not fully erase data from a previously used 
48-track disk. Media Master allows alteration of the p.re-wri te 
track compensation by trial and error to correct for minor disk 
alignment differences. between hardware. Reformatting is not neces
sary if foreign disk files are transferred (read) by the Rainbow; 
however, reformatting is necessary in order to write to files 
generated on differentcomputers. 

When Media Master is booted, the main menu offers eight 
choices: (1) Copy files; (2) Print directory; (3) DisQlay direc
tc,ry· (4) Log in a new disk; (5) erase files; (6) Verify on write 
toggle; (7) alter pre-write compensation (described above); and (8) 
Exit to the CP/M-86/80 operating system. Once booted tne source 
disk can be removed, leaving both disk drives free for /ile manipu
lation. When a nor,-Rainbow CP/M disk is to be read, the "log-in" 
selection allows the user to designate the disk drive for the 
foreign disk. After logging-in, other menu choices can be made. 

While Media Master allows the user to read and write data and 
text files, it cannot successfully transfer machine-specific i;iro
grams from differing computers. I tried to translate my 1,,lordStar 
CP/M-86 program to MS-DOS for u-:.e on the Rainbow, but failed. 
Media Master will be most useful in translating •vanilla" (not 
machine-specific) programs, or i;irograms with "install" rc,utines. 

The manual is brief, but fairly clear and well-written. The 
pro gr ams are very user-friendly; they wi 11 not allow you to make an 
illegal command. Screen prompts allow decisions to be cancelled at 
any time. 

Media Master and its accompanying formatting program require 
the CP/M-86/80 operating system with at-least 64k memory, although 
the manual recommends 128k to speed operation. Media Ma-:.ter can be 
installed on a hard disk. It is available fort ' - from the au
thors, MDG and Associates, 4573 Heatherglen Court, Moorpark, Cali-
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fornia , 93021. Phone: 805-529-4454 

(Editor's note: Mark D. Graybill and Associates (MDG) offers 
a 20¾ discount to DECUS members. You will need to give them your 
DECUS member number. Other formats which the program suppc,rts in
clude the TRS-80, Model 4 1,Ji th CPIM+ .i TRS 80, Model I I I 1,.,1i th Memory 
Merchant1 NEC PC 8001A; IBM CP/M-86 ~SDD; TI Professional CP/ M-86; 
Osborne uD· Ka~pro II; Morrow MD-2; Zenith 290; Heath 2100· Heath 
with Ma"3noiia CP/Ml and Zerox 822 DD. This article ori9inaiiy ap
peared in the WARUu Newsletter.) (c) 1984 by N. Jay Bassin 

================================================================== 
POLY/XFR MS-DOS COMPATIBLE UPGRADE 

by Jack Ference 

Polygor, Software has announced that their proqrams, poly-XFR, 
po~y-TRM, and pol-COM are now M~-DOS compatib~e. Polygon has been 
sh1 ~•P ir,g CP/M and MS-DOS vers1 ons. together irr the s.ame package at 
no increase in cost for several months. For users who wish to 
upgrade a CP/H versions, an MS-DOS upgrade is available at nc,minal 
cost. For users who purchased any of the three programs and have 
registered with Polygon by returni~g th~ enclosed registratic,n 
card the cost of the MS-DOS upgrade is $ plus $ '. for shipping 
and ~andling. To receive an MR-DOS upgrade, return your original 
Polygon disK with a check for$; along with a note requesting the 
"Rainbow MS-DOS Upgrade.• You will receive your CP/M disk and an 
MS-DOS disk improved documentation. Mail the above to: Polygon 
Associates~ Inc,, 1024 Executive Parkway, St. Louis, MO 63141, 
(314) 576-1709. 

(Jack Ference works for the Naval Surface Weapons Laboratory, and 
is one of the WARUG i;iublic domain librarians. This note originally 
appeared in the WARUG Newsletter.) 

================================================================== 
WPS-80 UPGRADE AVAILABLE 

WPS-80 has been been upgraded to Version 1.1. The new ver
sion has several changes. It can now run on hard disks with parti
tions of any size. The "Copy Document to CP/M" now store~- the 
document under the correct name even if an old CP/H document of the 
same name already exists on the disk. Right justification can now 
be used when the Print Margin is greater than O during Qrinting. 
All copies of a multiple copy document are aborted. WPS-80 now 
avoids asking to proceed for pages which are not going to be prin
ted while printing a document with SE YES and using an FR greater 
than one, and checks more carefully for the end-of-document while 
printing it, to avoid printing extraneous characters after the real 
end of the document. The print document function, "GO BACK ' n ' 
PAGESff now counts the correct number of pages. To get the upgrade, 
WPS-80 users should send a check for$~ (to cover shipping and 
h~ndling) and their original di~k to Exc~pti~nal Business Solu
tions, 11738 Moorpark Street, Suite J, Studio City, CA 91604. 

Exceptional Business Solutions has also announced a new 
release of WPS-80 which includes List Processing Mail Merge, DX 
t~,'pe communications, and a WPS-8/WPS-80 conversion utility. The 
new release will be introduced at DEXPO WEST 84. WPS-80 runs on 
the Rainbow, the VT-180 Robin, and the Pro-350 and DECmate I I \.-Ji th 
CP/H cards. WPS-80 is based on the DECmate ' s dedicated WPS-8 word 
processing program. All I-IPS-80 versions use the same document file 
structure, so documents can be edited on a variety of different DEC 
PCs. More information is available from Exceptional Business 
Solutions, 2210 Wilshire Boulevard #119, Santa Monica, CA 90403, 
(818) 760-8921. 

(This article originally appeared in the WARUG Newsletter.) 
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THE FINE POINTS OF MS-DOS 

PUBLIC DOMAIN DIRECTORY PINO FILE MAINTENANCE UTILITIES FOR MS-DOS 
by Steven Stewart 

This article will examine several public domair1 alternatives 
to the MS-DOS commands DIR (directory), REN (rename), DEL 
(delete), and COPY. All of the public domain utilities that will 
be discussed in this article are readily available on d~al-up 
bulletin board systems or 1n 1-ocal user's qroup sot tware 
libraries. They are all generic MS-DOS programs, meaning you can 
run them on any MS-DOS cc,mputer, not just the Rainbow. HovJever, 
beware that some versions of these programs are not generic and may 
cause an unusual looking display or may not work at all. Also, 
many of the programs are continually updated, so the version you 
find may ha•Je more or fewer features than are di scus<a.ed h&re. 
Often the version number of the program is appended to the file 
name. Most of these pro gr ams al so come with a s.hor t f i l& of 
documentation, although even without the documentation you can 
usualli figure out th&ir use throuqh exp&rimentation. 

The aiscussion will be diviaed between programs that display 
a directory listing and those that provide other file maintenance 
functions. 

Directory Utilities 

First let's review the MS-DOS DIR corrrnand itself. This 
command, when issued with no parameters, simply lists all files 
on the default drive and directory, one per line, along with their 
size in bytes and the time and date of their last modification. It 
also displays any subdirectory names, the volume label, the drive 
and di re<:tory name, the number of files listed, and the number of 
free bytE?S available on your disk. The command is quite flexible. 
For example, you may specify a drive other than the default ilnd/or 
a pathname other than the cunent one. You maY. also specify the 
files to jist by using the standard "*" and '?" characters as 
wildcard~;.. You may use the /W switch for a "wide" display, which 
keeps a len9thy list of files from scrolling off the screen. With 
Mi only file· names are displayed, five per line, with no c,ther 
fi e information. You may also use the /P switch to cause the 
director\> list• to pause when a screen is filled. Finally, if you 
have the MS-DOS SORT.EXE file on your disk, the SORT filter may be 
used af tE?r the DIR command to di splay a sorted di rectory. You· may 
even combine the above options to create a command such as: 

DIR A:\UTILITY'-*.COM /PI SORT 1+14 

This example lists complete directory information for all files 
with a filetype of COM on the A: drive in the \UTILITY directory, 
sorted by file size (column 14)i and pausing at the end of every 
screen. Needless to say, ir you have frequent need of such a 
command it would be wise to place 1t in a file with a filetype of 
BAT so you ma~ execute it with a one-word command. 

The MS-DOS DIR command has at least one distinct advantage 
over the eublic domain utilities listed below in that it is an 
"internal command. That is, you need no special pro~ram on you 
disk in ord&r to invoke the command; it is always available, ln 
contrast, the public domain utilities must be kept on a your 
default disk in order to be used. Also, they usually take lo~ger 
to produce the directory listing since the program must be loaded 
from the disk before it can run and becaus.e many of the proqram<a. gc, 
to the extra effort of sorting the files or perform other 
processing before producing a display. These reservations aside, 
the public domain programs listed below often provide significant 
extra benefits and special features, and depending on your ne&ds 
you may _often find yourself using them in spite of their slight 
1nconver11 ence. 

There are at least seven public domain alternatives to the 
DIR command. Most of them have command formats that are basically 
similar to that for the MS-DOS DIR corMland. The table tells you 
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what you can specify in the command and what the resultinq listinq 
includes. Of course, the versions of these programs that you may 
find in the public domain may vary somewhat from the features 
listed in the table. Below is a brief description of the special 
features of each program. 

COVER.COM Sends a directory listir,g sorted by file name to your 
printer. Prompts you for the disk drive letter and a title for 
the listing. The printout is surrounded by dashed lines and is 
intended to be cut out, folded, and inserted into your diskette 
jacket. Nothing is displayed on the screen. Set your printer for 
1~ pitch, 8 lines per inch for a printout that will fit neatly in 
your diskette jacket. 

FDIR.COM -- Lists all file names in the current directory by filetype 
(1.e., the three-letter extension), No other file information is 
displayed. The unique feature of this utility is the format of 
the display. You may find it handy for certain purposes. 

SDIR.COM -- Displays complet£- file information or, all files in the 
current directory, sorted by file name (by default), file 
exten:.ion (using the /X switch) 1 file size (/S switch), date and 
time (ID swi ten), or unsorted VN switch). Addition ally, you may 
display all files including hidden ones and subdirectorv names (IA 
switch), and cause the display to pause after the screen is full 
(IP switch). Since this program has the most options, produces 
complete information on your files, and has a concise, well 
organized disglay 1 it is the one I most often use instead 6f the 
standard MS-D S D1R command. 

TD.COM -- Displays a directory sorted either in reverse chronological 
order (by default), by file size (using the /5 switch) or by file 
name (usinq the /A switch), Unlike the DIR corrmand, you mu:.t 
include a file specification if you specify a pathname (e.g., 
TD \UTI L \* .·k). 

TREEDIR,COM -- Produces a lenqthy listing of all files on your di:.k in 
all directories. Alternatively, you may start from the current 
directory, or specify a pathname for a listing of a single 
directory. Unique because it displays both the actual space used 
on a hard disk and the space needed to copy the files to a 
diskette, which is usually less. Total space used is reported for 
each directory, which includes the totals of any subdirectories. 

WHEREIS.COM -- This is not really a directory program, although it 
i:iertorms a function you may sometimes run a ai rectory program 
for. Given a file name or a file specification using wildcard 
characters, WHEREIS searches all directories and reports the 
pathnames of the directories where the files are located. 

Z .CCM -- A menu driven program that allows you to easily move up and 
---down the tree structure of your directories and display file names 

in the resulting director~. Options allow you to list all files, 
all COM files, or all EXE files. 

Directory Programs Available for HS-DOS 

Number of 1-----You Mah S~ecify-----1 Uses 
Proqram File r,ames Drive Pat i le name w/ Prompts 

Name Qer Line SQeC, Name J..li ldcards or Menu Documentation 
COVER.t..:Cfl 4 yes nc, no yes iec 
DIR 1 yes yes yes no M~-DOS 
DIR /W 5 yes yes yes no MS-DOS 
FDIR.CCM 6 yes no yes no no 
SOIR.COM 2 yes no yes no yes 
TD.COM 1 yes yes no no yes 
TREEDIR.CCM 1 no yes no no yes 
WHEREIS.COM 1 no no yes no yes 
Z.COM 1 no yes no yes no 
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Program 
Name 

COVER.Ctf1 
DIR 
DIR /t,.l 
FDIR.COM 
SDIR.COM 
TD.COM 
TREEt>IR.COM 
~~HERE I S • COM 
Z.Cct1 

1-----------------------Proqram Displays----------------------1 
Fi le - Total Total 

Bytes Subdir. Date/ Drive Dir. Vol. Free Llsed 
per File Names Time Spec. Name Label Space Space 

yes no no no no no yes no 
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no 

no yes no yes yes yes ~es no 
no no no no no no no no 

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
yes yes yes no no no no yes 
yes yes yes no no no nc, ye~-

no yes no no no no no no 
no yes no no yes no nc, no 

File Maintenance Utilities 

Once again it may be helpful to review the file utilities 
provided witn MS-DOS before presenting the public domain programs. 
The MS-DOS delete command (DEL or ERASE) is simple tc, use. You may 
issue the command followed by a simple file name to delete a single 
file in the current directory of the currently logqed disk drive. 
You may also prefix the file name with a drive specification other 
than the default and/or a pathname other than the current one. You 
may also include the standard"*" and"?" characters as wildcards 
in your file specification to delete more than one file with a 
single command. 

The MS-DOS rename (REN) command is just as simple to use. 
The first file named after the command may optionally include a 
drive specification or pathname. The second file named after the 
command will be the new name of the file. For added flexibility, 
you may rename more than one file with a single command by 
including the standard"*• and"?" characters as wildcards in both 
file names to indicate character positions which will not be 
changed. For example, the command 

REN A:*,TXT *.DOC 

will rename all files on the A: drive with the .TXT file type to 
the same name with a file type of .DOC. 

The COPY command is an often-used MS-DOS command which copies 
one or more files, usually from one diskette or subdirectory to 
another. The first parameter specified after the command is· the 
name of the file to be copied. The second parameter is the 
destination of the new file. It is most often used in its simplest 
form, although it is an extremely flexible command, allowing you to 
optionally copy more than one file by using wildcard characters, 
rename the new copy of the files, verify that the copies were made 
correctly by using the .IV swi tcha and join several files to•3ether 
into a single file by inserting +• between files. Fc,r example, 
the command 

COPY A:\DATA\*.DAT B:\DBASE /V 

copies all files with a .DAT filetype in the data subdirectory of 
the A: drive to the DBASE subdirectory of the B: driveJ giving 
them the same file names and verifying that the copy was done 
correctly. Another exampleJ showinq a more complex use of the 
COPY command is -

COPY *. LST +*. REF ·k. PRN 

which combines each . LST file 1,,Ji th its matching . REF file and 
save~- it as a file with the ~-arrre file ndffie but with a .PRN 
extension. 

There are two other MS-DOS commands whic:h copy files. The 
DISKCOPY command copies all files, sector for sector, from the 
dis~.ette in the source drive (the first parameter) to the 
destination drive (the second parameter). This is a handy 1,,Jay to 
make an exact dupl1cate of a diskette. The BACKLIP command provides 
a menu-driven utility for Rainbow owners with a hard disk to 
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selectively copy their hard disk files to one or more diskettes or 
restore them to the hard disk later. It is worth notinq that 
unlike the other commands discussed so fart the DISKCOPY and-BACKUP 
commands are "external O MS-DOS commands. his means that the DELJ. 
REN, and COPY commands are always available as long as the MS-DO~ 
operating system is booted, but the DISKCOPY and BACKUP commands 
need the DISKCOPY.COM and BACKUP.EXE files to be present before 
they wi 11 work. 

The DELETE and VDL grc,grams are are both public domain 
alternatives to the MS-DOS EL command. Specify a file name using 
the "*" and "?" wildcard characters after these command!:- and the 
programs will search for every matching file name and prompt you 
with each file name matching the file specification. After each 
prompt you may type •y u or •y• to delete the file, any other key to 
continue the search without deletin~ the file, or press the ESC key 
to end the search and return to Mo-DOS. Thus, these commands can 
save you from the embarrassment of accidentally deleting file!:. that 
you did not know would match your wildcard specification. The only 
real difference between thes.e commands is that the DELETE command 
does not allow you to specify a pathname with your file 
specification while the VOL command does. Therefore, you wc,uld 
only have use for DELETE if you are using MS-DOS version 1.x, which 
is not available for the Rainbow. . 

Two other Q~blic domain utilities are WASH and SWEEP 
(sometimes named ~EEP). Both of these programs are interactive 
menu-driven programs which are reasonably easy to learn. Simply 
issue the WASA or SWEEP command from the HS-DOS prompt and you 
will be presented with a menu of commands and a file name. Type 
uD• to delete the file (ctrl-D in WASH)j type "R" to rename the 
file; type •c• to copy the file; type v• to view the contents 
of the file on the screen. Press the space bar or return ke~ to 
move on to the next file name in the di rectory or type "B' to 
back up to the previously displayed file name. As more and more 
file names are presented the menu scrolls off the screen, so at 
any point you may tyP.e "? 1 to list the menu again. At any prompt 
you may type "X" to exit the program. 

Although the programs are quite similar in their style, the 
SWEEP program provides several functions that HASH does not have. 
For example, SWEEP allows you to •tag• a set of files with the "T• 
or "W" commands. You may then output a list of all tagged file 
names with the "Q" or •o• commands, erase all tagged files with the 
"E" command, or copy all tagged files with- the "M" or "P" 
commands. SWEEP allows you to get a hexadecimal dump of a file 
with the H command. Also, several of SWEEP ✓ s commands allow you to 
optionally send output to your printer or a disk file, or if output 
is being displayed on the screen you ma¥ optionally pause every 22 
lines. SWEEP, unlike WASH, also has a •z• cc,mmand which moves to a 
new MS-DOS subdirectory. However, MS-DOS version 2.x subdirectory 
names are not otherwise supported in either program. Clearly, 
SWEEP is the more powerful program, although the adaed flexibility 
also means the program is a bit more complicated to use. It is 
particularly helpful to review the documentation for these programs 
before using them. 

(c) 1985 by Steven Stewart 

================================================================== 
BATCH FILES IN MS-DOS--HOW TO TURN ECHO OFF OFF 

by John Harris 

Those who are avid users of the BATCH capabilities of MS-DOS 
are aware of its usefulness. For those who are not, or who are new 
to MS-DOS, this utilit~ is one of the most powerful and useful 
features of MS-DOS. It is similar to the SUBMIT command of CP/M 
86-80, but is much more powerful. This internal HS-DOS command is 
the most efficient to control the computer. For example, in my 
system, I have 16 sub-file directories on drive E to keep my files 
organized. I can quickly move from one subfile directory to ano
ther with the aid of .BAT files by executing the appropriate file. 
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These files can set the disk, subfile directory, and necessary 
paths. 

The one unsightly feature of .BAT file:. is that they show you 
each line of the file as it is executed. You can circumvent this 
feature (if you do not care for it) by including in your .BAT file 
the command, ECHO OFF. Then the only thing you will see is the 
ECHO OFF command. 

Sir,ce I make extensive U:-e of the .BAT file:-, I :-earched for 
a way to turn off (and leave off) the ECHO OFF command. The infor
mati6n was not in my documentation library. I found a possible 
solution while reading about the IBM-PC on· a mail service. There 
are ~•atche:- which can be made inside of PC-DOS COMMAND.COM which 
will default ECHO OFF. Since the PC and the Rainbow are not com
patible~ I had to locate the proper places to patch the Rainbow 
MS-DOS COMMAND.COM to effect the default off for ECHO OFF. 

This is how to duplicate it on your Rainbow: 

1. Make a copy of your operating system on a blank formatted 
disk. Once you have done that.1. erase everythinq on the new disk 
except for COMMAND.COM, DEBUG.t..OM, and the text editor you will use 
to make the patch. 

2. Use the text editor to make a file called ECHOOFF. In this 
file, tyQe the following exactly as it appears, including the blank 
lines. Then save the file. 

A 15C6 
CALL 3537 

A 3536 
DB 24 
ES: 
MDV BYTE PTR [0877),00 
JMP 278C 

w 
Q 

3. Now that the file has been :.aved 1 you will use the command line 
"Qipe" capabilit~ of MS-DOS to "feed' the short file ECHOOFF to the 
DEBUG proqram. The ECHOOFF file is actually a series of instruc
tions for- the DEBUG program that will make it patch COMMAND.COM 
right there as you watch. All you have to do is type 

DEBUG COHHAND.COM <ECHOFF 

and the patch will be completed in a few second:-, 

4. Try it out. Write a short .BAT file or use one of your old 
c,ne:- to see if it has worked, You must reboot your system so that 
it will install the new version of the COMMAND.COM file. Always. 
make changes such as this on the working copies of your operating 
system, never on your distribution disk. 

(John Harris is the librarian for the Mid-Tennessee DECUS PC LUG. 
This article originally appeared in the Mid-Tennessee PC LUG News
letter.) 
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TECI-NICAL ARTICLES 

A DISSERTATION o-.1 THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 150 P1ND 200 NANOSECOND 
DYNAMIC RAM CHIPS 

by Rick Eliopoulos 

You might be asking yourself whether it is OK to put 150ns or 
256K dynamic-RAM chips into your Rainbol<J. It is not only OK, it is 
preferable! Al~-o, there i~- no problem with mixing 150n~- chip~- ~-Jith 
200ns chips. 

ICs are made from extremely pure ~-ilicc,n, fir~.t refined in 
the form of a large ingot, usually shaped like a large 4" diameter 
sausage. A thin slice of ultra-pure silicon wafer is first coated 
with a photographically sensitive coating. The photosensitised 
wafer is exposed to light through a photo-reduced negative, which 
creates the pattern of one layer of many transistors 2 with line 
widths typically of 2-3 microns. A micron is 1/lOOuOOO of an 
inch. Next the photographic coating is developed like a negative. 
Cc,atir,g is removed to expose the top surface of the pure silicon 
wafer in onl~ a few small locations. The wafer is then placed into 
a diffusion furnace where "impurity" atoms of phosphorus or boron 
are permitted to diffuse into the surface of the silicon to depth 
calculated precisely with oven temperature and time control~.. The 
process of appiying_ pho~o-se~sitive co~tings, exposure to light, 
and exposure to 1mpur1ty d1ffus1on 9ases is repeated six to twelve 
times. The final step is the application of miniature deposits of 
aluminum on the top of the wafer 1 connectinq thousands of transis-
tors into an Integrated Circuit lIC). -

At this ~oint the wafer is cut into individual IC chi~s, 
called dies. A 4n wafer produces about 144 Dynamic RAM chips. The 
dies are tested to see which ones turn out to be 150ns, 200ns, and 
250ns, etc, and which do not work. 

One reason for variations of speed across a wafer is the 
extreme difficulty of optical alignment with the different photo
graphic exposures required. Remember, line width tolerances are 
only 2 or 3 microns. Quality also varies because of the random 
nature of the impurity doping diffusions and other impurities. 
Contaminants in the refined silicon can also cause variations in 
quality. 

Dynainic RAMs of the same brand are "identical twins," de
signed, fabricated, and processed in the same way. Access time is 
a measurement of the overall quality of the chip. All the IC's are 
meant to test out at 150ns or better. So when you buy higher speed 
memory chips, you are nearly always bu~ing higher quality devices. 

The Rainbow uses 200ns chips. [250ns chips are borderline 
defective !C's.) The Rainbow will not run any faster with 150 ns 
chips, but you are likely to have fewer overall problems. The 
computE?r will not run faster with faster memory because the pro
cessor dictates the execution speed. If the processor is designed 
to wait at least 200ns for somethir,g, faster memory won't aftE?ct 
the wait time. -

Dynamic RAMs arE? "'10S dE?vices which will slow dowr, as they 
get hot. With 150ns devices, there is more room for timing syn
chronization if the computer qets warm. 

You need have no fear of mixing 150ns and 200ns chips since 
the Rainbow was designed to hanale the slower 200ns devices. 
(Editor's note: While you can •mix" chip speeds, DEC suggests not 
mixing them within the same banks on the memory board.) Currently 
the quality ranking of 64K IC chip brands in Japan is: 

1. NEC 
2. FUJITSU or HITACHI 
3. MIT SUB I SHI 
4. TOSHIBA 
5. MATSUSHITA or OKI 

Oriqinally, it was thought that HITACHI was the number one quality 
proauct because it was the brand IBM initially purchased and in
stalled in their PCs. It is the au-thor's understandinq that I6t1 
has contracted to buy 256K RAM chips from NEC and HITACAI in such 
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large quantities that both are modifying their productions lines to 
produce 256K chips to satisfy their needs. [DEC also uses both 
brands in the Rainbow.] 

[Editor's note: Third party chips are not covered by DEC's warran
ty and service agreements. If they 90 bad, you will have to re
place them yourself.) 

(I~ additio~al_ to his work as a DECUS Symposia Coordinator, Ric:k 
Eliopoulos is the system operator of FIDO 350, and chairman of the 
San Diego Rainbow LUG. This article appeared on the San Diego 
Rainbow LUG bulletin board.) (c) 1985 by Rick Eliopoulis 

================================================================== 
GOING ALL THE WAY: INSTALLING 896K IN YOUR RAINBOW 

by Tc,m Tugman 

Net.v software proqrarns call for more and more memory. DESO, 
for instance, can require over 512K of memory in order to operate 
in conjunctic,r1 with other proqrams. Lotus will gladly utilize more 
memory, if it has the opportunity. And more memory allows vou to 
make a larger RAM disk, which allows pro gr ams to operate rnuc:h 
faster than they can on floppies. 

A couple of meetinqs aqo, one of the Washinqton Area Rainbow 
User Group's membersi Bob Catt, mentioned that it was possible to 
get 150 nanosecond 25bK chiRs for as little as$ each (it takes 
9 separate chips to make 256K), from a company in Beggs, Oklahoma. 
DEC offers 9 chips (200 nanoseconds) for a bargain price of$ 
(the same price as the 256K memory board). -

We had purchased the 256K board when we originally bouqht our 
Rainbow 100+, but couldn't afford to "populate"-the board-to the 
maximum allowed: 896K. (Back then the board was $899). 

Although I was skeptical--! had never heard of Microproces
sors Unlimited [24000 South Peoria Avenue, Beggs, OK 74421 1 (918) 
267-4961], and we have had bad luck with mail-order firms berore--I 
finally decided to order 512K worth of chips. By the time we qot 
around to calling, the chips had dropped substantially in price. 
The day we ordered themi Friday A1:iril 12th1 Mic:roproce~.sors Unli
mited was actually sel ing them for ·$5.lu each! The operator at 
t~e company informed us th~t t~e price changes frequently~ depen
ding on the supply and price 1n Japan. The two sets, or 1~ chips, 
came to $91.80. They shipped them Federal Expres~. for $6.DO, 
making the total price for 512K only $97.80. Microprocessors 
Unlimited took a credit card number, but agreed that we could send 
them a check when we received the chips. ~e received them the next 
Monday April 15th. 

installation was easy. Microprocessors Unlimited sent alonq 
a bizarre several page long set of instructions, but this is all 
you really need to do: 

1. The chips arrive in boxes wrapped in aluminum foil. 
the foil until your're ready to install the chips. 

2. This affair is casual dress only. Be sure to 
clothes (no nylon or other synthetics) and no shoes. 
charqe generated by leather on a wool or synthetic rug 
the chips (not to mention the memory board!). -

Dc,n't open 

wear cotton 
The static 

can de~.troy 

3. Put a towel down on the table as a cushion, then spread out a 
long sheet of aluminum foil. 

4. Completely unplug your Rainbow from the wall. 

5. Unplug the peripheral interface 
Rainbow. Remove the system unit cover. 

cords from the back of the 

6. Unscrew the back and remove the circuit boards. You will have 
to unplug all of the internal ribbon cables for the power source, 
floppy and hard disk, etc. 
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7. Remove the Memory Extension board. Lay it down on the aluminum 
foil, chip side up. 

8. Open the box(es) of chips. Touch the aluminum foil with your 
fingers before removing the first chip and plug it into one of the 
vacant sockets in the memory boardi makinq sure that the notch is 
in the same direction as the chips a ready in the board. Make sure 
that the tines are correctly aligned by pushing them in a little on 
each side first, before pressin§ the chip do~n. Don't press too 
hard on the chip or the memory board. 

9. After you have installed all of the chips, check the dip 
switches which are located to the left of the memory banks. If you 
have installed 256K chips, all of the dip switches should be up. 
(Switch 4, on the right, is always up.) 

10. Put the Rainbow back together. If you have a 100~, you will 
need to qo into SET-UP ana manually reset the amount of memoryj 
on the 100+, it will reset automatically. Run Test 1 on the Rain
bow diagnostics disk, (If the test fails, open the system unit and 
check to see if any of the chips are loose.) If it passes, you ' re 
finished! 

Note: Since this article was first published in the Washington 
Area Rainbow User's Group Newsletter, I have had a number of calls 
from Rainbow users who want to know if there is a way to avoid 
buying a 256K memor~ board (PClXX-AD/LZ) from DEC in order 
to upgrade memory [or, in the case of a Rainbow lOOA,2. buying the 
256K memory board and the DEC memory adaptor board (t'ClXX-AK/LZ.1. 

_. One alternative is to buy a 128K board from DE~ 
(PClXX-AC/LZ), which is onl~ - . • The 128K board, which is phy
sically the same as the 256K board 1 has 2 banks of 64K chips and 
one empty bank. You can remove the b4K chips and fill all three 
banks with 256K chips. Use of the 128K board saves approximately 
$350, including the cost of a third set of 256K chips. The only 
third party boards I know of, by Univation, 90 to a maximum of 
448K. If any readers have a better answer, please contact me or 
the newsletter editor at (301) 927-0108. 

(Tom Tugman is a systems analyst with General Electric, and one of 
the I-IAROG public domain librarians. He also furnishes technical 
advice to the editor of the WARUG Newsletter. This article origi-

. nally appeared in the WARUG Newsletter.) · 

(c:) 1985 by Thomas O. Tu9111an 

================================================================== 
HOW TO RECOVER ACCIDENTALLY DELETED CP/M FILES WITH DU 

by Roy Gl i xon 

. After I had inadvertantly executed the c:olffltand "ERA *.BAS• 
rather than •ERA *,BAK", I realized that it had been more than a 
month since I had backed-up the games files I was developing. 
Fortunatel~i~CP/M does not immediately destroy file data when you 
type the "EKA" command. Instead, it notes in the file directory 
that the file can be deleted, but doesn't actually delete the file 
until the space is needed for another file. By using the public 
domain program •Du•, I was able to recover the accidental!~ deleted 
files. (Ea. note: DU is available on either Volume 3 or 5 of the 
User's Group Public Domain Library. See the article, "DEC Donates 
100 Disks to Library• for information on how to obtain it.) 

These are the steps to follow to recover deleted files: 

1. Do not make any commands once you discover the error. (You 
could overwrite the files and lose them.) Instead~ make a copy 
of the disk, using "DISKCOPY- or "FCV" instead of •p1,..•. Use the 
£Q.22, not the original, when you attempt to recover the files. 
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2. Put the co of the disk with deleted files in drive B and a 
CP/M t 1 1 t 1 es 1 s 1 n • t 1 s a goo 1 ea to p an a ,ea 
tor this s1tuat1on by making a utility disk which includes the 
operating system programs as well as DU, DISKCOPY, FCV, PIP, and 
FORMAT.) 

3. ry~e "DU" from drive A. (DU, or Disk Utility, allows you to 
manua ~ edit sectors of the disk. For a Help message, type"?". 
On all CP/M dis~.!:., the directory re!:.ides on Sector O of track 2j DU 
however, numbers sectors from "l" instead of "0", so you will have 
tc, make DU.) 

4. Type the followin! commands. (Do not type the informatior, in 
brackets, which 1s exp anatory.) 

:LB {log in onto disk B} 
:T2 {position to track 2} 
:S1 <1osition to sector 1} 
:R { ead current sector} 
:D {Dump in hexadecimal and asci D 

5. Something similar to the following will appear on your screen: 

00 E5574541 54484552 20424153 0000003C *eWEATHER BAS ... <* 
10 02030405 00000000 00000000 00000000 * ■ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ■ * 
20 E542494F 52485933 30424153 00000024 *eBIORHY30BAS ... $* 
30 06070800 00000000 00000000 00000000 * ................ * 
40 E5535441 52574152 53424153 00000079 *eSTARWARSBAS ... y* 
50 090AOBOC ODOEOFlO 00000000 00000000 * ................ * 
60 00535441 52545245 4B424153 00000035 *eSTARTREKCctl .... * 

6. The "dump" shows several things: there are four files, 
"~IEATHER.BAS" d "BIORHY30.BAS", "STA~RS.BAS•, and "STARTREK.COM". 
The notation E5" is used to mark files which may be deleted. 
Usinq the first column as line numbers, you will see that lines 00, 
20, ind 40 have second columns which begin with "E5". "ES" is a 
hexadecimal notation marking the file for deletion. 

7. To recover the files, the "ES" notation must be changed to a 
value of O for each location in which it appears. To change the 
value, type the following commands: 

:CHO,O {Change Hex location O value to 0} 
ES . <DU echoes the old value found there} 

:CH20,0 {Change Hex location 20 value to 0} 
E5 

:CH40,0 {Change Hex location 40 value tc, 0} 
E5 

The locations are now fixed in memory, but they must be •written• 
to the disk to complete the recovery. 

8. Type the command: 

:W <Write current sector} 

9. To retrieve the files on other <.:.ectors, tvpe the command: 

:+1 ;R {move to the next sector and read it} 

Repeat the command, making the changes as above, and writing them 
to disk, until there are no more sectors. 

10. When you have retrieved all of the files, type the command: 

:X {return to CP/M} 
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11. Check a "DIR" ·di r e=c-,.ct-=o-=r---, ~-'------'--"-".....,....-'-----...,. ..... 1e ....... _r_e--'-c""'o--v_e_.r ___ e--r=-,...1 ....... e"""c:-J-'---.....,....=~___._---' ......... _____...____...,.1_n.......,t"T"""""1e 
1rectory. 

12. Format a "new» disk, and transfer all files from the recovered 
disk to it. You can use "PIP" for the transter. After making and 
c:heck1nq the new disk, you can reformat the original disk. Use it 
to make-a copy of your now recovered disk. 

That ' s it. Don't neglect to make those backup copies in the 
future! 

[Editor's Note: We actually tried this and it works. Try it 
before you need it. I don ' t know of a similar utility for MS-DOS.] 

( Roy Gl i xon is a member of the Washi n9ton Area Rainbow User ,· s 
Group. This article previously appeared 1n the WARUG Newsletter.) 

================================================================== 
RAINBOW PRINTER CONNECTIONS 

by Frank Steen 

I recently successfully connected the Rainbow to four non-DEC 
printers. My results may be of interest to other Rainbow Users. I 
work for Choate Rosemary Hall [Wallingford, CT), a private school. 
We own many Rainbows and many types of printers, so it is important 
to be able to connect the Rainbow to any type of printer. 

The princiQle I used for my connections was simply to connect 
pin 6 on the DEC printer port to any pin on the printer itself 
which needed to be set to high. Since we use our Rainbows as both 
micros and terminals, I did not use the communications port for 
printer connections. Below is a list of my printer connections as 
well as a description of each printer. 

1. Epson FX80 with practical peripherals serial card (8K 
buffer)--This was a straight connection. Pins 1, 2, 3, 7, and 20 
on the Rainbow went to pins 1, 2, 3 7, and 20 on the practical 
peripherals interface.· The Epson performs superbly with the Final
Word [!,,lord Processor] and for text dumped from our \JAX 11/750 I.J-llX 
system to our Rainbow. 

2. Brother HR-35 (serial interface)--Pins 1, 2, 3, 5 1 6, 7, and 20 
are connected straight through. Pin 6 on the Rainbow is also 
connected to pin 8 on the Brother. It is best to tie pins 6 and 8 
together in the printer cable. The Brother is a fast letter qual
ity printer which emulates the Diablo 630 in every way. The print 
guality is better than the Oiablo, and the HR-35 is just as fast. 
The Brother HR-35 is available for under 

3. Olympia Electronic Compact Typewriter with DX-80 serial 
interface--This is a straight connection which is identical to the 
Epson described above. This printer is very slow and does not 
stand up to heavy office use. 

4. Xerox Memorywriter--This is a heavy duty office typewriter 
which types about 15 cps unidirectional as a printer. Pins 1, 21 3, 5, 6, 7, and 20 are connected straight through. Pins 4 and~ 
are tied to pin 6. 

A ~-lARNING: in making the Epson connection, I considered a serial to 
parallel interface -converter like those advertised in Byte maga
zine. I was warned by dealers and manufacturers that their 
converters do not work with the Rainbow because the Rainbow uses 
X-CNIX-OFF protocol. One manufacturer promised a converter for the 
Rainbow REAL SOON NOW. 

(Frank Steen works for Choate Rosemary 
originally printed in the Newsletter 
Connecticut Rainbow User's Group) 
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HBAS I C AND THE FRE ( ) FUNCTI ON 
by Cliff Danielson 

HBASIC uses free memory for storage and manipul~tion of 
string variables. During string processing when new strings are 
created, the memory space previously used 1s not immediately re
covered. ~ith a lot of string processing all free memory can be 
consumed by intermediate strings values. ~hen this occurs, MBASIC 
resorts to ' qarbage collection 7 to recover string processing memory 
space. No wirning is provided and all input/output to the computer 
is blocked during-the garbage collection process. A period of 1 or 
2 minutes for garbage collection is typical. If large strike 
arrays are employed, it is possible for the process to take more 
than 20 minutes. 

To determine the amount of rema1n1nq memory, us.e FRE(O), 
e.g., 'PRINT FRE(O)'. To force garbage collection, use a string 
constant or string variable as the argument of FRE(), e.g., 
')<=FRE(A$)'. You would force garbage collection at convenient 
places in the program and relatively frequently to keep the qarbaqe 
collection task small, thus avoiding large processing delays. Tne 
statement 'MID$( •• )=, •• 1 can be used to reduce the amount of gar
bage created as it forces the reuse of memory for string variables. 

Note that the above is not correctly explained in the DEC 
Rainbow 100 HBASIC Reference Manual. 

(Editor's Note: HBASIC cannot access more than 128K RAH, no matter 
how much is available in the machine. After the operating system 
and the HBASIC program are loaded into the system, only aoout 52K 
is left for HBASIC"to operate.] 

(Cliff Danielson is a public domain librarian for the Boston Compu
ter Society DEC Personal Comguter User's Group. This article 
originally appeared in the BCS EC PC User's Group Newsletter.) 

================================================================== 
DOS-FORMATTING A BLANK DISK 

by N. Jay Bassin 

Contrary to the instructions in the HS-DOS manual and in the 
FORMAT convnand instructions it is possible to format a fresh disk 
without first runnin9 the CP/M format command. The trick is to us.e 
the undocumented • in1 tialization switch" ("/I") with the command. 
Thus, at the DOS prompt, type: 

A:FORHAT B:/I <CR> 

If you want to transfe-r the DOS sy~.tern files (and C(]•1MAND.COM) to 
the new disk to make it "bootable", use the "/S" switch with FORMAT 
in the same manner. 

(This article originally appe-ared in the Wf:::'IRUG Newsletter.) 
(c) 1984 by N. Jay Bassin 

===============================================================-=-
RECONFIGURING LOTUS 1-2-3 FOR DOS 2.05 

by N. Jay Bassin 

For nearly a year, I have been using Lotus 1-2-3 booted from 
DOS version 1.0 because, in my childlike innocence and belief in 
The Word from DEC and Lotus, I accepted their assertions over the 
ehone that the distribution disks (S~stem and System Backup) were 

too small" to hold the DOS 2.05 operatinq system. I declined 
Lotus's offer to send me a "larger" disk for Contrary to 
their collective wisdom, it is possible (and easy) to install DOS 
version 2.05 on a Lotus 1-2-3 disk without buying the "larger 
disk." 

You have to: (1) copy the Lotus disk to a formatted blank 
"scratch" disk; (2) erase the COMMAND.COM file from the scratch 
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disk; (3) use the DOS "FORMAT b:/s• command to wipe out the entire 
Lc,tus di:-k and transfer the new (2.05) OP,eratinq system to it; and 
(4) cop~ the Lotus files back from the 'scratcfi" disk to the Lotus 
disk. In essence, you have to recreate the Lotus files on the 
original master and backup disks in order to make them work proper
ly. Another myth about the Lotus disks is that they are "copy
protected.11 They ' re not. They do, however, have an encryption 
:-ection that is not copyable and that must be present on the system 
disk on the active drive. 

I ~.now it's nerve-wracking to intentior,ally destroy all the 
files on a distribution disk, but that's the only way to reinstall 
the larger operating system. Here we go, :,tep-by-step: 

1. Insert the DOS 2.05 system disk in drive A and the Lotus System 
disk in drive 8. Boot DOS 2.05. Remove DOS disk and insert a for
matted empty disk in A. 

2. Type 

COPY B:*•* A: 

This will take a few minutes to copy all the Lotus files to yc,ur 
scratch disk in drive A. When completed, type 

ERASE A:Cett1AND.CC11 

to erase the old command file from the scratch disk. (If you 
not yet installed the DOS operating system on the Lotus disks, 
you do not have CCtt1AND.CC11 to erase.) 

3. Replace the DOS 2.05 disk in drive A, leaving the Lotus 
in B. From the A> prompt, type 

FORMAT 8:/S 

have 
then 

disk 

You will qet a warning; press any key to continue. Near the end of 
the exercise, you will be asked for a volume label. I do not 
recommend qiving the Lotus System or Backup disks labels. Finally, 
you will get a message to the effect that the system files were 
transferred; the status message will identify about 512 bytes of 
"bad sector." This is the indication of Lotus's encryptiori; there 
is nothing wrong with the disk. 

4. Put the scratch disk back into drive A, replacing the DOS 
disk. Type 

COPY A:*·* B: 
and a return to recreate the Lotus files on their original disk. 

That's all there is to it.· Remember, you must do this for 
all four "bootable" disks, but only the Sy:.tem and Backup dis~.s are 
encrypted~ so you may create •working• copies of bootable Utility 
and Printuraph disks. 

(This article originally appeared in the WARUG Newsletter.) 
(c) 1985 by N. Jay Bassin 

================================================================== 
FILE TRANSFER BETWEEN THE TRS-100 AND THE RAINBOW 

by Judy Shockley and Rosemary McKevitt 

Here are the steps to transfer files from a TRS-100 to the 
Rainbow, using poly-TRH on the Rainbow: 

On the Rainbow: 

Load polyTRH; use all default parameters except: 
Communications Menu: 

Parity--none 
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Flow Control--change 
Host Attributes--EOF 

Press "DO" 
Press "Select• 
Press "R 1 key 
(filename) B:*.(anyname) 

On the TRS-100: 

Press Text key 
Press Enter key 
(File to edit): filename 
Press P* key 
SAVE TO COH:37N1E 
Press Enter key 

On the Rainbow: 

from Host to X-On/X-Off 
Str i r,g--"Z 

Press Return key (the file should appear on screen) 
Press Do key 
Press "D" key 
Press Select key 
Press 'T " key 
Press EXIT key 

(Judy Shockley and Rosemary McKevi tt are at the Nurs.inq Schoc,l at 
the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio. This 
artic~e was previously published in Interchange, the UTHSC, San 
Antonio, Computer Support Center Newsletter.) 

================================================================== 
A QUICK RAINBOW FILE MANAGER 

by Dale Miller 

If 11ou have LOTUS, \.'_OU can use its utilities to manage all of 
~our MS-DOS files. Copy FILEMGR.COM, KB.ORV, and TD.ORV from the 

U t i l i t y Di sk • to an o t her di s.k • ( Pu t all three on the same di sk . ) 
Rename FILEMGR.COM to RFM.COM (for Rainbow File Manaqer ) . You can 
then type RFM, which qives 11ou a v£-r11 qood fil£- mariaqement s.ys.terr, 
for the Rainbow. You can COPY, ERASE,-RENAME, ARCHIVE, and SORT 
files on ar,y of yc,ur drives. Please notei this is NOT public 
domain software, and can only be used if you hod a LOTUS license. 

(Dale Miller is the chairman of the San Francisco Ba~ Area DEC PC 
User Groug, This article was originally printed in San Francisco 
Bay Area EC PC User Group News,) 

================================================================== 
CUSTOM IMSTALLATION OF 132-COLUMN SCREEN ON WORDSTAR 

by M. Jay Bassin 

One feature that WordStar does not provide in its standard 
Rainbow configuration is a 132-column display. If you attempt to 
switch to 132 columns in the Rainbow "Setup" mode, the WordStar 
display shrinks to about half width, but you still have to "scroll" 
to the riqht to see text wider than 80 columns. 

Taki heart, WordStar users! MicroPro International has 
buried a "hidden" patcher in its WINSTALL.CMD file which enables 
you to install a wide screen. 

First a few words of caution: screen widths over 128 colurrrrrs. 
have not been fully tested or debugged by MicrPro, and you will get 
a warning on screen whenever such an implemen tat 1 on is first boot
ed. On the other hand, I ' ve been using it for over a year without 
detectable problems. Second, if you use the 132 column mcide on arr 
80 column screen, the directory files displayed on the main menu 
will run off the riqht side. 

If that doesn 7 t bother you, or if you run off a hard disk and 
don't care what the WordStar directory display says, then you may 
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decide to use the wide screen patched installation as your standard 
WS.CMD file. Otherwise, you will have to have two separate cc,mmand 
files: "WS.CMD" as the standard 80-column configuration, and 
11 1-JWS.CMD" (for "wide-WS") as a 132-column configuration. 

Here's how to do it, assuming that you are reinstalling an 
implementation called 9 1--JS.CMD" and you want to create a new .C-MD 
file called "WI-IS.CHO." (If you want to install from the uninstal
led WSU.CMD, or if you want to modify a current WS.CMD file without 
c:reat i ng a new file, the procedures are very similar.) Make sure 
that ~-JINSTALL.C.MD i!:. on the default drive, together with the 1--JS.CMD 
file(s) you want to re-install. Be sure to remove the write-prote
ct tab from the disk. 

TYPE 

winstall 

A: 

1,-1S.CMD 

WWS.CMD 

+ <er> 

:WID <er> 

Y<cr> 

#132<cr> 
• <er> 
X 

X 

ws 

1.-JORDSTAR RESPONSE 

Copyriqht messages. 
Asks for the default drive during installa
tion. 

Asks for the name of the file to be in:.talled; 
offers WSU.CMD as default. 

Ask=· for the name of the f i le to i..sh i ch the 
installation will be saved. 

Cc,nfirms choices, and copies WS.CMD tempo
rarily. Displays the Install Menu. 

Responds with the hidden patcher, called 
the "Custom Installation Menu," and displays 
instructions. 

Displays address in hex: should be 249h plus 
some miscellaneous strings. Asks for confirma-
tion. -

Asks for a change, or <er> to return. 

Exits from Custom Installation Menu. 

Exits from WINSTALL. Asks for confirmation 
that you want to save the newly installed .cmd 
file and returns to CP/M. 

That's all there is to it. When you execute the wide-screen 
WordStar, you may be in either 80 or 132 column mode on the Rain
bow. 

(This article originally appeared in the WARUG Newsletter.) 
(c) 1985 by N. Jay Bassin 

================================================================== 
FIDO BULLETIN BOARD Cct1MANDS 

by Tom Tugman 

Bulletin boards are easy to use. The FIDO net boards have a 
simple sys tern ( see Fi do' s Ori en tat ion Course, below). To use a 
bulletin board, you'll need a modem 1,Jhlc:h runs at 300 or 1200 
baud. Use Set-Up mode on the Rainbow to change the settings to: 
FDXA protocol, 8 bi~, no parity, one stop bit, local echo off, _a~,d 
your modem speed. Pick a board above, use Hodem912, LCTerm, M1n1-
tel (DECMini), Kermit, or one of the other communications programs 
available corTVnercially, and dial up. 

After being asked a few introductory questions, you will 
usually see the screen below (some boards make you wait until they 
have checked your identity: 
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Fi do BBS ( c:) 
FidoNet Node iOO 

The World ✓ s First 
BBS Network 
* FidoNet * 

/Fido\ 
( ___ ) 

;- \ 
/loo \ 

(_I /_) 

,- '@/ -,', lo;-\ 
I (*) \ )) 
I U I/ VI 
7/TT \ / 

Cl(_I c __ l (jm) 

< node name or synonym> 
< node loc:ati on > 

FidoNode too 
Hours 

300/1200 Baud Operation 
8 Bitsi No Parity, 1 Stop Bits 

TELE~Hct-lE t <telephone> 

If you are a first time user of the board, you may be given 
the FIDO orientation course below: 

FIDo✓ s ORIENTATict-1 COURSE 

FIDO is arranged into three (3) functional sections, each 
with its own conmand set. These sections are: 

+--------------------------+ 
I I 
I MAIN SECTION I 
I I 
+--------------------------+ 

I I 
I I 

Change user info, statis
tics, Bulletins~ Question 
naire, Yell at ~ysop 1 access to other sections. 

+-----------,-----------+ +--,----------------+ 
+------------1----------+1 +---1---------------+1 

+-----------------------+! I +-------------------+i I I 111 I 111 
I MESSAGE SECTIONS 11+ I FILE SECTIONS I I+ 
I I+ I I+ +-----------------------+ +-------------------+ Read, enter, delete List, download, upload 
messages, access to the files, access to the 
various message areas various file areas 

The FIDO commands are simple. (When you are c,n a board for 
the first time, you may find you are restricted and cannot use all 
of the commands, however roost sysops will give you full priveleges 
after they have checked you out.): 

M A I N S E C T I O N 
+--------------------------------------+ IM Enter the MESSAGE SECTION I 
I F Enter the FI LES SECTION I 
I G Goodbye ( Lc,qoff) I 
I S Statistics {time left, etc) 
I A Answer Questionnaire 
I 8 Read the Bulletin 
I Y Yell at the Sysop 
I C Change Help Level, Name, Nulls 
I U Li st of User~. I 
+---------- ---------------------------+ 
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M E S S A G E S E C T I O N 
+--------------------------------------+ 
I A Select a MESSAGE AREA I 
I M Return to MAIN SECTION I 
I L List of Messa9es I 
I R Read Messaqes I 
I E Enter a New Messa9e l 
I K Kill (delete) a Message I 
l I Search messaqes - I 
I S •.• Statistics: (ist your Mail I 
I G ... Goodbye (logoff) I 
+--------------------------------------+ 

F I L E S S E C T I O N 
+--------------------------------------+ 
I A Chanqe the FILE AREA I 
IM Quit-to MAIN SECTION I 
I F List of Files I 
I L Locate a File or Files I 
I T Type (display) a File I 
I D Download (to you) I 
I U Upload a File or Files I 
I S Statistics: Disk Space, etc I 
I G Goodbye (lo9off) I 
+--------------------------------------+ 
+--------------------------------------+ 
I ? ••• Help l +--------------------------------------+ 
The board may have a message such as this: 

Commands are single letters and are listed in the command menus 
at each level. Help is available at almost every le•Jel. As a new 
user, you are restricted to a subset of the available commands. If 
you would like to have access to the full functionality of FIDO, 
you should complete the Questionnaire which is available from the 
main section. In addition, you can leave a private message to the 
Sysop when you leave the system. 

If you use DECMini, communications, including uploadinq and down
loading files, will be especially simple. DEC~ini (Minitel) was 
written by Tom Jennings, FIDO's developer. It is one of the sim
plest ways to download. DECMini is available from the Washington 
Area Rainbow User's Group Public Domain Library. 

(This article originally appeared in the WARUG Newsletter.) 
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RAINB°" QUESTICNS ~D ~SWERS 

Send your quE-stions (alonq with the answer if you have one) 
to the editor. If there is no answer with the question, she will 
attempt to get answers. Be sure to explain the problem clearly 
and include complete information on how you can be contacted, 
including name, address, home and work telephone. 

Q. How can I get my Rainbow to work as a dumb terminal? I tried 
to connect by modem to a mainframe computer, but the other computer 
didn't respond. It did respond when I used a modem program. 

A. Go into Set-Up mode and check the setting, "line/local." To 
allow the Rainbow to be used as a terminal to remote site the ·;;et
tinq must be on "line." You will not be able to download files 
from terminal mode. To transfer files, you will need a modem 
program :-uch as XModem, LCTerm, Kermit, SrnartCom or Cro:.sTalk. 

Q. When I print a range from Lotus 1-2-3 I get random sets of 
about ten extra lines in the printout. This doesn ' t happen with 
any of my other programs. 

A. 1-2-3 keeps track of how may lines it print:. on a page. If 
you print a range with only 40 lines and then manually move the 
paper to the top of the next form, 1-2-3 will print 26 ~ore lines 
and then skip lines for a paqe break. You should press "A" for 
"Align" before you press "Go" from the print menu. The Aliqn 
Command resets 1-2-3's counter to 1 and it knows that it is at tne 
beginning of a new page. (From BCS DEC User's Newsletter). 

Q. How can I print my wide spreadsheet from Lotus 1-2-3? 

A. Lotus allows you to print as much as 240 characters per line 
(if your printer can handle it). If you have a dot matrix printer 
and a wide (13 inch) carriage, you can. Enter Lotus' printer 
menu: 

/PPctlLO<RETURN>MR240<RETURN)S\nnn<RETURN> 

This sets Lotus' left _margin to O and the right margin to 240. 
If you have a matrix printer, check the manual for the decimal code 
for "compressed" print (variably 15-18 characters per inch). Enter 
that code in place of the underlined "nnn" above. for examP,le, the 
decimal code for an Okidata printer is "29.u Enter "\029' in the 
"setup" option on Lotus. If you need multiple codes, express each 
one in three-digit decimal, preceeded by a backslash, If you store 
the spreadsheet after this initializatior,, Lotus will remember it. 

Q. How can I convert my Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet files to dBase 
II files? 

A. Lotus comes supplied with a utility that does just that! 
Before you do the translation, though~ there are some modifications 
necessary to the 1-2-3 spreadsheet. tirst, there may not be more 
than 32 columns in your spreadsheet (or named range). Consider 
deleting all empty column!- used only for appearance, since dBase 
doesn't need them. Second, there must be a one-line sequence of 
label:- immediately above the data columns. The:.e become the field 
names in dBase II. The labels do not have to fit t.Jithin the column 
widths: you can have as many as 10 characters in your label, ir
respective of the column width. Once you have saved the modified 
spreadsheetd you can proceed to translation. From the Lotus "Ac
cess System menu (type "LOTUS" from the system prompt), select the 
"TRANSLATE" option. You will be prompted to insert your Lotus 
Utility Disk in the default drive. After identifying the source 
and de~tination drives and th£- file to be converted1 pick the menu 
choice for converting "l,lKS" (Lotus) to "DBF" ( dBase J. The ne\,J file 
wi 11 have the same name as the old one, with a ".DBF" f i letype. 
The ".WKS" file is not affected. · 
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Additional hint: Most versions of dBase II are in CP/ M. In order 
to actually use your translated Lotus files, you must convert 
the disk file to CP/M. But, why not get a free copy of AME86.EXE 
from the public domain library and conver t dBase II to MS-DOS? 
After "transporting" dBase II's program files to DOS.2.. and putting 
AME86.EXE on the same disk, simply type: "AME86 Dt:'-ASE" at the 
prompt. Any files saved from dBase will be in DOS, 

Q. 1-lhen Multiplan (a CP/ M 86 proqram) is moved to MS-DOS 1 1,Jith 
all of its associated files and run through AME-86 (a public domain 
proqram which allows you to run mc,st CP/M proqrams under MS-DOS), 
the-Qrogram runs fine, except that it is unable-to find any of its 
own files or any data files created with it, How can I overcome 
this? 

A. Put Multiplan and all the Multiplan files on the :-ame disk and 
in the same directory. Multiplan does not recognize MS-DOS paths. 

Q. How can I get Multiplan to print spreadsheets in 132 column 
mode on an LASO or LAlOO printer? 

A. Select PRINT OPTIONS. Usinq the TAB key, move to the SET UP 
position. Type the following: -

"([4w <Return> 

This will automatically set the printer to the 16.5 pitch mode. 
Page 41, Chapter 12 of Rainbow ✓ s Read He First grovides more infor
mation. (From Perspective, Digital Equipment Corporation's Compu
ter Newsletter.) 

Q. When running the dBase II INSTALL program, it crashes repeated
ly with an uIL[EGAL PARAMETER" message,-and returns to the opera
ting system. What could I be doing wrong? 

A. You need to answer the INSTALL questions using UPPER CASE let
ters. 

Q. In dBase II~ .. a legal REPLACE. , .NOUPDATE command keeps return
ing the DATA ITt:.n NOT FOUND error message. Why? 

A. Des~ite the instructions in the manual, NOUPDATE must be speci
fied before any FOR clause. 

Q: When using MBASIC, where is the name of the program stored in 
memory? 

A: In MBASIC, the name of the program in memor~ is :-tored between 
memory locations 418 to 428. To ask the name of a program (in case 
you forget), type the following command all on one line: 

For 1=418 to 428:PRINT CHR$(PEEK(I));:NEXT 

Q. How can a user transfer information from a Lotus 1-2-3 
spreadsheet to Samna word processing? 

that a user can take a "picture" of 
1-2-3 and plug it into a word 
Word II, there are some tips and 
each application uses a different 

A. While it may not be news 
his or her worksheet from LOTUS 
pr ocessi rig docurnen t like Samna 
tricks involved, especially if 
operating system. 

If the user has both these applications under an MS-DOS 
operating system, the procedure is simple. Create a worksheet with 
1-2-3 and print it to a file (rather than a printer). This is 
accomplished with the "/Print File Options». Choose "Other Unfor
matted" to eliminate headers, footers, and correlated spaces. The 
right margin should not be greater than the right margin of the 
document you want to insert it in. The top, bottom, and left 
margins of the worksheet should be set to O. This will avoid 
unnecessary spacing. 
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Once the file is created, it can be imported into SAMl'lA by 
us.ing the "Translate" command, and then edited or enhanced tlwough 
SAMNA word processi~g. . . -

But what if SAMNA is being used under a CP/M oper at i n9 sys
tem? Obviously a CP/M system cannot r~ad ~S-DOS formats, but the 
user can convert an MS-DOS data f 1 le 1 n to a CP/M format U':-l nq 
DOSFLX, which makes such tran·sfers easy. Once in CP/M, the user 
can use the word processor's Translate procedures as outlined 
above. 

What are the advantages of combininq a worksheet into a word 
processing document? You-can enhance t~e worksheet with the on
screen editing capabilities SAf1\IA has to offer. It saves manual 
cutting 1 copyingi and xeroxing to obtain a single cohesive docu
men t . A spec i a adv an t age, nowev er , i s. the ab 1 l i t y to t alt, e the 
entire SANNA document (worksheet and all) and transfer it via the 
ASCII format and communicate it over the phone line':. or via cable':. 
to another system. (This question and answer came from 
Ale-x R. Garbera of the Meriden, CT Digital Busines':- Cc-nter.) 

(Editor's Note: this should work 
qrarns capable of accepting ASCII. 
the commands will be different.] 

with other word processing pro
The principles are the same, but 

Q. How many files can I have under HS-DOS? 

A. You can create as many subdirectories as their are files avail
able in the root directory, and you can store 256 files in each 
subdirectory (technically 254, since the directory takes up two 
files), thus allowing innumerable file storage in the form of 
directory entries. ~Originally published in Perspective, Digital 
Equipment Corporations Newsletter.) 

Q. Can I back up all files on an MS-DOS part1t1on with one swing 
of the BACKUP command, even if I have several s.ubdirectorie':-? 

A. Yes. Use the /A switch on the BACKUP command, which signifies 
that all directories, including the root director~, will be search
ed for ~iles to copy to the backup destination. The command is 

:BACKUP E:*>*/A A: <Return> 

(Ori~inally published in Perspective, Digital Equipment Corpora
tions Newsletter.) 

Q. Can I use the graphics option with MBASIC? 

A. GSX Graphics can be used in assembly language routines and 
MBASIC can call assembly language routines, but tf1ere are no direct 
calls to GSX functions. (Oriqinally published in Perspective, 
Digital Equipment Corporation's ~ewsletter. Questions from Per
spe-ctive are reprinted with their permission.) 
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DECMATE 

OECMATE II WPS Version 2.0 Fix 
by Cheryl Johnson 

One feature of WPS Version 2.0 that everyone has found annoy
ing is the problem with editing a wide document. Instead of auto
matically qoinq into the wider ruler with compressed characters, it 
stays at 80 columns and you shift between ' regions' by advancing 
past the 80th character. Most, if not all, of t~e time , it is more 
convenient to view all of the text at one time. It is a real 
bother to have to chanqe something in a menu to do that everytime. 
So I have designed a user-defined key (UDK) to automate these
quence of stroies necessar y to get to the wider ruler, 

To define the UDK, from the Main Menu, type DK, press the 
space bar, type a number between 1 and 9 (which will be the number 
you use to activate the UOK). Press return, then type in the 
following key strokes: 

Gold H 
SW Space Wide 
<Return > 
<Return> 

Pr~ss Gold Halt (the Halt key is just above the Tab key) to end 
definition of the UDK. 

To use your UOK, edit the document you want to view in the 
wide mode. Press Gold and then the number you defined above. The 
stored sequence of keystrokes will be executed. When you file the 
document, the screen will automatically return to narrow rule. The 
UOK will remain stored on your system disk until you redefine the 
number. 

(Cheryl Johnson~ of the Grinnell College Office of Computer Ser
vices, is the D~CUS PC SIG's DECmate Working Group Chairman.) 

================================================================== 
DECMATE QUESTIONS ANO ANSWERS 

Q. In WPS-SA when I try to print a document on the LQP02 printer, 
sometimes a ~RINTER STOPPED message appears on the screen of my 
OECmate. I use a DECmate I with WPS-8 Version 1.5. What causes 
the printer to stop? 

A. This problem usually occurs when the first document is prin
ted. To avoid getting the PRIMTER STOPPED message, when usin~ 
the DECmate I, turn the s.ystem on first. Do not turn on the LQF'Oi:: 
until the Main Menu is on the screen. The DECmate II should be 
turned on before the printer. With the DEC:mate II, the Main Menu 
does not have to be on screen before turning on the printer. 

In the future if you get PRINTER STOPPED, type Sand <Re
turn>. A message will appear at the top of the screen that tells 
why the printer has stopped. If the system and the printer were 
turned on in the wrong sequence+ the message will say, PRINTER 
STOPPED FOR PRINTER ERROR. o clear the message and continue 
printing, select the letter u9• to start printinq the document from 
the beginning. -

Q. l-lhen u~.irrg WPS-8 Version 1.5, can I remc,ve the bottom ruler 
that shows at the bottom of the screen? 

A. Yes. From the Editor's Henu, type ES (Editor Status). The 
screen shows the four choices for the status line. To delete the 
bottom ruler from the screen, choose ES 1, which still shows the 
status line (in reverse video) at the top of the screen, but which 
won 1 t show the ruler at the bottom. It should be noted that for 
extended editing functions, if you remove the status line, the 
speed of all functions will increase. 
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Q. What is the difference between the use of the TAB key and the 
TAB POSITION key? 

A. The primary difference is that the TAB key inserts a character 
during text editing to align text to a tab in the ruler. Use of 
the T~B POSITIU'l key is a cursor positioning aid for the editing 
function and has no effect on text that has been entered. In most 
cases, the auxiliary keypads perform special cursor and editing 
functions. 

Q. I can't remember the Multiplan-80 formulas that I have created 
in a spreadsheet. How can I access the information? 

A. Load the sereadsheet and choose the Print Options command. 
Select formulas, 'yesa, rows and columns, "yes", then print the 
spreadsheet. The spreadsheet will print the formulas in the cc,rre
sponding cell(s) in which they we~e previously entered. the fi
gures in the spreadsheet do not print. 

Q. While working with the WPS Editor Math, one of my totals ap
peared on the screen as a figure preceded with a percent (%) sym
bol. The value has been rounded off. What is wrong? 

A. Check the format word to the right of the total formula in the 
math block. The percent symbol(¾) means that the total has more 
characters in it than were allowed in the results' format word. 
the result is that the total with decimals in it will be rounded up 
or down, while the extra decimal characters will be truncated. 
Extra charaters to the left of the decimal will be printed if there 
is room to the left; otherwise an error message will occur. 

Q. I am attempting to run list processing math and am receiving a 
syntax error. I ' ve looked at my list and can't find anything 
wrong. What can I do? 

A. Your system will allow a limited number of characters in a 
numerically designated data field. The most common error is use of 
the lower case L (1) instead of the number one (1). 

Q. While list processing addresses to envelopes, I find that lonq 
names are going to the next line all the way over to the left 
margin. What can I do to prevent this? 

A. Remember that the same factors which cause a word wrap in basic 
word processing are in play when list processing is done into a 
format that you specify. The riqht marqin in your form document 
must be extended to the right in order -to keep long names from 
wrapping. 

Q. My phone bill reports I 
computer in Phoenix for 11 hours. 
long. What happened? 

was on a lonq distance call to my 
I know I-wasn ' t working tha~ 

A. As long as the modems are connected, your phone is still off 
the hook. In all probability, when you disconnected from your 
:.ystem, you neglected to note that the modems were still connec
ted. !,-Jhen returnin~ to the CX menu, disconnecting can be done two 
ways: "back:-lash R (\R) leave:. the modem:. connected to receive or 
send a document or manipulate the system; "back:-lash H" (\H) hangs 
up the roc,dem. U:.ing the \H can save a lot of money in lc,r,9 dis.
tance char-:ies. 

Note: t,.JPS Ver:.ic,n 1.5 uses the F4 key as a <Loc/Cmnd) a:. an 
alternative to the back slash. The conservative alternative is to 
press. the DATA/TALK button on the modem to TALK and visually recon
firm that all light except the DTR extinguish. 

(The DECmate Questic,ns and An:.wers were oriqinally published in 
P~rspective, and are reprinted here with permission from Perspec
t 1 ve.) 
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PRO 

REQUEST FOR PR0-300 SERIES ENHANCEMENTS 
by Thomas R. Hintz 
Chairman, PRO Working Group 

Use of the PR0-300 series microcomputer continues to ·3row. 
The PRO finds its way into many diverse areas and has found tavor 
with many users because of its ability to support several 
lanquages, and provide both the experienced and inexperienced user 
wit~ a c6mfortable environment in which to work. Many existing 
applications can be easily ported to this machine. 

Along with its use, however, comes an increasing number 
of requests for modification and upgrade. Since all PRO-users 
have a common interest in the future development of the PR0-300 
series of micros, the PC SIG has started a wish list. Since a 
public list does not exist, I have been collecting wish list 
requests over the last mc,nth. During the Nei...J Orleans DECUS 
Symposium, the list has almost doubled in size. The variety of 
requests shows a desire for a broad ranqe of future product 
enhancements. The broad spectrum of interest for the PRO was 
evidenced by the large number of SIGs which sponsored sessions 
related to the PRO. A -total of eight SIGs gave more than 35 
pres.en tat ion~ .. 

The list below is presented in its entirety, but is NOT 
prioritized. Most of the requests are quite specific. Where the 
meaninq was not clear, the wishes are listed as they were 
submitted. If you wish to clarify a particular item, please feel 
free to add to the description. We will continue to add to the 
list as new items are submitted. Any items that are important to 
you which are not on the list should be sent to me for inclusion. 
To continue this process we need to bring some order to this random 
list of suqqestions. You, as a user of the PRO, should have an 
opportunity-to determine their order of importance. Now is your 
chance. At the end of this newsletter is a form (ballot) tc, c:a~.t 
your votes. Each item is numbered. Number each wish to show what 
you consider to be the items of hiqhest priority. 1Jote for as many 
items as you like, but number them from highest (1) to lowest 
priority. After the ballots have been returned, the results will 
be tallied, reported in the DECUS PC SIG Newsletter, and presented 
to DEC f or their review. Now is yc,ur chance to be heard. l.)OTE 
TODAY before you forget. 
WI SH LI ST ITEMS 

1. RT-11 emulator executing under P/0S 
2. BUS extension to provide more expansion slots 
3. Streaming tape backup 
4. Standalone backup 
5. External disk(s) 
6. Wild card specification for PFT 
7. Warm restart for P/0S 
8. Startup detect of battery backup status 
9. Instructions for deleting unused application options to conserve 

disk space 
10. Menu item to execute infrequently used applications from disk 

so that install/deinstall is not required 
11. VAX server for cluster of PROs 
12. Terminal emulation with full IJT24X (e.g. downloadable 
characters, etc.) 
13 . DECNET command terminal should be cc,mpatible with VMS 4.x 

(e.g. should allow command line editing) 
14. DECNET support for the communications port 
15. Ability to spawn a BASIC compilation 
16, Batch spoolinq facility on toolkit for compilation/link 
17. Ability to connect two hard disks to to the bus, preferably 

utilizing the same controller. 
18. Ability to dial into the TMS and the communications port from 

a remote terminal 
19. PRO/FMS compatible with VMS/FMS 
20. More compatibility between FMS screen control keys (function 
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keys) and the P/0S menu control key~. (e.g. P/0S uses the HELP 
key for help while FMS uses the PF2 key, -etc.) 

21. Disk formatting cagability 
22. Access to tne Z driver or the ability to use the other 
track/sector combi nat i or,s supported by the RX50 con troll er 
23. Disk compression utility 
24. A method of findir,q out what files to move to recover 
contiguous disk space so that a complete reload is not required to 
unfraqment the hard disk 
25. A-search command ~-imilar to what exists on VMS for finding 

text strings in a file or files 
26. TPU (Text Processing Utility) for P/0S lir,e the announced but 

not yet delivered text editor for lJMS. 
27. A more elaborate PRO/COHMLNICATIONS that makes full use of 

the TMS and voice box 
28. Full window/multi-task support for user develo~•ed appl i ca-

tions (i.e. SIDEKICK) 
29. Enhanced CAD software (not Design Graphics Executive!) 
30. DCL sources on Toolkit -
31. Reliable PASCAL compiler 
32. ComQlete documentation and listing of the VT102 and GIDIS 

(TFW) code 
33. Graphics from VAX using PRO/COMMUNICATIONS V2.x 
34. Maintain color setting when ~oing between menus 
35. A better DEC L~DER! 
36. Asynchronous dial-up DECNET 
37. Full VT125 emulation 
38. Full DECGRAPH/DECSLIDE support 
39. MENU sources 
40. Output CORE graphics to GIDIS files (from PRO/BASIC) 
41. PRINT SCREEN to a GIDIS file 
42. Image backup of Hinchester disk 
43. Removable hard disk 
44. Virtual terminal support 
45. BATCH processing support 
46. I D-space support for 325 and 350 
47. Supervisor mode support for 325 and 350 
48. Larger buffer for drawing complex filled figures 
49. Warm restart of P/0S 
50. SIGHT-rotation c,f figures and text 
51. GIDIS to/from NAPL?S conversion 
52. GIDIS to REGIS conversion 
53. HELP on floppy, less on hard disk 
54. Master index to toolkit documentation 
55. Complete documentation set, etc. on laser disk (with cross 

index) 
56. Extendinq graphics for PRO/BASIC 
57. Graphics-support over DECNET 
58. FPJ-11 floating Point for 380 
59. Videotex creation 
60. SIGHT-convert multiple obSiects into single one 
61. Coexistance of multiple O on a single- hard disk for each to 

run in native mode 
62. DECNET support under RT-11 
63. Do not clear screen after logoff with PRO/Cett1 TMS 

(Tom Hintz is an entomologist with the University of Florida, and 
long-time chairman of the Pro Working Group.) 
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GENERAL INFORMATI~ 

DEC-SPECIFIC COMPUTER MAGAZINES AND PUBLICATIONS: WHERE HAS THE 
RAINBOW GONE? 

by Caroline Mack 

Over the past several months, the Rainbow has virtually 
dropped out of sight in most publications. Two ma~azines which 
were oriqinally dedicated tc, the Rainbo1, . .1 and Pro, D1ttal Re1JiE-1tJ 
and Personal and Professional, have changed radical y. u1g1ta1 
Review has drastically reduced Rainbo1,J coveraqe, and mi xes the 
small amount of cover age it does have in with cover age of 1JAXES and 
the complete ranqe of DEC minicomputers. Personal and Professional 
has ceased publication, except as a small set 1n section in The 
DEC* Prc,f essi onal. 

Here 1s what is currently available: 

Magazines: 

The DEC Professional Plus Personal: (monthly) primarily covers 
OAX. lhe "Plus Personal" section takes the place of Personal and 
Professional maqazine which is now defunct. Tygically there are 
a couple ot articles and reviews, a list of Rain ow User ' s Groups 
(changes each month), and a list of companies who supply software 
(they-pay for the privilege of being listed). It does have a new 
product section. Few Rainbow software advertisements. Even thouqh 
the Plus Personal section is small (24 pages in the next issue), 
because it appears monthly, there may be nearly as much information 
as there was in the bi-monthly, anemic Personal and Professional. 
The 1 Plus Personal• version of tne magazine has about 10,000 sub
scribers. Subscription: $21/year (12 issues). For more informa
tion, contact The DEC* Professional+ Plus Personal, P. O. Box 362, 
Ambler, PA 19002-0362, (215) 

Digital Review (monthly) also primarily covers 1JAX equipment 1 but 
1t does still carry some Rainbow related articles. The April 
issue, which is fairly typical, had an article on adventure qames 
which are available for both the Rainbow and the PDP-11. It did 
mention PCs--lBN PC's, that is. There is a new product section 
(Rainbow products are mixed in with all the others, so it takes a 
while to fir,d them) and a section on DEC news. Oddly, the que'=-tion 
and answer column (Tech Talk) usually has more Rainbow questions 
and answers than VAX. Few Rainbow software adverti-=-ements. lJery 
slick looking. Subscriptions are free to those who qualify; other
wise they are $29.97/Y-ear (12 is-=-ues). For more information, 
contact Di:3.ital Review, fourth floor, One Park Avenue, New York, NY 
10016, (21~) 503-5110. 

HardCopy (monthly) also concentrates c,n Diqital's larqer '=-Ystern£., 
but 1t appears to be increasing coverage of- the Rainbow. It has 
recently added a PC question and answer column. There is an on
going list of user's . groups. The February issue, which seems 
fairly typical, had an article on Rainbow tax ~•rograms. Subscrip
tions are /year (12 issues). For more information contact 
Hardcopy, Seldin Publishing Co., P.O. Box 759, Brea, CA 92621, 

Newsletters: 

Perspective is DEC's quarterly newsletter. The qlo£.£.y 48 paqe 
publ1cat1on_is particularly notabl! for its extensivi Question_a~d 
Answer section on DCS software. ~ource of DEC Product Line lntor
mation. Free. For more information, contact Perspective, Digital 
Equipment Corporation, 40 Old Bolton Road, Stow, MA 01775. 

OECUS PC SIG Newsletter (this newsletter) is the quarterly news
letter put out by the DECUS PC SIG. It is currently print~d with 
the DECUS Office Automation and Graphics SIG Newsletters. Starting 
September 1 all DECUS SIG Newsletters will be folded into one 
large monthly publication (estimated cost is $35/~ear. For more 
information, call Carol Dunbar at DECUS, (617) 480-3418. 
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Several Local Us.er Groups put out news.letter: .. Here are 
some: 

The Washington Area Rainbow User's. Group News.letter (monthly, 
except August), 12-18 pages, features articles, question and ans
wer, and software reviews. It is. monthly except August. Currently 
free. 

The Boston Computer Society DEC Personal Computer User's Group 
Newsletter has recently resumed publication. Edited by Anu Pareek, 
3 pages. Notes from the group's chairman, meeting note~- s r eview:., 
and advertisements. 

The Delaware Valley DEC Personal Cornpu ter User Group News (five 
ti~es a year), 12-~4 pages, edited by Tom Deahl, features articles, 
editorials, and sottware reports. 

The Hartford (CT) Rainbow User ' s Group Newsletter (quarterly) 1 4-12 
pages, edited by Jean Whitney. Features meeting notes, articles . 

The Middle-Tennessee DEC PC LUG Newsletter (monthly), 3-4 pages, 
edited by Donald Goss. Features notes from the editor, meeting 
notes, articles. 

The Northeastern Connecticut User's Grc,up Newsletter (monthl~•), 
6-18 pages , edited by Wilbur J. Widmer. Articles, how-tos. 

San Francisco Bay Area DEC PC User Group News. (monthly?), 4 pages, 
edited by Dale Miller. 

Santa Barbara, Ventura, San Luis Obispo County Area DEC-PC Local 
User's Group Newsletter (quarterly), 2 pages, edited by Rick Vin
cent. New. 

Silicon Valley Diqi tal PC User's Group Newsletter (monthly), edited 
by Bill Horton. Aeeting notes, occasional articles. 

For ardent and wealthy DEC-watchers, Adolf (Sonny) Monos.son 
puts out two informational DEC related publications in addition to 
the quarterly Monos.son ' s DEC* -Compatible Buyer's Guide: 

Monos.son on DEC*, (monthly) a newsletter which covers DEC related 
topic~. in depth. The DEC PC's are infrequent topics. The newslet
ter is available for a steep /year from Monosson on DEC*, 
P.O. Box 71, Kenmore Station, Boston, MA 02215, (617) 267-2900. 

The newest Monosson publication is Monosson's DEC* Market Weekly 
(50 issues a year) which covers current DEC topics. lhe issue I 
saw had very timel~ information which was not published elsewhere. 
The subscrii:,tion fee is ./year. For more informatic,n, contact 
Monosson's DEC* Market Weekly at the address above. 

Other sources: 

Computers-R-Difiital is another DEC related publication, which 
appears to be alf-way between a newsletter and a magazine. Month
ly. It consists of articles on DEC. Since I haven't seen a recent 
issue, I don't know what the percentage of Rainbow related articles 
and advertising is. Subscriptions are free to those who qualify, 
otherwise are _/year (12 issues?) For information, contact 
Directory Database, Box J , Nauesink, NJ 07752 1 (201) 291-1208. 
If you just want to look up articles on a speciric topic, try the 
Microcomputer Index, put out by Microcomputer Index Company, 
P.O. Box 50545 Palo Alto, CA 94303, (415) 948-8304. The Index 
is available both in hardcopy an.don-line through Dialoq (File 
#233). The magazine version costs $ ~ /year for a subscription (it 
cc,mes out 6 "times/year). It indexes article<.:. frc,m about 75 
sources, 40 of which are popular computer magazines, and abstracts 
some articles. The Index has recently been taken over by a ne\.oJ 
company, and is still trying to catch up. The on-line Dialog ver-
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sion has articles through October, 1984 indexed, but should soon 
have NoJJember-December. Once 1985 is up to date, the on-line 
JJersion will be updated monthly. 

(This article ori~inally appeared in the WARUG Newsletter.) 
(c) 1985 by Caroline M. Mack 

================================================================== 
NEH TAX LAW BITES INTO HOME COMPUTER MARKET 

by Caroline Hack 

The Tax Reform Act of 1984, signed by President Reagan and 
enacted on July 18, 1984 7 made significant changes relating to home 
computers and other business deduction=-· The new laws are struc
tured so that the owner of a home computer may find it very dif
ficult to write off part or all of the cost of the computer and 
peripherals. 

For computers acguired (bought or leased) after June 18, 
1984, the following rules apply: 

In order to take advantaqe of inveE.tment tax credits, first 
year expensing, and accelerated aepreciation (ACRS) on a computer 
the percentage of buE-i ness use must be more than 50¾ on an annual 
basis for both of the first two years. Production of income other 
than that of a business or trade cannot be used to determine the 
percentage (eg., keeping track of investments or rental propert~). 
Use b~ another person should not be included in the computation for 
the 50¾ test unless the use is connected to the taxpayer's trade or 
business, the use provides income to the other person (unless the 
user is a relative or 5¾ owner), or a fair rent is paid to the 
c, ther tax payer. 

If the computer is used for business purposes less than 50¾ 
of the time, no investment credit or depreciation acceleration 
under ACRS can be claimed. However, the business percentage and 
the investment income use percentage should be added together to 
determine the percentage on which a straight line deduction should 
be figured. (For instance, if the computer is used 30¾ for busi
ness and 25¾ for keepinq track of rental properties, the business 
use is less than SO¾, but- the usage for determining the depreci
ation deduction is 55¾.) The deduction must be made using the 
straight line method over a period of twelve years. As under the 
old law, a deduction can be claimed only for the proportion of 
usage which is related to business or income production. 

If the computer is owned in connection with the individual's 
employment, investment credit and ACRS deductions may be made onla 
if the comeuter is required for the convenience of the employer an 
1s a cond1t1on of employment. For this condition to be met, the 
computer must be required for the employee to properly perfc,rm 
duties of his/her employment. A statement by the employer that the 
property is required as a condition of employment is insufficient 
to satisfy the law. 

Computers which are exclusively 
establishment, including a qualified 
by the employer or proprietor, are 
50¾ test. 

located at a regular business 
home office, which are owned 
generally not affected by the 

If the computer is used for business purposes more than 50¾ 
of the time, investment credit, first year expensing, and acce
lerated depreciation may be used. The percentage of use for in
vestment income may be added to the percentage of use for business 
income to determine investment credit and ACRS (accelerated deduc
tion). Should the business use percentage fall below 50¾ during 
the first two years, the tax savings involved must be repaid. 

The maximum dollar amount of equipment expense (of any kind) 
which can be "expensed• or deducted in a single year has been red
uced to $5000/year through 1987. Previously, the amount for 1984 
was. to be $7500; for 1985, $10000. [Expensing allows the taxpayer 
to deduct a lumQ sum amount for the first year in lieu of spreading 
that portion of the deductions for depreciation over a number of 
years.] 
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Where the computer is considered "mixed use 0 --that isi is 
used for both personal and business applications, the law require:, 
that investment tax credits and deductions claimed for business use 
rnust be substantiated by "adeguate contemporaneous rec:c,rds. • 
(Note: this requirement applies also to automobile, travel and 
entertainment expenses.) Professional tax return preparers will be 
required to advise taxpayers of the recordkeeping requirements and 
obtain written confirmation that the records exist before they siqn 
the tax return. The taxpayer may be required to indicate directly 
on the return that the required records have been kept. Claiming a 
deduction without the required records could potentially be conii
dered fraud. The requirement takes effect in the 1985 tax year. 

Whether or not you are able to deduct a home computer, you 
can deduct the cost of software used for business, tax preparation, 
and investment applications. The law also pro•Jides that a hobby 
can qualify as a business if you are makin9 a qood faith effort to 
market the product of the hobby. If, for instance, you write 
software and make a qood faith effort to sell it, you may be able 
to take deductions for equipment depreciation travel, and office 
expenses just as any business does. You must ieep careful records 
of your expenses, and may decide to run advertisements, send the 
software to publishers, have business cards and keep a separate 
business only checking account. Even if your efforts fail, you can 
deduct business losses against personal income for three years out 
of five. If you make a-profit for at least two years out of five, 
you can continue to write off expenses ielated to your 
business/hobby. 

You should also be able to deduct expenses for journals and 
ma9azines related to computing if they are necessary for your job. 
Computer related courses (even if they lead to a degree) may be 
deductible if they are meant to further you in your current job, 
but not if you are taking them to switch to a new field. If your 
company pays for courses, -you should get a letter from your boss 
or a benefits counselor :.tatinq that the course is directly related 
to your job; otherwise, you may have to pa~ taxes on the tuition 
aid [this is retroactive to January of 1984). You can also deduct 
sales tax paid on a home computer and peripherals if you itemize 
deductions on your tax return. You can deduct the costs· of looking 
for a new job if you itemize; conceivably this could include a pro
portion of computer expenses if you use the computer to prepare 
resumes and letters. 

This information is meant to be informative and is not ex
haustive. For more detailed information see an accountant or 
other tax professional. Taking a deduction #or a home computer may 
be a flag (as is a home office deduction) which will make an IRS 
audit more likely. 

[Editor's Note: as this was going to Qress, there were rumors that 
the requirement to keep a log of computer usage has been 
abolished. Check the next issue for more information.) 

(This article originally appeared in the WARUG Newsletter.) 
(c) 1984 by Caroline H. Mack 

=================================================================-
POINTS OF ETIQUETTE 

Ms. Motherboard 

Dear Ms. Motherboard: 

ls it acceptable to 
computer and printed on 
9otten how to hold a pen. 

--Imperfect Writer 

send personal letters written on the 
a dot-matrix printer? I have nearly for-
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Dear Writer: 

~ust as typing a personal letter is acceptable (particularly 
1f one's handwriting is somewhat less decipherable than runes), it 
is acceptable to "type" one's letters on a printer. It is espe
cially important that the missive not appear to have been produced 
in quantity, with only the names of the recipients.. chanqed. When 
usin9 a dot-matrix printer, one should use a dense typi style if 
possible, Margins on letters should not be right jus~ified. Red 
ink is still not acceptable. Ms. Motherboard reminds you, ho11Jever, 
that certain letters, such as love letters, thank y~u notes, and 
sympathy letters, which are very personal, and should, of course, 
still be written by hand. 

Dear Ms. Motherboard, 

I really enjoyed your first column on Points of Etiquette and 
hope you will continue it. Your reader's problem really hit home 
for me. I was engaqed to be married this year, and I could harqly 
get my fiance interested in the wedding plans until he came up with 
the idea of doing our own wedding announcements on his new Rain
bow. Well, I was sort of aghast; but when he showed me his letter 
guality printer I felt a little bit better. The annc,ur,cements 
looked super, and we managed to get married in spite of the 
all-consuming computer! 

My question for you, though, has to do with another matter. 
Now that we're married, I find it is very difficult to get any time 
on the machine because my husband is always on it. He keeps tel
ling me I should learn to use it, but when? How do you and yours 
manage time on the computer in your house? Sometimes when I have 
to do word processing for my job, I think I should have priority. 
This is worse than scheduling the bathroom in the morning! Can you 
help? 

--Multiplanned and Mismanaged 

Dear Multi Ms., 

Ms. Motherboard sympathizes with your predicament. She 
herself has a difficult time getting the computer for the terribly 
important task of advising on computer etiquette, For instance, in 
order to answer this letter Ms. Motherboard had to wrest the 
keyboard away from her husband in a most ernbarrass..in9ly unladylike 
manner. She had thought that the solution might lie in getting a 
second computer, but the temporary presence of a second computer in 
Ms. Motherboard's otherwise genteel home gave rise to (gasp!) 
arguments over who qot to use the computer with the hard disK, So 
Ms: Motherboard cannot recommend this rather expensive solution 
unless a) the couple can afford a second computer, and b) the 
second computer is exactly the same as the first, since one or the 
other of the spouse~. (or other family members) will feel put upon 
by having to use the less desirable second computer, or c) the two 
computers share a hard disk. 

Ms. Motherboard would prefer not to discuss money, but she 
realizes that not everyone is fortunate enough to have a large 
trust fund. Therefore Ms. Motherboard suq9ests that the family 
member whose work on the computer is either income producinq or is 
necessary for their job should get first dibs on computer time. If 
both or neither are doing income producing work, then Ms. Mother
board recommends that tfte couple consider the aqe c,ld ~•ractice of 
"taking turns." This involves setting a time s~an or scheduling 
alternate evenings or days. Thus the couple might agree that one 
will have the computer for two hours then stop (yes, even in the 
middle of writing a ~rogram!) and allow the other to use the compu
ter for two hours. Or the couple (or family members) might agree 
that the computer will be used by each spouse on alternate eve
nings. Ms. Motherboard cannot d~gress further on this.matter, how
ever, at the moment. Her time· has elapsed, and will not start 
again until 2 ~-
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Dear Ms. Motherboard, 

Please help me, I'm desperate. Hy husband has been away on 
business for the past week. I thought it would be a good time to 
learn how to use our Rainbow better. I bouqht a box of disks to 
use with WordPerfect, and learned how to format them. Well, I 
thought I learned. While I was trying to format a disk, I acciden
tally formatted the hard disk instead. I thought the A drive was 
the floppy drjue, but it must be the hard disi, because I don't 
have anything left on it. Mike will absolutely kill me! Is there 
anything I can do? Will Digital's hotline send someone out to help 
me at least get his programs back on the disk? I know he backed up 
the disk a few months ago, but I'm so afraid I've los.t his impor
tant work. 

What can I say to Mike when he returns? 

Yours in desperation, 
P.D.Q. Karen 

Dear PDQ, 

Ms. Motherboard is certainly glad she isn't wearing ygur silk 
stockings. ls reformatting a hard disk grounds for murder. Is it 
justifiable homicide? Ms. Motherboard certainly hopes not. 
Ms. Motherboard abhors violence. To avoid it, she suggests the 
following course of action: 

1. Call the hotline or someone knowledgeable about computers to 
make sure that you really did reformat the hard disk, and are not 
just in a panic. It could happen. 

2. If you did indeed, lose everything (surely it was only the 
MS-DOS side) 1 check every disk in the house to find your husb~nd's 
last hard disk backup. (It isn't very old, is it? We all backup 
our hard disks at least once a week, don't wef if we are doinq work 
that shouldn't be lost? Or once a day?) f he is organized, he 
may have not only backed it up, but marked the disks, as well. 

3. If you find the disks, by all means call the hotline. They 
miqht not send someone out, but they would probably be willinq to 
tell you, step by step, how to properly format the hard disk-and 
load the backup disks. If the back u~ is not very old, call your 
husband and tell him what has happened. Perhaps his temper will 
cool before you see him again. 

4. If you discover that the backups are either old or (horrors) 
non-existant, and your husband's work is irrecoverably lost, write 
him a letter or send him a telegram (he probably won't expect good 
news in a telegram anyway). No point in inviting his wratf, in 
person immediately. Ms. Motherboard always suggests time and 
distance as an antidote to (possibly) murderous anqer. In the 
telegram, tell him what has happened) what you have done to miti
gate iti and offer to type in as mucn as ~ossible of the lost 
work. uepending upon the nature of his work, he may have print
outs, notes, and other thinss which will help rebuild the lost 
files. Generally it is fairly simple to reload the programs since 
there are almost always source disks for those. 

5. In either case, to be fairi he must share the blame with you. 
Not backing up a hard disk is Just as fool hardy as using FORMAT or 
any other command when you are not certain what it does. 

Ms. Motherboard wishes you the best of luck in resolvinq what 
is surely an impossible situation ••. and suggests that all her 
dear readers make an Immediate Reso l ution to Back up their hard 
disks and yes, their floppies, to o as often as necessary to keep 
from iosinq too much work. Backups, particularly of sour~e disks, 
should be Rept at another site. (One reader keeps them in a safety 
deposit box.) 
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Dear Ms. Motherboard, 

I am an interior decorator and my wife is a writer. She has 
decided to buy a Digital computer to do her word processing. I 
don't know a thinq about computer~i but I think she made a wise 
choice aesthetically and erqonomica ly. 

M•,1 prc,blem is this: -she insist!:- on a green screen, clairninq 
it will . be easier on her eyes when she has to-stay up late to meet 
deadline!:., I '=-hudder at the thouqht of a qreen ':.c:reen. I iu':.t 
completed redecorating our study in -Christian Dior grey and white. 
I insist on the white on grey monitor to blend with the decor and 
ambiance; the green would lend such a garish note to an otherwise 
perfect room. My wife thinks I am being unreasonable. 

--Color Conscious 

Dear Conscious , 

De gustibus non est disputantum. Ms. Motherboard cannot bear 
to be seen with anything other than an amber monitor. However, in 
the interests of marital and esthetic harmony, she believes that 
compromise is in order. Since your wife will be using the compu
ter, she should pick the monitor which she finds least stressful to 
her e~es. (Ergonomic experts claim that Ms. Motherboard's choice, 
tasteful amber, causes the least visual discomfort). 

If your wife prefers the green monitor, you have several 
choices, which Ms. Motherbc,ard will enumerate: (1) Since the 
room's color scheme would be spoiled by the green on black, never 
turn on the monitor. (2) Drape camouflage over the computer and 
your wife, and claim that the lump is -a living work of art by a 
new, wonderful, unknown sculptor whom you have discovered. (3) Go 
to another, more esthetically pleasing room while your wife does 
her writing, (4) Hide the computer inside or behind a larqe desk 
or screen. (5) Incorporate bright green accents in the room ' s de
cor, 

Ms. Motherboard suggests 3, 4 or 5, 

Dear Ms. Motherboard, 

Here's a tip for computer weary widows or widowers. My 
husband works on his Rainbow all night long, He's addicted to it! 

Unfortunately, the computer is in our bedroom. I never used 
to get any sleep, what with all the clicks, buzzes) and whirrs. He 
discovered that he could turn off the key clicK and bell so it 
wouldn ' t keep waking me up. Now we don't have to move to a two 
bedroom apartment. 

--Rested But Still Frustrated 

Dear Frustrated, 

How kind of you to pass on the information. Ms. Motherboard 
feels it is her duty to mention that you are indeed fortunate that 
your husband did not buy an IBM PC. The clack of the PC keyboard 
is so loudi ~ou'd never have gotten any sleep. That dreadful IBM 
click can N~VER be turned off. 

Feeling a parity error? Questions related to computer etiquette 
should be sent to Ms. Mc,therbc,ard care of the Newsletter Edi tor. 
Ideally. letters should be sent on buff micro-perf bond with match
inq en~~lopes; however Ms, Motherboard has assured the Editor that 
she will read all missives. 

(c) 1984, 1985 by Caroline M. Mack 
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THE GRAPEVINE 

, , .Borland may put out a Modula-2 compiler soon. , .. Mark Wil
liam's C in a Rainbow MS-DOS version should be out by the end of 
June ( ) •••• Used printers are typically discounted as much as 
60% over the original cost ••• if you can find a used HP Laserjet, 
it could be as low as -· .•• R Bas.e: 5000 will not be avail
able in a Rainbow version unless DEC comes to them and specifically 
requests it, accordinq to MicroRim .... dBase III for the Rain
bow--it IS available--mentions that you need MS-DOS version 2.11 to 
run it. , .fortunately, not true ••. it runs. fine on MS-DOS 
2.05 •••• Think twice before starting to change config.sys, espe
cially if you have any files on the system already ..• you_ may get 
some very strange errors •••. If you were planning to switch your 
100A motherboard for a 1008, you may have to forget it •.. ap
parently DEC has released an in tern al memo bann i n·3 the 
chanqes ..•• Minitel (public domain communications proqram, AKA 
Decmini) v. 3.02 doesn't work ••• s·tick with 3.0, which still 
works fine •.• Turbo-Pascal version 3.01A is being sent out. .• it 
apparently _corrects problem? in version 3.Q •• -._.Framework will 
not be available for the Rainbow. • .nor will ThrnkTank .... Is 
DEC contemplating a lap top Rainbow to be made at a plant in Color
ado? •.. at least one Rainbow user is beta-testinq a version of 
Borland's Sidekick for the Rainbow ••• DEC is threatening employees 
so they won't talk about a new computer expected to be announced 
before· Christmas 1985. • • the new personal computer wi 11 not be 
compatible with the Rainbow. 

(c) 1985 by Caroline M. Mack 

================================================================== 
SHORT NOTES 

--Barry Folsom, manager of DEC's Rainbow group, has resigned. He 
has taken a position as vice-president of East Coast engineering 
with Sun Microsystems, of Mountain 1Jiew, California. Foh.om headed 
the product team which developed the Rainbow 100, 100+, 190, and 
the ~180, Folsom's resignation closely follows the resignation of 
Neil Rich, Manaqer of -Tactical Marketing for the Rain6ow. Rich 
left that post in-January to take another position within DEC. 

--Lotus is offering Lotus magazine free to Lotus users for the 
first six months. ---rniy sent out a mailing to reqistered Lotus 
owners. If you are interested contact Lotus Ha3azine 1 Subscrip
tion Department, Neptune, NJ 67755. The first issue, 1n May, was 
pretty impressive. 

--PECUS, the Personal Engineering Computer User's Society, pub
lishes a monthl~ newsletter Personal Engineering and Instrumenta
tion News. The Personal Engir,eering Products D1rectc,ry lists. eiver 
300 companies which sell software, hardware enhancements, and 
productivity aids for engineers and scientists. The Directory is 
$ ·• Membership in the society, which is$ ; a year, reduces the 
cost of the Directory to$ . For more information, contact Per
sonal Engineering Communications, P. 0. Box 983, Back Bay Annex, 
Boston, MA 02117. 

--The 1985 edition of the DEC Add-Ons and Upgrades cataleique is 
offering the 5 meg hard disk (RCD50-88/LZ) for tfieRainbow 100 at 
the reduced price of$·., , approximately half eif what it cei~.t last 
year. The price of the 10 meg hard disk has not dropped. For 
comparison, the cost of a dual f lerp~•Y unit is $ ·. :;. Feir more 
information or a copy of the catalog, contact Digital Equipment 
Corporation 1 Continental Boulevard, MK01/W83, Merrimack, NH 03054, 
(800)343-40q0, . 

--Both Kodak and Polaroid have jumped into the floppy disk market. 
Polaroid is offering a disk recovery service; cla1ms that most 
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disks can be saved, but that data which has been corrupted 
magnetically cannot be reconstructed. 

--Closing the Gap is a newsletter which provides information about 
microcomputer technology as wel l as sources of information, pro
d~cts, and servi~es fo~ special edu~~tion and handicapP.ed pers~ns. 
81rnc,nthly . It 1s a1Ja1lable for <f · a year from Closing the l:iap, 
P. 0. Box 68, Henderson, MN 56044, (612) 248-3294. 

--Wo r dPer fect Note: to change letters to either lower or upper 
case, turn on "range," ["blo~k" in 4.0] and then press "extended 
features" ["switch" in 4.0). 

--Microsoft 800 number: (800) 426-9400 

--With WordStar and a dot-matrix printer, you may be able to embed 
commands which allow you to print out scientific text, using the 
mail merge feature and the four user functions (PF 1-4). Details 
on how to achieve this can be found in "SCISTAR: Greek and Math 
Symbols with WordStar,• p. 26-29 in the August 1984 issue of Dr. 
Dobb ' s Journal. 

--Word-to-Word is a utility which allows documents written usinq 
WordStar, Cl*□S, or the DECmate II to be translated so that docu~ 
ments wr1tten on any one of the three can be edited on either of 
the other two. Word-to-+lord is available for the Rainbow, DECmate 
II 1 Pro 350, or VAX with VTlOO and 200 series terminals. The Pro 
35u version costs $ • • Maintenance contracts are available. 
Available from Aquidneck Data Corp., P. 0. Box 639, Newport, RI 
02840, (401) 847-7260. 

--Touchscreen kit~. for the DEC Rainbc,w, Pro 350, and VT series 
terminals are available from Microtouch Systems, Inc. The kits 
enable the equipment to have a 1024 x 1024 pixel touch-sensitive 
screen which allows users to select from menus, create and manipu
late graphics, and move the cursor. The touch screen controller is 
programmable. $ ;... · from Micro touch Systems, Inc., 400 West Cum
mings Park, 1-loburn, MA 01801, 

--Brother, makers of the popular HR-15 low cost daisy wheel prin
ter, have introduced the Twinwriter 5 1 a printer which has dual 
side-side dot matrix and daisy-wheel pnntheads. The 96 character 
daisywheel produces letter quality print at up to 36 cps. It can 
be switched either by hardware or software to a 9-pin dot matrix 
head which can print up to 140 characters per second. The printer 
allows insertion of graphics within letter quality text. It is bi
directional, and supports boldface, underlinei super and subscrip
ting . ~~1 proportiona~ spasing. There is an 1 K buffer. It ~ists 
at i_ · ,, lnformat1on is avallable from Brother International 
Corp., 8 Corporate Place, Piscataway, NJ 08854, (201) 981-0300. 

--VDT's and pregnancy, the latest word: The American College of 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists says that pregnant women who work 
at video display terminals can continue as long as they are phy
sically comfortable. Based on studies conducted by the US Army 
Environmental Hygiene Agency and the Center for Disease Control, 
ACOG concluded -that radiation levels were low enough that they 
would not cause birth defects or spontaneous abortion. 

--The AFL-CIO is campaigning to add computer home workers to the 
list of indu~.tries in which home ernployment is banned by the Fair 
Labor Standards Act. The union claims claims that telecommuting 
workers should be protected from exploitation by supervisors who 
might gay them by output rather than time. Rob Cuccia, of the 
U.S. epartment of Labor, stated recently that no regulations 
regarding computer home workers have been proposed during the 
Reagan Aaninistration. Eighteen states have laws restricting work 
at home. Restrictive zoning laws may also cause problems for tele
commuters. 
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--The December, 1984 issue of the magazine, Data Based Advisor 
offers an article~ "DEC Rainbow 100 Interface: Taking Advantage of 
Powerful Video ~apabilities." The articles discusses the video 
display and line drawing capabilities of the Rainbow. It offers 
four different program-listings which enable the DBase II user to 
take advantaqe of tfie Rainbow's video display in DBase applica-
tions. -

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Dear Edi tor: 

I was pleased to finally receive another issue of the PC-SIG 
Newsletter last week. After watching other DECUS MEMBERS receive 
tJAX Newsletter after VAX Newsletter, I was beginning to feel like a 
poor cousin. I appreciated the variety of information you inclu
ded, and the clear readable format. 

I was particularly interested in Dennis Fitzgerald's note 
about Application Migration Executive 86 (AME-86). However, when 1 
looked up Volum 32 of the DECUS Program Library to order this 
software, I came up with "Tarbell Basic Lanquaqe Assembler, Part 
II." I then slope with someone at the DECUS [ibfar~ who was unable 
to find anything in the abstract indicating that AME86 was actually 
on this volume.- Could you clarify this issue? 

When I spoke with DECUS, I was told that the PC Library 
Volumes were basically unsupported in any way. Which brings me to 
a reconmendation--1 think that the newsletter could provide a 
valuable service to PC-SIG members by printing a detailed listing 
and/or review of the myriad programs contained on the PC Volumes. 
I certainly don't have the time, expertise, or money to look at 50+ 
PC Volumes for applications which I might use. Yet if I hear of 
something usable, (like AME-86), I would certainly include it in my 
daily work. I recognize that you have space and time concerns, but 
would hope a "Library Review" could be included in each issue. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Leenhouts 
Hope College, Holland, MI 

Dear Mark, 

As Celeste Markouich, the former editor, wrote to you, the 
Volume 32 that Dennis Fitzgerald spoke of in his article was actu
ally Volume 32 of the Washinqton Area Rainbow User's Group Public 
Domain Library. -

Shortly after I received your letter, 1 received a copy of 
the 1985/86 U.S. Chapter DECUS Program Library Software Extracts. 
The abstracts they published were sufficiently explanatory. 
However~ I was dismayed to find that there were only three volumes 
(one M~-DOS two CP/M) which r,Jere actually written for the 
Rainbow! Ali of the others are older CP/M programs which may or 
may not run on the Rainbow. 

You will have better luck, and find the software is cheaper, 
from local user qroups. Nearly all of the 9roups listed below have 
public domain libraries. ExQlanatory listings may not be as 
thorough as those in the DECUS Library, but the programs vJill 
cost les: .. (Some libraries charqe a nominal fee, others t,..1ill let 
you send your own formatted disks with return postaqe.) Another 
way to qet· software is to download it from bulletin -boards (also 
listed at the end of the newsletter.) 

I like your suqgestion for a "Library Review" cc,lumn for 
Public Domain software.- However, I must defer to other readers 
for the contents! Readers are invited tc, write program~. up and 
send the write-up to me at the address above. 

Caroline Mack 
C~itor 
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USER GROUP COLlffi 

I will try to update this column in each issue. If you know 
of a DEC PC user/s group that is not listed, please send me the 
name, addressi telephone number and a contact person. Also, plea':.e 
let me know ot any changes in the information here. Thanks. --ED 

CALIFORNIA 

INLAND EMPIRE PC LUG 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Jan Snyder 
General Dynamics 
380 Veronica Street 
Upland CT 91786 
(714) 620-7511, X 1118/1101 

SACRAMENTO VALLEY LUG 
RAINBOW SIG 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Robert Walraven 
1309 Notre Dame Drive 
Davis, CA 95616 
------------------------SAN DIEGO AREA RAINBOW LOCAL USER'S GROUP 

Contact: 
Chairman: 
Rick Eliopoulos 
5258 Vickie Drive 
San Diego, CA 92109 
(619) 225-7867 
(619) 488-2116/5258 

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA DEC PC USER GROUP 
P. 0. Box 12561 
Northqate Station 
San Rafael, CA 94913-2561 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Dale ~-J. Hiller 
(415) 472-6531 

SANTA BARBARA AREA DEC PC LUG 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Rick Vincent 
253 Asl)en Way 
Santa Barbara, CA 93111 
(805) 964-9744 

SILICON VALLEY DEC PC USER'S GROUP 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Seth Goldberg 
Stanford University 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanfordt CA 94305-4349 
(415) 85q-3300, X 2874 
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SOUTHERN CALI FORNI A PC LUG 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Bi 11 C . Dav i s 
GoodGames 
1457 1/2 West 219th Street 
Torrance 1 CA 90501 
(213) 61~-1083 

CCNNECTI Clff 

HARTFORD RAINBOW OSER.,S GROUP 
P. 0. Box 10387 
~est Hartford, CT 06110 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Reginald Dionne 
(203) 725-6000, X 5248 
(203) 583-4816 

NEW HAVEN RAINBOW LUG 
-

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
~illiam B. Leng 
Southern Connecticut State Univ. 
501 Crescent Street 
New Haven, CT 06515 
(203) 397-4625 

NECRUG (Northeastern Connecticut Rainbow User's Group) 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Howard Roberts 
67 Route 6 
Andover CT 06232 
(203) 4~6-3920 (days) 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, MARYLAND AND NORTHERN VIRGINIA 

HASHINGfON AREA RAINBOW USER'S GROUP 

Chairman: 
Ken Gordc,r, 
8600 Burning Tree Road 
Bethesda~ MD 20817 
(301) 46::,-9240 

For information, contact: 
Newsletter Editor: 
Caroline M. Hack 
6415 Adelphi Road 
University Park, MD 20782 
(301) 927-0108 

~~ASHINGTON AREA PRO USER'S GROUP 

For information, contact: 
Sharon Weiss 
255 Conqressional Lane 
Rockville, MD 20852 
(703) 692-1380 
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FLORIDA 

TRI-COUNTY RAINBOW LUG 

For more information, contact: 
Bill Tabor 
Computer Products, Inc. 
2900 Gateway Drive 
Pom~ano BeachA FL 33069 
(3050 974-5SGu, x7258 

HAWAII 

HAWAII RAINBOW USER'S GROUP 

For information
1 

contact: 
Professor Russe 1 Yost 
LI. of Hawed i 
Tropical Agriculture Department 
3190 Mai le I.Jay 
(St. John's 017) 
Honolulu, HI 96822 

ILLINOIS 

CHICAGOLAND AREA PC/WPS LUG 

For information, contact: 
Cheryl A. Celeste 
Monsanto 
9701 West Higgins Road 
Suite 500 
Rosemont~ IL 60018 
(312) 82;;s-9050 

MAS~CHUSETTS 

Boston Computer Society 
DEC PERSONAL COMPUTER USER'S GROUP 

For information, contact: 
Boston Computer Society 
One Center Plaza 
Boston HA 02108 
BCS (6i7) 367-8080 
Chairman: 
Karl Rosenberger 
15 WillowbrooK Drive 
Framinqhami MA 01701 
(617) 879-1::1307 

MISSOURI 

ST. LOUIS PC LUG 

For information, contact: 
Ken Kaplan 
Data Research Associates 
9270 Olive Boulevard 
St. Louis, HO 63132-3276 
(314) 432-1100 
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NEBRASKA 

OMAHA RAINBOW USER'S GROUP 

For information contact: 
Shirley Bohaty 
1343 Bel Aire Blvd, 
Wahoo NE 68066 
(402)'443-4766 

NEW HAt-!PSHIRE 

SEACOAST PC LUG 

For information, contact: 
Kevin Sperl 
ACS Inc, 
P. 0. Box 76 
Center Strafford, NH 03815 
(603) 664-9717 

NEW MEXICO 

ALBUQUERQUE DEC PC LUG 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Stan Outler 
7204 Oralee NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87109 

NEW YORK 

LONG ISLAND LUG 
(PC SIG?) 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Al (Fred) Scholldorf 
Reuters, Ltd. 
90 Davids Road 
Hau~pauge, NY 11788 
( 516) 435-7116 
-------------------------NEW YORK METRO DEC PC LUG 

For information, contact: 
Co-Chairman: 
Bob Bennett 
DEC User ✓ s Group of Greater New York 
697 West End Avenue, t9B 
New York, NY 10025 

GREATER ROCHESTER AREA LUG 
PC Forum 

For information, contact: 
Gary Griswold 
B&G Associates 
P. 0. Box 81 
Webs.ter NY 14580 
(w) (716) 722-1723 
(o) (716) 477-5664 
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NORTH CAROLINA 

RESEARCH TRIANGLE LUG 
PC Special Interest Group 

For information, 
,Tack Brickle~• · 
P. 0. Box 2713 
Chapel Hill..!. NC 
(919) 929-7191 

OHIO 

contact: 

27515 

CENTRAL OHIO PC LUG 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Dana Klebes 
Battelle Memorial Institute 
505 King Avenue 
Columbus 1 OH 43201 
(614) 42'1-4947 

For information, also contact: 
Robert L. Lindsay 
Lancaster City Schools 
345 East Hulberr~ Street 
Lancaster, OH 43130 

the Central Ohio LUG is also trying to start a PC SIG. 

PENNSYLVANIA 

DELAWARE VALLEY DEC-PC OSER GROUP 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Roland Spressart 
RSPE Engineers 
89 Signal Hill Road 
Hollandi PA 18966 
(215) 9b8-3494 

Newsletter Editor: 
Tom Deahl 
MICRODOC 
815 Carpenter Lane 
Philadelphia, PA 19919 
(215) 848-4545 

ST. JOSEPH ✓ s LNIVERSITY RAINBOW USER ✓ s GROUP 

For information, 
Chairman 
Dr. Val Herzfeld 
5600 City Avenue 
Philadeli:ihia.!. PA 
(215) 899-76b5 

contact: 

19131 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA DEC RAINBOH USER ✓ s GROUP 

For information, contact: 
Bi 11 Gavel is 
906 South 46th Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19143 
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TENNESSEE 

MIDDLE TENNESSEE DEC PC LUG 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Dennis D. Knowles 
Cumberland Associates 
108 Brookhollow Driue 
Old Hickor~ 1 TN 37138 
(615) 754-9151 

TEXAS 

DALLAS RAINBOW USER'S GROUP 
For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Ken Kattner 
Kadex Corporation 
11311 North Central Expressway 
Suite 300 
Dallasi TX 75243 
(214) b92-6080 

HOUSTON DEC PC LUG 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
Allen Bar tr am 
Houston Micros 
12502 Mi llbanks 
Houston~ TX 77031 
( 713) 4:::,5-3168 

or 
9119 South Gressner 
Suite 101 
Houston~ TX 77074 
( 713) 9tsl-5107 

UTAH 

SALT LAKE'S RAINBOW USER'S GROUP 
(a SIG of the Salt Lake LUG) 

For information, contact: 
J. R. Westmoreland 
6748 Acoma Road 
Midvale1 UT 84947 
(801) 2b2-5251 

VIRGINIA 

RICHMOND USERS GROUP 

For information, contact: 
Gilpin Brown 
Academic Computinq 
University of Richmond 
Richmond~ VA 23173 
(804) 280-6494 
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WISCONSIN 

NORTHEAST WISCONSIN LUG 
(PC SIG?) 

For information, contact: 
Steve Pes.chke 
Network System Design 
300 North Main Street 
3rd Floor 
Oshkosh, WI 54901 

GERMANY 

GERMAN PC SIG 

For more information, contact 
Dr. Otto Titze 
Institut fur Kernphysik THD 
TH Darmstadt 
Schlossqartenstrasse 9 
6100 Darmstadt 
Gerrriany 
(Telephone) (0 6151) 16 33 23 

EUROPE 

EUROPEAN PC SIG 

For more information, contact: 
Paul Saw~er 
School of Chemical Engineering 
University of Bath - -
Bath, Avon, BA27AY 
England 

OTHER 

COMPUSERVE 

The VAXSIG has an active qroup of DEC PC users. Compuserve sub
scribers can type GO PCS-16 at the! prompt and select sub-area 
6. A real time conference is held every Wednesday at 9:30 F11 
EST. Also has a bulletin board and software area. 

ROG--ROBIN CIWNER ✓ s GROUP 

For information, contact: 
Chairman: 
~John Comella 
2 Mockingbird Lane 
Maynard, HA 01754 

~ERI CAN BAR ASSOCIATION DEC USER GROUP 
Lawrence Eisenberg 
(818) 788-0354 

Kelly Frey 
Harwell Barr Martin and Ste9all 
P.O. Box 2960 
Nashville, TN 37219-0960 
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David Sykes 
Duane, Morris and Heckcher 
One Franklin Plaza 
Phil adell'_hi ai PA 19102 
ABA CONFER# 70 

NATIONAL DECUS ADDRESS 

DECUS (Digital Equipment User 1 s Society) 
Annf'oley 
249 Northboro Road (BP02) 
MarlboroJ MA 01752 
(617) 48u-3259 
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DEC RAINBCJ.I ORIENTED BULLETIN BOARDS 

Bulletin Boards are believed to be 
All accept 300 and 1200 baud rates. 
letin boards may not be complete. 

open 24 hours unless noted. 
This list of DEC-oriented bul-

(201) 750-3748 DEC-J..IARE II Iselin NJ. David Horowitz 
(203) 453-1089 Rainbow's End Guilford, CT. Matt Gertner 

-6 am) 
PTC NET Mt. Vernon, Washington. 

(7 pm 

(206) 
(212) 
(213) 
(213) 

757-5233 
535-8924 
204-2996 
436-4324 

DEC-WARE I Fortot ••• New York NY. 
Rainbow Dataos Angelesl. CA. Oon Brauns 

Long Beach Micro [ong ~each, CA. (after business 
hours) 

(214) 
(301) 
(301) 
(305) 
(312) 
(314) 

(314) 
(314) 
(31 4) 
(314) 
(408) 
( 415) 
( 415) 
(602) 

991-7934 
484-2831 
776-2300 
677-8332 
759-5402 
432-4129 

726-3448 
576-2743 
234-1462 
962-0395 
923-5565 
864- 1418 
431-8088 
952-2146 

DalTex FIDo.Jet Dallas TX 
CLP-BBS Pikesville, MD. John Madill 
The Beauty Board Laurel MD John Raum 
Joe's Ra1nbow Orlando, fL. Joe Clayton 
Ill1n1 Data Bolingbrook, IL. Rob Elliot 
DECOS Central St. Louis, MO. Sysops 16, 17, 
and 22 
Mikes-Board St. Louis, MO. Mike Mellinger 
PC LOG St. Louis, MO. Ken Kaplan 
MDC RCC St. Louis, MO. Ben Baker ( 5 pm - 8 am) 
OCA BBS St Louis MO. Jon Wichman 
Vern's FIDO San Jo~.e, CA. Vern Crawford 
Fido's-Board San Francisco, CA . Tom Jennings 
Pupp6

1 s Board San Francisco, CA Tom Jenninqs 
Rain ow BBS Phoenix, AZ. Jim Kashner (12 am -
4 pm , 1 o pm - 12 ami H-F ; 12 am - 8 am , Weekends) 

(609) 429-6630 DEC-House Cherry Hil , NJ . Brian Sietz 
(12 a.m.-5:30 p.m.) 

(617) 481-7147 WaCStar Marlboro, MA. Kevin Porter (run by a 
DE employee) 

(617) 783-7528 Midnight DEC Allston, MA. David Strickler 
(12 a.m. to 5 p.m.--may nc,t be in operation) 
DEC-Line Boston, MA. Bill McNeil (617) 

( 617) 
(617) 
(617) 
(617) 

( 619) 

(703) 

721-1688 
632-1861 
874-4325 
646-3610 
486-2285 

Dave' s FIDO Gardner, MA. David Rene 
Dave's Annex Westminster, MA David Rene 
NECS Arlington, MA. Dave Mitton 
JUJG=ENG HootNet Littleton MA Bob Gibson (Run 
by the Rainbow Engineering Group at DEC) 

488-2116 San Die!o Rainbow-LUG San Diego, CA. Rick 
El1opou os (7 am - 7 pm) 

671-0598 The Bear's Den Falls Church, VA. Kurt Reisler 
(7 a.m.-11 p.m.) 

(703) 359-6179 Wash-A-RUG Fairfax, VA. Washington Area Rainbow 
User's Group 

(713) 870-8033 Artichoke_ Houston, TX. . . 
(714i 537-7355 Mike's Rainbow Garden Grove~ CA Mike Hamilton 
(717 794-52-68 Catt Rouse Fido Blue Ridge ~ummit, PA. Bob Catt 
(806 795-0102 DEC Domain Lubbock, TX. Alan Minchew 
011-46-541-33170 Da~ Rainbow Karlstad, Sweden. Conny Jonsson 

(300 bau ) 
011-44-635-4680 Ron Smallwood England. Ron Smallwood 

(non-Fido bulletin boards) 

(201) 249-0691 CP/H-Net (tm) East Piscataway NJ 
(505) 831-0205 ROBIN RBBS Albuquerque NM Elroy Gonzales 
(617) 467-4824 PD( (Scientific Applications Public Domain 
Software; to log ontosystem respond to prompt for "Username' and 
'Password' with 'PDL' 
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APPENDIX 

HAS THE RAINBC'-' BEEN DROPPED? ONLY DEC KNOWS FOR SURE 

Since this newsletter is scheduled to appear in June, this is 
definitely "old news.• But for those who haven't seen this else
where, here is the text of the Press Conference which DEC arranged 
to reassure us that the Rainbow hasn't been dropped, alonq with 
other comments and related articles. -

DEC RAINBIJ.J TO FORM SIGNIFICANT LINK IN DEC OFFICE AUTOMATION STRA
TEGY 

At a press conference called by Ken Olsen, president of 
Dig;tal Equipment 9orporation, H~nfY. Anc9na, Group Manager of the 
Office and Information Systems d1v1sion discussed DEC's plans for 
office automation, and where the Rainbow fits within DEC's office 
automation strategy. Here is the complete text of Henry Ancona's 
March 4 Press Announcement at the Merrimac (New Hampshire) DEC 
facility. 

"Today we are delivering the third in a serie~. ot announcements 
we promised in December. We said that Digital would clearly, 
rel)eatedl 11, and without a doubt, set new stanaards ir, ir,teqrated 
office systems. We continued to fulfill this commitment at OAC in 
February. And today we are gathered by the pine trees and ponds to 
discuss two things with you:-

o First 1 Digital's vision of how personal computing fits into 
the company s office workstation strategy and, second 

o Siqnificant new products and product enhancements, particu
larly for the Rainbow, that are based on that strategy, and that 
strengthen our leadership role in the office. 

Digital's Office Workstation strategy is the outgrowth of 
extensive market research, as well as constant discussions with 
current and prospective customers. Very simply, it is Digital's 
response to defined needs, from actual and potential real-life 
users, in all size.s and kinds of offices. 

And what did our research tell us? Two points worth remem
bering: 

First, stand-alone personal computing in the office is a 
thing of the past. At times, individuals may work alone, but 
individuals are members of teams, too. They need to access, use, 
and share information with other members of their team, their 
department, and their company. Each individual's workstation or 
personal computer must be vitally linked with Departmental and 
corporate computers;- to facilitate sharing information between 
teams and departments, and accessing necessary data. 

Second! there is no such thing as a Universal Workstation. 
Users want the right workstation) for the right job, at the riqht 
price, to help them do their jobs oet ter. -

Let's briefly review user needs in the office and, how Digit
al has addressed each user's needs, supplyir,g the right solution 
for the right job at the right price. 

First let me tell you what the casual user wants. He or she 
needs the resources of a computer only a few times a day: to look 
up summary information ... to read and respond to electronic mail 
once or twice a day. In fact, our research shows that a large 
percentage of non-automated office workers fall into this cate
gory. For the casual user, at about $1,000, Digital offers the 
QT200 terminal family, which can access the broad ranqe of func
tionality to our VAX-based integrated office system, All~in-1. 

For those not familiar with All-in-1, it is the best inte
grated office system on the market. It has a unique combination of 
VAX f:!OWer, sophisticated communications, and office functionality. 
It off,rs word processing, electronic m?ii, ?nd_voic, cap?bility, 
among its features. It leads the competition in tunct1onal1ty. 
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Next, lets look at the text intensive user, a professional 
whose job consists of a lot of wr1tinq a secretary or support 
person. This person needs more than {~e casual user; in addition 
to information retrieval and electronic mail, refined text pro
cessinq at the individual's desk is a necessity. 

For the text intensive user we have the DECmate. For about 
$ , the DECroate III Office Workstation offers both Diqital WPS 
word processing at the individual ' s desk as well as consistent 
menus and tiqht inteqration with All-in-1. 

Now we-have the popular personal computing software user, 
who-:.~ needs are the same word prc,cessinq, and more. This person 
also wants easy-to-use spreadsheets! Qraphics

1 
and other widely 

available software--the tradit i ona wpersona computer• applica
tions such as Lotus 1-2-3. He or she wants ease of use and control 
of information in a highly local, personal environment. And at the 
same time, the ability to integrate information from departmental 
or corporate computers with this personal computer software. 

for the poptilar P!~~onal computin9 software us,r, we offer 
the Rainbow. At about $-:;tJOti, our new Rainbow 190 Office Worksta
tion gives the user the convenience of traditional eersonal compu
t,r software at the individu~l ' s ~esk, as _well _as WP~ _word proces
sing, consistent menus and tight 1nte9rat1on with All-1n-l. 

Next is the custom application software user. His or her 
needs are more sophisticated, more specialized. This user may be a 
technical manager who needs to plot complex project development, or 
dip into technical files ••. the manufacturing manager who must do 
MRP and inventory control ... the senior financial person who needs 
more than a simple spreadsheet. This individual needs the power of 
the minicomputer on the desk. 

For this user~ Digital offers the Professional. At approxi
mately$ 1 the PRu 380 Office Workstation gives the user a 
powerful minicomputer at the individual's desk, as well as consis
tent menus tight integration with All-in-1. 

At the top of the power scale is the en9ineerio9 graphics 
user. This person--whether a design engineer or design proJect 
iiiana9er--not only needs to tie into an office s.ystem with elec
tronic mail, word processing, and data retrieval. He or she also 
needs special software1 functional capability, and graphics, for 
such application as CAu/CAM ..• the power of a superminicomputer on 
the desk. 

At approximately $ , we have our VAXStation family with 
local engineering management and design capabilities including 
CAD/CAM, and connection to All-in-1, 

The right workstation for the right job at the right price, 
so each user can do his or her job better •.• all tiqntly inte
grated to All-in-1 on the VAX and other vendors ✓ computer systems, 
so individuals share informatic,n with other members of their tearo, 
department, or entire corporation, - anywhere in the world. 

But now, let's focus on today's product announcement~-, start
ing with out excitinf new Rainbow system • 

. _I am please~ o annou~ce a new R~inbow systemt that .has been 
optimized for use in the off1ce--the Rainbow 190. he Rainbow 190 
has been specially packaged for user who need the capabilities of a 
top of the line personal computer tightly integrated with a depart
mental office system. Available in ,T1.1ly in an easy to order pack
age, the Rainbow 190 is priced at$,-:- _, and includes the Rainbow 
Office Workstation software, full WPS word processinq, a 10 mega
byte disk, and the appropriate hardware and memory. Prices are as 
low as$ .· each in quantities of 100. 

The new Rainbow Office Workstation software, available sepa
rately for current Rainbow users, increases the benefits of desktop 
computing by tightly integrating Rainbow personal computing soft
ware with VAX-based All-in-1. This includes the ability to down
line load information from the VAX directly into a program for 
local processinq on the Rainbow. It features consistent menus with 
All-in-1, the local creation of mail messages, and automatic mail 
pickup_and de~ivery. The R~i_nbow Office Workstation software will 
be ava1 lable in June for $ , ' • 

At the same time, we are announcir19 Rainbow WPS, which brinqs 
Digital's WPS word processing--with all its feature-rich function-
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ality and consistency--to the Rainbow family. Priced at $595 when 
purchased separately, WPS on the Rainbow will be available in June. 

For those Rainbow users who require the highly sophisticated 
level of interaction offered by DEC.NET, we have our next announce
ment. Rainbow with DECNET gives the Rainbow better and easier 
access to any computer on a DECNET network. It allc,ws users to 
send and receive files from ~ny system on the network, anywhere 
in the world. Priced at t · ;· Rainbow with DECNET will be avail
able in September. 

Today '· s announcements, we are confident, further '.:,trengthen 
the Rainbow family. 

Now on the the DECmate Office Workstation, which merges the 
benefits of full-function word processing at the deskto~, with 
All-in-1 on the departmental or corporate VAX system. The new 
version we are announcing today offers increased ease of use 
through menus consistent with All-in-li local creation of elec
tronic mail messages and automatic mai pick-up and delivery. 
Version 2 of the DECmate Office Workstation will be available in 
July for $ ~ • 

Today, we are also announcing a version of the Pro Office 
Workstation. The PRO Office Workstation takes advantage of the 
PRO's multi-tasking capabilities, and offers automatic mail pick-up 
and delivery. Enhancements include menus consistent with All-in-1, 
full DECNET support, additional features, and automatic file 
back-up to the VAX. The new version of the PRO Office Workstation 
will be available in April for . And, today, we are announcinq 
our intention to make WPS word processing available at the desktop 
level on the Professional. 

1-lith these announcements Digital continues tc, set new stan
dards for integrated Office Systems. No one else can do what 
Digital can. 

Not a single universal workstation forced on everyone . •• 
but a universal user interface, consistent with All-in-1, no matter 
what workstation sits on the desk. Whether you are used to workinq 
on a VT200, a DECmate, a Rainbow, or a PRO, you can be in any 
office, at any workstation, anywhere in your company and know 
how to access your electronic mail. It will be instantly familiar 
because the keystrokes, commands, and menus are familiar. It will 
be instantly available because every workstation can be connected 
throuqh the· Diqital network. 

-The same consistency applies 
From any workstation--no matter which 
familiar keystrokes, commands, and 
able ~o write, edit, transfer, print 
rnents. 

to our WPS word processinq. 
one you use--you will see 

menus. You will be instantly 
and electronically mail docu-

The beauty of Digital's Workstation strategy extends beyond 
the right power, at the right price, at the desktop. It includes 
the right combination of desktop capability and tight integration 
with departmental and corporate computers. 

All users need to be able to connect to departmental and 
corporate cqmQuters _ for sending and receiving electronic mail and 
to look up information. 

Most users want to create and edit electronic mail, and do 
their word processing, right at their own desks, where they have 
direct control of their document files. Many users want full 
networking capabilities for easy access to their departmental and 
corporate computers, to extend the individual nature of tradi tic,nal 
personal computing, to cooperative, team computing. 

And the moie sophisticated users need all these capabilities 
to take full advantage of distributed applications. 

No other company can make it all work together like Digital 
can. No other company can offer users the convenience and cost 
effectiveness of this kind crf computing. No one. . .not even IBM. 

As you can readily understand, -a single VAX architecture, 
comprehensive · networking, the power of All-in-1, consistent word 
processing and consistent human interfaces, all tightly integrated 
together--from the desktop to the data center--make us unique.• 
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DEC RUMORS FLY DURING FEBRUARY 

Ancona's announcement came in the wake of rumors which flew 
during February after a New York times story stated that DEC was 
retooling the factory which produced the Rainbow line in order to 
make Micro-ll's. An article in the Wall Street Journal a few days 
letter noted that DEC's stock had dropped four points after the 
Rainbow line was dropped. 

Susan Walter and Nancy Settle of DEC stated that the rumor 
wa-:. not true. Both sent an internal memo dated 1,-Jednesday, Februarv 
13, 1985, with the following information: · ' 

The followin~ statements will be released to the press in re
spon-:.e to Monday s New York Times article regarding the Rainbow 
product: 

We are NOT abandoning Personal Computers: 

In the wake of recent speculation that it is abandoning the 
personal computer market and, in particular, its RAINBOW micrc,com
puter, Digital Equipment Corporation signaled that it would an
nounce,1. next month, significant enhancements tc, its RAINBOl,,J and 
DECMAT~ personal computers which, according to Diqital President, 
Ken Olsen, "will set new standards of ver<:.atility arid functionality 
for personal computers". Olsen did not provide specific details on 
the announcement, but said that the planned enhancements and op
tions would combine the best features of personal computing, word 
proces<:.ing, and office automation. He said the new offerings·would 
deliver important price/performance improvements in environments 
where interconnected personal computers are used as the user inter
face to larger systems. 

Olsen stressed that the enhanced capabilities would also be 
available as upgrades to current RAINBOW/DECMATE users. 

!--le are NOT planning to have a layoff: 

1,-le are improving manufacturing efficiencies through major new 
technologies like LSI, reduced overhead co<:.ts by simplifyinq our 
organization and structure, improved inventory management tech
niques and continued increases in th~ quality and reliability of 
our products. 

areas has allowed us over three years 
without increasing our manufacturing 

"Our success in these 
to nearly double our sales 
populatic,n. 

•our competitiveness demands that we.accelerate and expand on 
these programs to improve productivity. Therefore, over the next 
several years, we plan to be able to support 1ncreasinq sales 
levels with a reduced manufacturing population." -

In a telephc,ne interview, Susan Walters., local Sales Unit 
Manager, stated that the article in the New York Times had "no 
credence. DEC is committed to the product.• She stated the an
nouncement in the New York times was not true, and that DEC be
lieved that the announcement had occured because a disgruntled 
DEC employee at their Westfield manufacturing plant had-sent an 
internal memo to the New York Times. She also suqqested that the 
fall in DEC stock was not related the news that-the Rainbow had 
been dropped, but was instead related to the fact that IBM had 
posted flat earnings for the previous quarter. She mentioned that 
a number of other computer stocks had fallen more than DEC. 

Regarding DEC ' s response to the New York Times article of 
February 12, 1985 reqardinq the cessation of Rainbow production, 
the following was downloadea from a bulletin board: 
0 Audience: Worldwide 
From: Jack Shields, V.P. Field Opera tions 
Subj: Response to New York Times article 

The New York Times published an article in their February 12, 
1985 edition entitled "Product Abandoned by DIGITAL" and subtitled 
"Rainbow Plant being Refitted." 
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This article has been the basis for articles in various other 
publications addressing the same topic. The misleading impressions 
which the article gives require clarification which we-are current
ly addressing with the press. However, to benefit you in discus
sions with our customers, the facts surrounding those issues are as 
follows: 

Westfield facility: DIGITAL has been planning for some time 
to build up a large inventory of Rainbow computers so that it could 
shut down the production line and refit it for another computer 
product. By producing in volume to meet both our current sales 
and inventory requirements, we have beer1 able to take advantage 
of manufacturing efficiencies so necessary to stay competitive. 
If our inventory is not sufficient to meet our projected needs, 
then_manufacturing capability is available to provide systems as 
requ1 red. 

Manufacturing in general: DIGITAL has publicly stated its 
ongoing goal to reduce its manufacturing costs. This involves a 
continuing effort to make more effective use of our facilities and 
people each time we refit a facility for new product manufacture. 
In fact, because of the number of new products sc,on to be announ
ced, you may hear of more situations where plants are converted 
from current product manufacture to new products. Each conver~-ion 
offers us the opportunity to make efficiencies in the manufacturing 
process. 

PC strategy: We have stated publicly, and will continue to 
reinforce, the importance of personal computinq to DIGITAL's o•Jer
all corporate product strategy, We are making significant invest
ments in Rainbow enhancements, which will 6e announced in the 
very near term, as well as a new personal computer-class system, 
which will be announced in the future. You can, with confidence, 
ensure your customers that DEC's current products, soon-to-be 
announced enhancements, and follow-on products will provide them 
the, same competitive advantages that DIGITAL products have alway~. 
prov i ded • - . 

. In summary, what has been billed as "news• is inaccurate in 
assumin9 that we are moving out of the Rainbow PC business and 
misleading in representing c,ur commitment to continued manufactu
ring efficiencies. Our Rainbow PC strategy and commitment to 
manufacturing efficiencies are both positive positic,ns which, 
unfortunately, came out negatively," 

WHAT ALL OF THIS MEANS TO HOME AND SMALL OFFICE RAINBOW USERS 
by Caroline Mack 

DEC is not "abandoning• the Rainbow-it is changing the number 
and the ke~board. There are purportedly over 100,000 -Rainbows in 
stock at DEC. While this a~•pears to be good news to Rainbow owner~
and users who have, for the most part, spent several thousand 
dollars for a Rainbow and Rainbowspecif1c software 1 it is not all 
that reassurin9. DEC sees the Rainbow as an oftice automation 
tool, a glorified terminal, but does not regard it as a stand-alone 
personal-computer. Too bad, home users. -

DEC's marketing decisions have prevented the Rainbow, gene
rally considered a superior personal computer, from gaining a 
decent market share. Insufficient advertising, unwillingness to 
make the Rainbow's architecture available to third-party manufac
turers, and the failure to make any sort of concession to I BM-PC 
compatibility have drastically narrowed the market for the Rain
bow. The decision last year to concentrate on vertical markets, 
and the disappearance of the Rainbow from major chains such as 
Computer land and Entre (whether DEC's decis.iorr or theirs), severely 
aggravated the problem. DEC sales strateqies, which pitted DEC 
salespersons against the other stores, in somi cases, did not help. 

DEC is one of the few companies which had not only a superior 
personal computer, bu~ sufficien~ financial staying power to give 
the IBM-PC and the myriad "compatibles" a run for tne money. But 
the views of DEC's president, Ken Olsen, permeated Rainbow market
ing. A recent quote underscores his disinterest in personal compu
ters: "You can't measure us by our micros. That's not what we 
are. We manufacture large systems. That's what the world 
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needs .. • We have little to contribute in the field of personal 
computers .... micros are cheap, short-lived, and not very accu
rate."* 

The spate of rumors has forced DEC to declare itself con
cering microcomputers. The Rainbow 190 does not represent a major 
advance in Rainbow technoloqy. Home and small bus.iness. us.ers do 
not need a computer whose only use is in networking. Unless the 
customer base for the, Rainbow is broadene-d, it s.e,e,ms unlikely that 
third party manufacturers will continue to view the Rainbo1,J as a 
viable entity and convert programs to run on it, or make hardware 
for it. 

I, for one, still feel abandoned. 

[Editor's Note: As of the date of this publication, there have 
been a multitude of rumors about a new DEC PC, but no concrete 
information. The Rainbow 190 is being manufactured from equipment 
al ready in stoc~.. At this time it appears that no new Rainbows are 
currently being manufactured.] 

*Quoted in Computer Decisions, February 12, 1985; Hit or HIPS with 
VAX 8600,• pp. 56-58. 
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PRO 300 SERIES WISH LIST BALLOT 

Use this ballot to show which items on the Wish List are most 
important to you. Put the number of the most important item on the 
list in space 1, the next most in space 2, etc. 

11 
12--
13--
14--
15--
16--
17--
18--
19--
20== 

21 
22--
23--
24--
25--
26--
2r-
29--
29--
30=== 

31 
32--
33--
34--
35--
36--
37--
38--
39--
40== 

41 
42--
43--
44--
45--
46--
47--
48--
49--
so== 

Please add the following to the wish list: 

Comments: 

RETURN BALLOTS TO: 

Thomas R. Hintz 
University of Florida 
IFAS Computer Network 
Building 810 
Gains.ville, FL 32611 

51 
52--
53-
c-4--
55--
56-
sr--
59--
59--
60== 

61 
62--
63--
64== 



(fold here) 

( fold here) 

Thomas R. Hintz 
University of Florida 
IFAS Computer Network 
Bu ildi nq 810 
Gainsville, FL 32611 
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DECUS PERSONAL COMPUTER SIG QUESTIONNAIRE 

General: 
I would like information on 

I would like to see an article in the newsletter on 

rwc,uld 1 i ke to see a symposium ses.si on c,n 

I attend DECUS Symposiums: __ always sometimes __ never 
I use/own: Rainbow(s) PRO(s) =DECmate(s) 
I use the macfi"f ne( s.) checke'd'above: 

at work at home both 
If at work, tot al riumber of DE'C:71f:: ' s. at your site: 
I also use: VAX IBM or other mainframe TBM or other PC 
Type of use: -=-.business __ educational __ government 

other 
Primary OperatTrig System: MS-DOS __ CP/H _both equally 

--other 
I belong to a local DEC PC Oser Gro_u_p_:_=-~-_-y_e_s--:_-:_-:_-n-o ______ _ 
There is a user group in my geographic area: yes no 
I wc,uld like information on starting a user group: __ yes 
I use a modem: often reluctantly never 

--for worV.-- fcrr pleasure both 
Here is a DEC PCL!ser Group not"on your list: -

Name of Group Name of Conta-c~t-P~e_r_s_o_n __________________ _ 
Address ________________________ _ 

Telephone___._(_........_) _____________________ _ 

Here is a DEC oriented bulletin board not on your list, or new 
information on a listed board: 

Name of Board Full name of ""S_y_s_o_p _________________ _ 

Address if known 
City and State ---------------------
Telephone Number ___________________ _ 
Other Info: ________________________ _ 

I am wi 11 i ng to write an article on: _____________ _ 

to me are: The subjects of most interest 
word processing 

=sprea<;lsheets 
__ graphics . 

_project management 
_·_specialized ijertical software 

(type) Rainbow ___________ _ 
communications 

_programming . 
software reviews 

--technical articles 

-PRO 
-DECMate 
-Robin 

=DEC Gossip and News =Other: ___________ _ 

If I had it to do over again, I: 
would buy another DEC Rainbow/PRO (circle one) 

-might buy another Rainbow/PRO if it was a bargain (circle one) 
would not buy another Rainbow/PRO (circle one) 

This net-Jsletter is going to be folded into one large monthly 
publication (but will remain quarterly.) ~~ill you c:c,ntinue tc, 
subscribe at the new price of $35/year? yes no 
Feel free to enclose another page(s) with cc,mment"s! 

Name Comp_a_n_y _____________ _ 

Address 
Cit~/ST~7-z~1-p-----------

~~~e ~~~g; ~=~================== 

Return to: 
Caroline M. Mack 
6415 Adelphi Road 
University Park~ MD 

2078~· 



Do you feel that leaving the prices out of the newsletter: 

--~s appropriate 
1 '=· verv anno 1,; 1 nq 

==makes. the ar"t ides. les.s. useful 

Do you feel that DECUS should revise its "commercialism" policy? 

__ yes. 
_no 

fold here 

fold here 

Caroline M. Mack 
6415 Adelphi Road 
University Park, MD 20782 
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